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president of the court which tried Mrs.
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and considerable time

was

consumed

discussion of its recommendations....
‘We

despatch of Feb. 28 from Madrid
The cabinet has considered the
'1
iti,,n and no incident was reported as
Wring the “cordiality of the relations
.'""'Wen Spain and the United States,”
""’Ugh the ministers expressed “regret at
passion which has crept into public
P'nion during the present incident.” A

itied

as

those of

Steward Nelson

About 7

Sawyer

Capt. Larrabee and

of

quarter

master

ueneral

A.

,M.

Portland reported total receipts

for the year from all sources $2,707.08, total
expenditures, $2,894,01, leaving a balauee in
the treasury of $313 07. The total amount
of funds hold by the 105 posts is
placed
at $100,541.54
These posts have paid out
for relief during the year, $2,899 10.
In his annu il address Department Commander Carleton referred bri stly to the
work of Memorial Day, the loss of members
by suspension and death, the details of the
31st encampment at Buffalo, and from this
passed to a consideration of peusions.
Among other things he said :
“Turn on the light of investigation as
you please, but don't try to create the impression that the soldiers who composed the
federal armies in the sixties are an 'aggregation of frauds,’ ‘thieves,’ and ‘treasury

of Sell. Mareellus.

Feb. 22ud, Eugene Parsons
Gloucester, while passing along the
a.

m.,

wreckers.’
“These assaults

on the country’s peusion
to he an elaborately wrought up
fabric of half facts, specious misrepresent.athey were badly decomposed.
tious ami downright falsehood.”
One of the bodies is thought to be that of
These statements Mr. Carleton elaborated
Capt. Larrabee of the sch. Marcell us. It is with many instances in which pensions had
six feet inches and weighs about 215 pounds.
brought relief t<> the needy and deserving.
Just above his right wrist is a wreath and
In the evening a camp fire was held in
anchor, executed in India ink, and on the City Hall ami 2,000 people listened to the
inside of the same arm is a double heart.
speeches by which the veterans called down
The fourth tootli from the front on the left
vengeance upon the head of Spain if it
side lias been broken off and crowned with should lie
proved that she blew up the
gold.
Maine. One speaker said:
“Every memHe wore a three link O.bl Fellows’ pin, tober of tlie (i. A. II., from Calais to
California,
gether with a combination pin of the Ma- is ready to shoulder a rifle and march
sons and Odd Fellows.
On the third finger
against Spain or any other country that inof bis left hand lie wore a silver wire ring sults ‘Old
Glory.'
rounectr-d at the top with a true lovers’
Commander Carleton <>( the State Departknot. Eight dollars in bills and a Waterment, said: “We do not want war, we pray
bary watch were found in ins pockets.
God to avert it, lor we know what it means:
The body was dad in blue woolen drawers,
but if there is war—and we g.» to Inal, toa red and w bite shin, a left rubber boot and
night, apprehensive that we may be in one
a black diagonal vest.
in the morning—rest assured that the
boys
Tiier** seems to be but little doubt from
of Y»1 and the boys of ’!'* will .stand side bydescription furnished that this is the re- side, and there will be no North and no
mains of Capt
Larrabee.
South in it either. It will be America
The other body is abo it 5 feet 8 inches in
At the Friday morning session it was votheight- and weighs about !">U pounds. On ed to meet m Bangor, with State and N
bis right forearm is a female figure holding
tioual Relief Corps from all over the State
a
flag. The body iiad on only a blue and next year. D lring the forenoi u, Col. Harry
white striped shirt, blue socks and a pair of !
Weissinger u: Louisville. Ivy., arrived m
lac *1 shoes.
the city and was at once driven to City Hall
Mr. C. C. Hamilton of Boston was iu town I and introduced as the
special guest of
Wednesday afternoon and identified the i honor.
When the national encampment
bodies found near the Hovey estate at Fresh met at Louis
Col. Weissinger enter.'ille,
Water Cove as those of Capt. Larrabee and
tained the Maine veterans in one of his toSteward Charles A. Nelson of the Marcellas, bacco houses, and since that time the most
of Searsport, Me.
friendly relations have existed between the
Capt. Larrabee was 45 years of age, and ex-Confederate colonel and liis Maine
leaves a widow and one child.
He was a friends. Friday, Col.
Weissinger arrived
member of the Searsport Lodge of Odd
from his Kentucky home for the special
Fellows and the local lodge of Masons, which purpose of
a flag as a g:ft to the
bringing
orders sent Mr. Hamilton here to identify Maine
department. Col. Weissinger was rethe bodies.
ceived with great enthusiasm, the veterans I
Nelson was a Swede, about 32 years old standing on the seats
of the hall and cheerand had made his home for some years with
ing until exhausted. He made an eloquent
Capt. Larrabee. He carried a life insurance speech of presentation and the Hag was acin Capt. Larrabee’s favor.
[Cape Ann Ad- cepted in the name of the Grand Army of
vertiser.
the State
Commander

roll

seem

j

by

Carleton.
session, the voting for department commander resulted as- follows:
Rev. C. A. Southard was elected on the first
ballot. Whole number of votes. 389; necessary for choice, 195; Southard, 214; Robie,
158; Snipe, 17. Ex-Gov. Robie made it unanAt the afternoon

Sch. S. M. Bird in Collision.

into

The Schooner Towed
Boston.

in

sight

of

Highland light

on

night.
Capt

Thursday

John Merrill states that he sailed
from Philadelphia on Feb. S with a cargo of
742 tons of coal and on the 18th he was obliged to put into New Haven for a harbor.
Leaving that port he made his way slowly
until the southwesterly wind on Wednesday gave him an opportunity to make better progress.
At (» o’clock last night, when
between Highland Light and Race Point a

three-masted schooner

j

suggested by George Washing-

1 dent

Boston, Feb. 25. After a most trying
passage of over two weeks from Philadelphia, the three-masted schooner S. M. Bird
of Rockland, Me., was towed up the harbor
this afternoon. Her starboard side was badly shattered as the result of a collision with-

■

" as

.naoisiaiiL

Damage fully 93,000.

At a meeting of the Wotrustees iu Chicago, Feb.
‘■solutions were adopted appealing
country for assistance in raising
i‘t which hangs over the W. C. T.
Wing. The trustees resolved that
they had secured for the National
T. U. the capital stock of the
the building should be re-christen‘ilarii Temple,” as a monument to
IraneesE. Willard—Henry Mentzer
•a returned to Iowa with
$100,000 as
t of two
years spent iu Alaska. Del.is good fortune in the
Klondike,
slates that the reports of fahulaitli are greatly exaggerated and
a more
money is being taken into j
iritry than ever will he brought
The Hawaiian steel ship Helen!
apt. I). Maliany, which left
11 Oct. 25 and arrived at New York
-'ml, had iu her cargo over 38,000
s of tea. the
largest quantity ever j
from Shanghai in one cargo by
1
ug vessel.Sunday, March 20, is
it by
the general officers of the W.
1
as a special memorial
day for i
Willard. It is already a red
•
the
White Kibhoners,
lay among
'prohibition day,” the birthday of
'■ cal How.At a
meeting in Wash1). C'., Feb. 25th, of the Daughters
American Revolution, Mrs. Steven'lie retiring president-general, was
:“1
honorable
president-general.
g the vice presidents general chosen
■'lis. Sperry of Connecticut and Mrs.
"f Maine.
Miss Walworth read the
o of the committee on the national
sity, the proposed founding of
1

Washington Whisperings.
Two of
the three men in tlie navy department
who have been active in drawiug up the
contracts for the raising of the Maine ness.
are men of special interest
A communication was received from Mrs.
to people of
A. L. Bickford of Auburn, president of the
the Pine Tree State.
Commander R. B.
Woman’s
Relief Crops, extending a
Bradford, of the naval bureau of equip- welcome inState
behalf of that organization.
ment, is a native of Maine, who still
A letter was also read from
Louisville,
holds his residence at Auburn, Me.
He
Ky., commending
Weissenger, the
is a descendant of one of the oldest Rebel Confederate Harry who
is to present
colonel,
Puritan families in New England.
The the encampment a "Peace Flag," which
other is Capt. Samuel C. Lemly, judge letter was received with great demonstraadvocate of the navy, who was born in tion.
The report of Assistant Adjutant Lorenzo
North Carolina but married a uiece of the
B. Hill of Augusta showed that there had
late Representative Millikeu_Senator
I been no gaius or losses in the number of
Frye is now enjoying the companionship posts during the year, the number in
good
of three of his grandchildren, who, with
standing January 1, 1898, being 165, the
their mothers, are in Washington for a same as last year.
short stay.
One boy is from the family
Recapitulation: The number of members
of Wallace II. White and two from that in good standing in the Department, Januof F. II. Briggs. Mr Briggs lives out near ary 1. 1897, was 8,429; the number gained
during the year 1897, as reported by comMaple Grove stock farm in Auburn, and manders
of posts, was, by muster, IPS;
by
Mr. White occupies the Frye mansion in
transfer, 27: by re-instatement, 93. Totai,
Lewistou... Representative
A.Boutelle, 8,657.
chairman of the House Naval CommitThe losses during the year 1897, as
reporttee, introduced a bill Feb. 24tli, provid- ed by commander of posts, were : By deaths,
honorable
for
the
288;
by
relief
of
the
victims
of
the
discharge,
21;
by transfer,
ing
Maine.
It follows generally the lines of 38; t>y suspension, 474. Total, 771 Number
in good standing January 1,
1898,
the Samoan disaster relief bill of 1890 and remaining
7,886. The number remaining suspended N
embodies the views of the administration.
719
lion. Henry W. Corbett was, Feb. 28,
There has been expended during 1897, by
denied admission to the Senate as a senator the posts of this department from the refrom Oregon, on the appointment by the lief fund, as reported to this office, the sum
of 81,272,77.
governor, by the decisive vote of 50 to 19.
The
from posts during the year
Speeches were made against the admission show reports
large losses by suspension for nonof Mr. Corbett by Mr. Bacon, of Ga., and
of dues, there having been 474
payment
Mr. Burrows of Mich., and in favor of his members
suspended for that cause.
admission by Mr. Morgan of Ala.
The report, of the chaplain. J. W. Webster
of Newport, showed a general observance of
Memorial Day and Memorial Sunday.
The
amount raised for Memorial Day services
Two Bodies Found.
was 89,084 and the amount paid out
87,196.

I

temple

1

The 31st annual encampment of the Maine
was opened at Lew is
ton at 1 30 p. m. Feb. 24th, Department Commander L. T. Carleton presiding.
The afternoon meeting w^as devoted to
hearing reports of officers and routine busi-

Department, G. A. R

|

Hiuee.

1

ment Commander.

82 years old and

approachme Kira was running tree with port
nig.
tacks aboard while the other vessel was by
the wind. She approached very quickly and
it was soou seen that a collision was inevitable. Capt. Merrill immediately bove the
wheel hard over and the captain of the other
vessel did the same. This brought the
schooners together, the outward bound vessel striking the Bird on the starboard quarter with terrific force, cutting her down to
within one plank of the water’s edge, demolishing rails, stanchions, bulwarks, davits and boat. The vessels were quickly
was

The other vessel was the Isaac T. Campbell, Captain Stevens, bound from Weymouth. Mass., to Wilmington, N. C., with a
cargo of guano. The Campbell lost her jibboom and head-gear.
The Bird was anchored and the crew set
at work cutting away the wreckage.
Fortunately the sea was smooth, otherwise the
schooner would have tilled. This morniug
Captain Merrill hoisted signals of distress,
which were seen by tlie life saving crews of
Race point and Peaked hill, who assisted
the crew in getting things to rights.
The Bird was then headed in towards
Boston and below Miuots Light was picked
up by the Herald, which towed her to port.
Capt. Merrill states that the damage to his
vessel will amouut to fully $2,000, which
will probably be repaired here after her
cargo is discharged. The Campbell was
taken in tow this afternoon and brought to
the city.

Hersey’s

an

eloquent, speech.

Gregor, Montague; department chaplain, J.
W. Webster, Newport. Hilman Smith and
Edwin Rielly, were re-elected to the board

of administration.

In the evening, City Hall was crowded by
interested audience. There were speeches
by Col. Henry Weissinger, George St.:nson
of Kentucky, and the new department offian

cers were

introduced

Concerning

Local

Industries.

seen

separated.

Col.

imous in

The other officers elected included Senior
Vice Commander, Stanley Plummer, Dexter: junior vice commander, I. W. Emerson,
Lewiston; medical director, John H. Mc-

Fruit Ranch.

Col. Philo Hersey, formerly of this city,
has for some years been living on a fruit
ranch of 60 acres in Santa Clara county,
California. Recently a friend wrote to enquire as to the amount of fruit raised,and
Col. Hersey replied as follows: “Last year
(1897) I raised on our ranch 175 tons of
French or California prunes; 30 tons of apricots; 15 tons of peaches; 5 tons of silver
prunes; 5 tons of grapes; 2 tons of pears,
and and one-lialf ton of cherries. (232 1-2
tons). I raised about 50 tons more one year,
but this is about an average yield. This will
doubtless seem quite a large amount oMruit
to you, but it does not seem much here.”

Mark Wood & Son have in their
shop a
number of handsome tablets in variegated
marble for parties in Lincolnville and
Frankfort; also a handsome stone in white
American marble for Thorndike part es.

Stevens Bros, are making a number of
the heavy double work harnesses for
which that firm is noted. They ate nearly
all made to order, and sale work is
disposed
of about as soon as finished. They are also
some
handsome
making
light driving harnesses for Belfast parties.

sets of

& French, who recently moved
paint shop, from Beaver street to

Morrill

their

Washington street, are having a fine run of
carriage work. They have employed Geo.
J. Brown as foreman, and he
brings with
him 35 years experience. He was in the
painting business here several years, first in
the firm of Howard & Brown, and later as
J. G. Brown & Co.

Stephen W. Lewis has moved to Belfast
from Augusta and has taken charge of the
Belfast Creamery. He lias been in charge of
the Cushuoc Creamery of Augusta. F. C.
Baker will continue to manage the

business

MARCH 3, 1 m.

Fire.

Disastrous

Annual Department Kneampment at Lewistun.
Rev. C. A. Southard elected Depart-

of
shore in company with his brother, discovered a battered form on the rocks at the foot
of the sea wall behind the barn of the
Hovey estate.
Mr. Osman O. Earle happened along at the
time of the discovery, and the trio made
their way to the body of the unfortunate
sailor. They had just reached the inanimate
form, when Mr. Earle espied another body
floating near by, and with the assistance of
Mr.
Fred Parsons both were brought
ashore.
I'ndertaker Lloyd was summoned and the
bodies raised up the steep iucliue by means
of a fall.
They were then taken to Mr.
Lloyd’s undertaking parlors and after all
( lues to their identification had been removed
were taken to the tomb at Cherry Hill as

WEEK.

Bulletin 42 of the
Station
Ornamenting Home Grounds'*
Professor Munson has given eonions for
improving the surround:•
home.
The bulletin includes
ntionof the location of a house,
and
care
of lawns, suggestions
ng
where and how to plant, and
the more valuable ornamental
shrubs found in Maine.
The
will be sent to all who apply to
ultural Experiment Station,
Mi* ...At the home of Dr. D. I\
Waterville, Sunday afternoon
k, John E. Thompson, agent of
and Portland firm dealing in
hc>, was found dead in his room,
seen in apparently
good health
»ck.
A coroner was called and
s ffTects was found a
partially
leot arsenic. The coroner is of the
•ot 1; resulted from heart disease,
-v will
probably be held.The
Thaddeus Wiswell, formerly of
•bias, is announced in the Beta•liy Courier of Jan. 81. Mr. Wismong the first, to go To California
iking the passage around Cape
Cel. W. G. Morrill, proprietor
>u Driving Park, Pittsfield, and
>"1 need women jockeys for the
ij'on the turf, announces that
-.•'st meet lie shall oiler a
stake
>r the 2 20 elass.
The Union
ii k is reported to be the finest
'lack in Maine and will be kept
k of condition.A corporation
a n as the Fairfield
Floral Comi*eeu organized at Waterville.
i.j'ose of manufacturing and sale
0 flowers, with slOU.OoO
capital
:
which >800 is paid in.
The
:o: FankJ.
Goodridge of Water■sidenv: Arthur IF Terry of Fairasurei.
The factory will be run
id.Benoise Fogg, wanted by
officials for the past 10 years,
Hired Saturday at Garland, by
>
Harding of Madison and Nutt
field, under direction of Sheriff
1 evading a
damage suit against
-1.-100... U. ft. Marshal John K.
became Citizen Donovan Feb.
his successor, Mr. Saunders, took
and assumed charge of the office.
ovan
will go back to the law
at Alfred.Mayor F.
O. Beal
r was renominated
by the RepubFriday evening without opposition,
tessor W. A. Rogers,
of Colby
>ity, a scientist of national reputa•■“d at bis residence in Waterville,
l*t.
Professor Rogers bad been ill
ral weeks and death was not unexDr. Rogers was professor of natiiosphy and astronomy.Promiimbermen say that there never has
M >re snow in
the woods than now,
year approaching this in the
and severity of storms having
s>'j.
Men and horses have been in
of starvation and in some inhorses have been killed to save
Torn a worse fate.

now

The Maine Cl. A. R.

...

Mbley riilton..Bates College
"-..The Passing ot ••Ben.". .-•Spantv;-, in."
Snow
Bound at North
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Willard Memorial Service.

The Fine Resilience of the late Capt. R. H.
Coombs Destroyed, Together with the
Family's Favorite Horses and Dogs.

residence of the late Capt. Robert
Coombs on Northport avenue was burned early last Sunday morning.
The fire
was discovered about 4.45 o’clock and was
in the back part of the L, next to the stable.
Mr. Jordan W. Coombs who lives next door
saw a light and supposed some one was
up,
but on looking again concluded it was fire
and gave the alarm. He succeeded in rousing the inmates, with the exception of Clias.
R. Coombs, whose room was in the L over
the kitchen, and who was nearly suffocated
when rescued by his niece, Miss Hattie
The tine

H.

dog

Coombs.

His

with

and

him

Victor

was

choking

was

in the

and

room

coughing

when his master was aroused. Mr. Coombs’
first thought was for his horses and dogs
and lie started at once for the stables in
hopes to save them, but was unable to do so,
and nearly perished m the attempt.
He
was almost suffocated when rescued.
While bis property loss is heavy Mr.
Coombs grieves most over the loss of his favorites, the horses I C. and Boh Withers,
and dogs Spot and Rex, all of which held a
high place in the affections of the entire
family and their friends, and were Charles’
spec il pets. I. C. was the family carriage
hors of his parents, and it was their wish
that she should never go out of the family.
Bob Withers was a high blooded carriage
horse and very intei ligent.
Two other
horses were also burned. They were a valuable gentleman’s driving horse owned by
Mr. James Taliferro of Jacksonville, Fla.,
and the work horse used at the store. The
favorite coach dog Spot, a pet of Capt.
Coombs’, and the young Irish setter Rex, a
remarkably intelligent animal whose education and training Charles lias carefully attended to, were burned. Rex was a general

favorite, and Spot, though not having so
large an acquaintance, was scarcely less so,
and many expressions of regret were heard
loss became known. Two cats,
pets of the household, also perished.
when their

Owing

to the bad

traveling

it

was some

time before the alarm could be given and
tbe hose companies arrive. The L, two
stables and a carriage bouse were totally
destroyed, but the fire was stopped in the
main house. Here the west wall is burned,
tbe roof badly charred, and marks of the
fire are seen in every room. The house is
it would cost
practically
loss,
more
to repair than to build new. Tbe
stables were fully equipped with everything
that goes to make up a complete outfit for
total

a

as

family driving, racing or sporting, with a
large variety of vehicles, both on wheels
and runners, harnesses, robes, small goods,
etc.

All is

a

total

loss.

Mr. Coombs lost all his wearing
apparel,
but the other inmates of the house saved
the greater part of theirs. Mr. Coombs had
"ISO in bills and
h:s

room, but

a

gold

watch in

the watch

a

vest in

and money were
but little injured.

fi'iind. The watch was
The bills were somewhat charred, but were
all redeemable, although the wallet in which
they were kept was ruined. The greater
part of tbe furniture in the main house was
saved, much of it in a damaged condition
but there was a considerable loss on tlie
household goods in the L. Capt. and Mrs.
Coombs left a large amount of bric-a-brac,
relies from foreign lands and family heirlooms. Some were saved in a damaged con-

dition,

intact, and some were lost.
Mr. Coombs estimates Ids loss at about
S'>,000, on which he had a total insurance of
some

The municipal of.icers held a fire inquest
Monday. Charles R. and Jordan YV. Coombs
were examined, giving the
particulars of
the fire substantially as above printed. The

municipal officers decided that the
from

causes

Waldo Dist. Lodge of (iood
The District Secretary, H.
sends
ing

us

the

following

session of

fire

origi-

unknown.

Waldo

in

Templars.
F.

regard
District

Erskine,

to

the

com-

Lodge

of

Good Templars:
The annual session of Waldo District
Lodge, I. O. G. T., will be held with Belfast

Lodge, No. JO, at Belfast, March 5th. Delegates and all interested are requested to
come early as there is a
large amount of business on hand and the forenoon session must
begin at 10 o’clock, sharp. Following is the
order of business: The forenoon session will
open in the subordinate degree; report of
officers and committees; report of inspectors; appointment of special committees;
report of lodges; intermission, with dinner
furnished by Belfast Lodge.
1 .m) p. m. open in district
degree; conferring of degree; address of welcome by Miss

Lillian Spinney of Belfast Lodge; response
by P. D. T., F. S. Dolliff of G. E. Brackett
Lodge, No. 17, Jackson; election and instal
lation of officers for the ensuing year;
presentation of banner by Grand Chief Templar
to the banner lodge of Waldo
District;
speech of acceptance by Chief Templar of
the banner lodge; report of degree
contest;
appointment of standing committees; report of committee on resolutions; question, How shall we increase the interest in
the District Lodge and
thereby strengthen
the cause of temperauce in Waldo

county?
Opened by Bros. McKinley and Bartlett and
discussed by all present.
Music, recitations and readings will be
given at different times during the day. Let
every Good Templar strive to make the ses-

sion

w

hat it deserves to be.

and

has taken the rent

on

Church -street

formerly occupied by W. L. Littlefield.
Fresh Mackerel.
The crew of sch. Oresa, while Idressing
fare of codfish on Le Have Bank recently, were surprised to find in the stomachs of two of the fish, two tinker mackerel
about seven inches long, bright in color and
apparently but recently killed. Fresh mackerel at this time of the year is a rarity, even
with codfish. [Cape Ann Advertiser.
their

S. G. Bicknell, Mrs. Fred Savery and Mrs.
G. A. Beckett. Mrs. F. 1'. Alexander recited
the poem, “We shall meet and know our
own.”

Remarks

made by Mrs. Sidney
Kalish, Mrs. Francis Jones, Mrs. Charles
H. Brier, Mrs. J. B. Littlefield, Mrs. II. W.
Pitcher, Mrs. Eli Cook, Mrs. Wm. B. Decrow,
Mrs. Eliza Hunnewell, Mrs. S. B. Fletcher,
Mrs. A. X. Noyes and Mrs. G. W. Benson.
The following resolution was presented :
Resolved, That in the going Home of our
honored and beloved chieftain, Miss Frances
E Willard, the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union is berefit of its
greatest leader,
its tireless and patient worker, its true and
trusted champion for the highest good of
the greatest number, and for the
purity and
sanctity of the home.
Resolved, That the motherhood of the
land found in her the highest embodiment
of love for children and youth, and a
strong
determination to make a purer and safer
path for their young feet to tread.
Resolved, That we mourn her departure
with sincere and heartfelt sorrow, yet are
comforted by the knowledge that her influence can never depart; that the world was
made better and brighter by her presence in
it. “May the memory of this gifted leader,
this uncrowned queen, inspire us to
deeper
consecration and nobler efforts.
Miss Hicks then read a poem, “Buried to-

Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 2, 1898:
Hugh
M. Smith, Winterport, to James M. Smith,
do., laud in Winterport. James M. Smith
to David Hart Winterport; land and build-

Lincolnville. Lillian M. Melvin to Max
N. Hannon, Lincolnville; land in L;ncolnville. Benj. B. Toothaker, Searsmont,
to Clara F. Nickerson, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast. Frank L. Cunningham, Troy, to John C. McAlister, do.; land
in Troy.
Wilson A. Colcord, Searsport, to
Hannah B. Ford, Boston; land in Searsport.
F. A. Dickey, Northport, to Job. B.
Herrick,
do; land in Northport. Emma M. Paine,
Searsmont, to Jennie F. Caswell, do.; land
in Searsmont. Abbie J. Fowler et al., Farmington, to Elias C. Fowler, Albion; land in

in

cey

Unity.

were

day,” written several years ago by L. Virginia French, but which seemed from its
close application to the life and merits of
the deceased to have been written expressly

the occasion.
John S. Fernald was called upon and responded briefly with a resume of the life
work of Miss Willard.
The services closed with the hymn “Blest
be the tie that binds,” by.the congregation
and prayer by Mrs. Hunuewell.
for

The Condon

Manufacturing Company

Re-organized and with

increased
will extend its business.

she missed so much. There are noble
left to us, but only one Frances Willard. Yet we know that “It is well” with
her, for she is with the Father. Inasmuch
as we all loved her, and
appreciate her work
1 know that every union will wish to hold
memorial services. 1 suggest the evening
whom

women

of Mar.

thus
union

for

public memorial service,
time for preparation.
No

allowing
is obliged

to use this date if inconthe State W. 0. T, l appoints
date for similar meetings, we will conform

venient.
a

a

If

make special effort for a
meeting worthy of her we honor.
Emii.y F. Miller,
County Pres. W. C. T. C
North Sears incut, Feb. 21, 1898.

to that.

Let

us

Mount Desert Correspondence.
S.W. Harjsor, Feb. 24 ’98. The gale of last

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday was very
heavy, especially Monday night and all day
Tuesday. Several coasters were laying in
the harbor at the commencement, and the
one which held on was the sch. HarBesides her two anchors
ry W. Haynes
she had two kedge anchors with a long
string of ha vsers out. The first to break
adrift was a small coaster of Weymouth, N.
S., which had just discharged a cargo of
wood at Rockland and was on her return
home. She is well up on the beach at high

only

water mark and is

uninjured,

but cannot be

got off until the next run of tides. Next the
Forest Bell of Nova Scotia, loaded with flour
and meal, broke adrift about half flood title
and struck on the Lobster Rock and remained some time, which caused a leak. Soon
after she went ashore at the head of the harbor, where she now lies on a smooth beach.
The others were fishing vessels which were
moored in winter

quarters, and

were

not in-

jured except the sch. Rover’s Bride, which
fouled the.sch. Abbie Morse, carrying away
her rail and top timbers
breaking the main boom.

on one

side and

loe nsuing sell. Esperanz* of Rockland,
which has been fishing from this port through
tl e winter and was anchored here, dragged
sc near the rocks on the King shore that
they were obliged to slip their large anchor
and chain and getting the jib on her dragged the other one, which was her fishing
anchor, and one hundred fathoms of cable
out off shore, where she rode a short time
when her cable parted and she was run
ashore near the others on the beach and was
not injured. The steamboat wharf was dam-

aged considerably by the heavy sea.
Hopkins Bros, will extended their wharf
100 feet and work has begun.
Phillip Moore is making the spars for the
schooner L. A. Whitmore.

on

styles,

each

on

March 1st and is to

run

from Boston to

two

trips per week.
This line will be very much appreciated by
the public, and judging from the business
done by the steamer New Brunswick for the
short time she was on the route it would

paying route.
The telephone company are repairing
their lines to-day, which were torn down by
the high wind and the heavy coating of ice

soon

on

be

a

them.

Nice moon now for sleighing parties, but
for the roads—don’t say a word.

as

Join N. MeLellan arrived home yesterhe has been employed,

day from Boston where

J.M. Leighton left Thursday for a
Springfield, Mass., and New Y< rk

Mrs.

k

visit

in

City.
Selwin Gillam returned home Saturday
from Chelsea,'Mass., where lie has l^ni em-

ployed.
Mis. C. II. Maxtield wa nt t
N- rth Bel
grad-- last Friday to visit her brother, who

in two

ill

was

Wells, Jr., ami Miss Florence Wells
returned Friday from a visit in Somerset
county.
Bm

Cal vena

Mss

Moiday

returned

home

she visited

where

Louise Hazeltiue arrived from Bos-

M’ss

the board of directors
Negotiapending with F. A. Howard & Son
for the manufacture of a sample lot of rolls,
and if these are satisfactory in
quality and
price (hat firm, which is well equipped for

Hervey
Bueksport,

from

Elizabeth E uery.

Miss

compose
tions are

ton

Monday night, but
terday to meet a friend.

returned there ye*

Helen Graves of Marblehead, Mass.,
home yesterday from a visit P Mrs.
Edith Graves of this city.
Miss

returned

the

work, will probably make the rolls.
Chester Patterson, who is perfecting himself
in the use of the rolls, so as to be able to set

Miss Inez L. Barker, a student at the Maine
General Hospital, visited friends m this nty
last Saturday and Sunday.

them

up and operate them, will soon go
the road in the interest of the company.
A New York firm has been
getting out a roll
that is clearly an infringement on the Condon
on

Chas. H. Wells has returned from

Rev.

delighted

most

visit in New

a

York, where he

Milliken.

visited Mr. S. M.

patent and the matter will receive prompt
attention.

Waldo B. Newton of Boston arrived
in Belfast- Feb. 23d to visit her
parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph A. Gilmore.
Mrs.

stockholders include Messrs. H.

P.

Thompson, C. H. Field, James Pattee,
L. A. Knowlton, F. W. Pote, C. It. Coombs,
W. It. Howard, It. H.
Moody, O. G. Critchett, C. O. Poor, R. F. Duutou, A. P. Mans-

May Dyer
Winterport

Miss Ada
home

in

weeks to Mrs. Etta

left

Saturday

after

for her

four

visit of

a

Patterson.

field, and others. It will be noticed that two
of these stockholders are members of the
firm of Critchctt, Sibley & Co., in whose fac-

Mrs. S. A. Ingalls went to Lynn, Mass.,
yesterday on account of the severe illness of
her nephew, Charlie Jameson.

tory the rolls are used, and further that the
list may he considered a representative, one.
That this Belfast company, with its Belfast

ed

invention, may
wish

roll in

wealth is the sincere

of The Journal.

|

Mrs. Lucy A. Rhodes of N> rthport amhome Saturday fn m Clifti ndum M
where she visited her brothers

!

.*.

Fred

clerk

Jackson,

McIntosh,

:

went

w;ti

of the

V

I-

Granges,

Miller, wh

three

house

There will he a dance and supper ;tr :he
grange hall at Centre Montville, Momiu
evening, March the ~ih.

bt

to

Grange

U

in

a

have not missed

daughter,
ed

average attendance has
in twenty-live members
several petitions for new ones.

taken

and

now

have ‘Ju-J members in

good standing."
Waldo County Pomona Grange met with
Seaside Grange, Bedfast, Tuesday. March

Nearly
representing
1st.

'MO

members

111

were

The

granges.
in the fifth degree

W
1

three months

home

spending

it

family

have

Head of

the

tli- winter

11. Sa’i

in.

tended

the

i.d

■

n-t .ru-

Tid-

:

Ko-n-tt. Mass.

:n

Mass
SJ:
i

Sal

V.

meet ig of
Lew

hei

r>.

Portland

F. Ames of

[icpart

St,,',

DM

F

isy ],

and

251 h.

was

opened
by Worthy Master
J. ti. Harding. The otlicers were all present
except Flora, to which position Mrs. Ti lesion Wad I in was appointed.
A class of 17

visit of

a

incut, G. A. 1L, at

present,

grange

Monday

Boston

n

Miss Lizzie Gi
visiting relati ves in this vb imfy
Belfast Monday ;i>r 1 d 1.: tin!
haven.

hav

We

business.

Bin-kiln and

their

to

after

far this year:
been 7''. w e have

so

our

d le

annua

Mrs. K

Mr. L. O.

as

meeting

the

to

Mrs. James Davis returned home Iasi Sat-

urday from

ten brothers.
follows:
“The
flourishing condition. We
a

oiuined

meeting of the Bueksport Seminary Alumni Association.

by

contest

writes

secretary

■••■k

Mnes*. is again

ami attend

to attend tin-

Seaside Grange will n t.fer tin ;lrst and
degrees next Saturday evening lu<i
have an interesting literary program.
The
novelty feature of the evening will be a

needle-threading

bas be.-i,

Miss Grace Hail went

second

The

out

«-•

ieg

robs

Jia

ks<

I

t-a

enter the commrrDa

Miss

j

Carrie

friends

in

Perkins

Belfast

of

<’u*m

last week

way home from Andover,
has been teaching school.

Me.,

-o •.

••

b

a

c
w

ui

D-r

re

she

was instructed in the fifth
degree. The folMrs W. H. Mailitt and d uigiu-T return- ■'
lowing granges reported: Morning Light,
home to Bucksport Saturday aficr a vis,
f
|
of
Star
Monroe;
Progress, Jackson; Rising
two weeks to her parents, Mr and Mrs
L
Sun, Knox: Harvest Moon, Thorndike;
C. Woodbury of Northport.
Silver Harvest, Waldo; Comet,
Swanville;
Capt. W G. Kueeland visited friends n
Sandy Stream, Unity: Farmers' Pride, Lincoluville; Honesty, Morrill, Mystic, Bel- Belfast tin- past week. JLs vessel t)»e seh
John C. Smith, is discharging 'umber in New
mont; Union Harvest, Montville; Dirigo,
Freedom; South Branch, Prospect: Kquity, Volk from Brunswick, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Prentiss leave to-day
Belfast; Granite, North Searsport. Seaside,
Belfast; Victor, Searsmont
Frederick for a week’s visit m Boston. J H. H ublend
Ritchie, Waldo; South Montvii
Hillside, of Kittery takes Mr. Prentiss’ plain ,n the
Thorndike; Sunlight, Knox.
postal car during his absence.
At the noon recess picnic dinner was servAlfred Jackson of Poor's Mills has reed in the dining room, Seaside Grange fur- turned from the Maine
Eye and Far Infirmnishing tea, coffee, beans, brown bread, etc
ary of Portland, where lie has been for treatThe afternoon session opened with music men'-. His
right eye has been removed.
by the choir of Seaside Grange. A hearty
Capt. Al/o M. Carter, after spending a
ami hospitable address of welcome was
week at home with his family
eft Monday
given by Jennie Leavitt of Seaside Grange
for Noank, Ct.f to join his vessel, seb. Joel
and was responded to by Past Master I>. o.
F. Sheppard, which has been <iisehargiug a
Bowen.
••

The question, “Resolved, That the lawpassed by the last Legislature in regard to
road commissioners is detrimental to rural
towns,” was discussed by Joseph Ellis, W.
P
Thompson, Tolford Durham, D. O.
Bowen of Waldo Pomona Grange and Bro.
Goodwin of Somerset. Three musical selections followed: song by choir, duett by
Mrs. A. J. Morrison and Miss Lu Mason;
song by Mrs. Jesse Webber.
Mrs. Joseph
McKeen recited “How Old Mose Counted
the Eggs,” and Past Master A. L. Mudgett
sang

popular

two

Mrs. Alexander

songs.

recited “The Husking Bee,” followed by
Miss Cleora Haney with “The Draw Tender’s Story.” Mrs. Morrison gave a piano
solo; Mrs. G. A. Leavitt a recitation; Miss
Lucy Cochran read an essay; Dr. Hammons
and wife sang a duett, and the exercises
closed with a song by the choir.
The uex't meeting will be with Harvest

Master. The question for discuss n will be:
“Resolved, That the opportunities for get
ting rich are as good in Maine as in Alaska,”

Machiasport, making

Misses Caroline and Laura ('lark of Damarare visiting Mrs. S. H. Mathews.

President, A. T. Condon; Treasurer, M. I.
Stevens; Manager, J. C. Ham; clerk. F. li.
Wiggin. These officers.with Mr. C. O Poor

new

a

iseott.i

sizes, have been manufactured. Quite a large
^pder was received
from Canton, Ohio, this week.
The company was already incorporated,
wit.li a capital of '*'10.000, divided into shares
of $10 each, and at the
meeting last Saturday evening officers were chosen as follows:

llie

on

Miss Annie E. Going left yesterday for
visit cf three weeks in Union.

factories in the Eastern and
Middle States have been supplied, and the
rolls have been sent to the
Provinces, the
Western States and foreign countries. Four

place, owing to the large amount of
work at his shop through the winter anti
spring, was obliged to turn away a contract
for a small steamer of 42 feet length. Pi feet

The steamer Merryconeag is doing a rushing business on this route from Portland to
Bar Harbor, and is loaded ou her down
trips and has a good passenger list.
Every oue is anxious to see the new company’s boat, Seaboard, which is due here

Fred G. White went to Boston Monday
business for a few days.

150

over

year

Grange, Thorndike, April 5th. The
address of welcome will 1>»* by Sarah A.

beam and to draw 20 inches of water, for
Boston parties to go to Alaska.
It is reported that steamer Mount Desert
will resume her route ou March 10th.

Loretto Hay ford went to Bangor yesteron business.

day

a set of apparatus for
finishing the bottoms,
toplifts, shanks and heel edges of boots and
shoes. These new method rolls, as
they
are called, were introduced in the shoe
facof
&
tory
Critchett, Sibley
Co., Belfast, and
a
Proved
great success. During the past

Wm. H. Ward, who has been very
sick with pneumonia, is gaining.
W. R. Keene, builder of small steamers at
Mrs.

Charles F. Ginn went to Boston Monday
business.

capital

ness dressing, a
preparation that has commanded a large and increasing sale on its
merits alone. It also owns and controls the
patent of an invention of Alvin T. Condon,

News

scarcely credible that our Frances E.
Willard, leader of our white ribbon host is
no more with us.
She has joined the mother

PERSONAL.

At a meeting last Saturday
evening the
Condon Manufacturing Co. was re-organized
and with added capital will be
prepared to
largely extend its business. The company
has for years manufactured the Condon har-

It is

this

Boston, making sales of cream, etc., and ings in Winterport. Eli Carr, Palermo, to
Mr. Lewis will be superintendent of the
R. A. Carr, do.; land and buildings in Palermanufacturing. The number of patrons of mo. Florence E. Berry, Unity, to Frank A.
the creamery is increasing, and with the inBartlett, admir., do.; land in Unity. Florcreased supply of milk usual in the spring ence E.
Grant, Unity, to Frank A. Bartlett
a large addition to the daily
receipts is as- etals.; land in Unity. Thomas E. Gushee,
sured. Mr. Lewis has moved to Belfast Lincolnville, to Lillian M.
Melvin, do., land
at

The Belfast Woman’s Christian Temperance Union held a memorial to their late
leader, Miss Frances E. Willard, at their
parlors on Main street Thursday afternoon.
There was a large attendance of members
and a few visitors. The local President,
Mrs. A. E. Clark, presided, and Mrs. H. W.
Pitcher played the organ. The services were
opened by singing the hymn “A charge to
keep I have,” which was a favorite with
Miss Willard from early childhood, being
the hymn by which she was lulled to sleep
when an infant. Scripture was read by the
President and prayer offered by Mrs. G. G.
Winslow, followed by the hymn, “Some
sweet day.”
Mrs. P. S. Staples read a
touching tribute to Miss Willard, and Miss
A. A. Hicks read the storj- of Miss Willard’s
life and work.
Tributes from various
sources were read
by Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell'
Mrs. W. P.. Conant, Mrs. J. Y. Cottrell, Mrs.

§5,000.

nated

NUMIil R

Moon

Sayward

and the response

aliirmative,

J. G.

by

tl

County

Harding; negative,

B. F.

Foster.

City

each side of Main street and rewalks on Church ami High
streets, which were not included in the appropriations, and because of the extra expense involved in breaking roads after the
heavy snow storms in February. Permission was given to H. M. Prentiss to occupy
a portion of Court and Park streets while
building a house at the corner of said streets.
on

on

concrete

Adjourned

to

the next

regular

meeting,

March 7th.

George H. Webb is dangerously
the home of his son in Portland.

D. Barr arrived

home

Saturday

York, where he left sell, llumiir
rock of which he has been first officer.
Mrs.
Barr, who has been visiting in Boston and
vicinity, returned with him.
Mr. A. II. A. Groeschner of

Mass., lias

been

spending

a

Watertown,

week with friends

the Maine coast looks m
quite familiar with it. in summer, having a tine outlook fr< ;n his cottage
on the South Shore and his fast steam yacht
Guinevere carries him and Ins friends to

here

to

winter.

see

how

He is

parts of the bay.

all

Hon. It. K Col cord, Ex.-Governor of Me
vada and present chairman of the Republican
State

Conuiiittee, who has been in Washing
the interests of his State, mad* a
short visit, 1 a.-»t week to his sister, Mrs. II. J.

ton

in

Woods (d Oreiio

Gov. Colcord

is

a

sick at

native

Searsport and his sueecssful political life
and many sterling qualities reflect honor on
of

State, and

our

Nevada
es t

we

success

wish him and lus

in their illrts

in

part> in

the

uter-

honest money.

of

O. Clark

writes from the

Park

Hotel,

Springs, Arkansas: W hat do ym tl
of my being away out in this part of
country? It is a wonderful place and I
Hot

taken with

it.

Wish

you

were

here, for I know you would enjoy it

adjourned meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening.
The sum of $1,400 was transferred from the contingent
fund to the highway fund, which had been
overdrawn because of laying the concrete
walks

Capt. T.
from New

much

Government.

An

pairs

cargo of coal there.

w

eather is beautiful.

<»5°

I should think

ink
the
am

out
The

it was

here to-day. hut they call it a little cool
w ill he warmer in a day o»- two.

and say it
Still, it is

quite different, from the weather
Speaking of Maine, one of the
colored hoys said to me: “Mr. Clark, where
I replied, “In Maine.”
am your home?’
Then he. said: “Oh, mah Lord! your home
and folks are all blown up.” He had heard
of the blowing up of the battleship Maine
in

Maine.

thought
good laugh.

and
a

it

was

my home.

Well,

I had

Maj. M. W. Welch and Sergt. Maj. A. K.
Stevens went to Waterville yesterday to install the officers of Bayard Company U.
It., K. of P., of Waterville.
The installation was public and there was a supper
anil dance.

Down to Galveston by
Then

New York

via

| distinctly

Kail,

by
Delightful Trip oil Land and W ater.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
to

West.

Ke\

between the

routes

On

beautiful and enjoyable trip may
be made via Galveston, Texas. You leave

we are

and p,»»
lo ami Tiinidad, and then through
tion ..f New Mexico
The town of

really very
either side.

beautiful,

with the forts

ou

pulling, screeching tugs, we soon dock
the pier in East Liver, right under Brooklyn Bridge. It is a most delightful trip,
and will well repay one for the extra

('lay-

at

th: last few months, and when the wool
from the east go there next sum

time.

buyers

E. F. Page, Jr.

thev will be

hut

surprised auil pleased to
lights and a tine new hotel,

liod electiie

they

when*

The Belfast

be well fed and housed.

can

Free

Library.

[Books added during February, 1898 J
♦Boardman, Emery. Winning whist.

The second morning the traveller tiuds
bimsell' in the famous Pan Handle dis-

189(1

3C

925

trict, the home of the celebrated Texas ♦Brown, James Sanies. Partisan polilong-horn cattle, those steers with im- i tics : the evil and the remedy. Prohibitive legislation. 1897.1058 2*2
mense branching horns, pictures of which
Frances
His
Hodgson.
are familiar to many.
The aspect of the Burnett,
Grace of Usmonue. A novel. 1897
258.32
country has entirely changed. Southern
Cochrane, Harry H. History of MonColorado ami what we saw of New Mexmouth and Wales. (Maine.)
1894.
ico was a grazing district, but this is a
2v.974 18 M
rich, fertile country, where corn, cotton Famous adventures and prison es-

|

and otliei crops flourish. When growing,
cotton plants look much like bean bushes,
but the flowers

[

shaped like morning

aie

then two
!u

:

Thus you
sets appear.
in the boll ami in blossom on

im.re

<•.>*:. n

Tl

ii-.-

is

is

mu

:t>.in

m

1

fruit

lino

.1

untry, and ;u

c-

may get

yo

the lailway the country is well settled
hum'. cultivated: hut few people

and

have any >. om-epiion of tin size <u Ti xas,
.uid tlieu are thousands
acres of rich
land waiting

be taken up and eniWhat Texas need.** above all

luiiui.

'hings

to

population

is

-iei rii

develop its won*
nearly l>o.o00,000

to

With

itsources.

inside its boundaries it

ies

can

support

many times it> present population.
.“sights that are odd to northern people
u

the signs on railroad ear> designating
tain e. *aeht s *Koi Whites," and others

e

•e?

I
■

(

■>!

Persons."

u

>mj >-'s

A

provision of separate

■

1

ears or

o!

oui

choicest beef

>

Me

comes

Worth on,
Texas cV

we

over

run

Houston Central

arrive at

Houston at breakfast time.

l ii**

gu-mnus

around the Central station

io-

■•_•:!

oil

of

a

522 14
«

ourage-

story «4 tie Grand Banks.

with

Ilenry

;man,

c

world

9
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m

Out:

nes

of

j

skin of the b .dv.
The Epithelium is

the natural safeguard
the lungs. Without its protection every
human being would get consumption and
the oartli be depopulated, hut while it remains unbroken the lungs are safe and conof

sumption cannot nossibiv arise.
1 he chief diseases which endanger the
Epithelium and render us liable to emisuiuption are Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma and
Pneumonia. You must lirsi get a chronic
lull.uunmtiou "f the lung surfaces severe
enough to break and destroy the Epithelium
hef< r« you can get consumption.
You may
have chronic tnun Intis a long time before
the Epithelium ;s broken. These diseases
ire the nursery from which
consumption
springs, and therefor*- always dangerous.
I-oca intLmmati* *ns of the air passages and
iungs are easily and quickly cured by local
treatment applied dire.-tly to the lungs by
inhalation, but never by stomach medication
After the Epithelium is broken ami
he germs have formed a lodgment in the
lungs, n<> diet or nursing, stomach meduatnoi o
change of air can arrest the lung disease. Nothing short of the actual destruction
"f tin- germs and their expulsion from the
lungs will save the patient's life. This is

fails.

(To

i

!*47..'«l

Note—A pamphlet explaining Hr. Hunt-

(Signed)
55

lessons

2v.

er's

of iung complaints
obtained free by ail readers of The
by addressing him as above.

1

treatment

Kansas

series). 315 39
Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich. Leonand Gertrude.

is al-

be continued.)
ROBEli ! HEN I KR, M. !>.,
117 W. 45th Street
New York.

<’d. of
Kedar’s tents.

In

Consumption

a

evitably

Part II.

ard

concedes that

the civilized

disease of the lungs and always
caused by the bacillus germ. For hundreds
of years it was supposed to be a disease of
the blood and general system, caused by inheritance, and on that false theory was
treated by medicines given through the
stomach, and with such inevitable fatality
that it came to he regarded as incurable.
I'he “Germ Theory,” first announced by
Dr. Martin iu 1722, was adopted by Dr. Barron in 181‘J, by
Dr. Carmichael iu 183b, by
Plot Lanza in 1845), and by myself iu 1851.
With these exceptions the whole profession held to the old doctrine and ei litiuued
to oppose and deny the truth of the “Germ
Theory” until after 1822, when Dr. Robert
Koch of Berlin proved its indisputable truth
by showing the actual germs that produced
| the disease in the lungs and expectorated
But even then the
; matter of consumptives.
! new doctrine was not publicly accepted nor
I the old treatment changed. In 18!»1 it was
! adopted and publicly acknowledged by all
Medical Schools as the only true theory of
I
consumption. The bacillus germ feeds upon
ami
destroys the substauce of the lungs as
j
maggots devour raw flesh.
From whence do the germs come? The
is filled with countless millions
j atmosphere
of different kinds, each having its appointed
mission in the economy of nature.
All liv|!
ing things are consumed by them after
death. They are harmless to healthy bodies,
but assail and prey upon diseased tissues,
The germs in the air are the cause of
many different diseases, each name according to its kind—Scald Head, Lepra Vulgaris,
j Ring Worm, and the Itch are common germ
j diseases.
I
Consumption is caused by the tubercle
bacillus, a germ found in the air of all climates.
In health the lungs are effectually
protected from the bacilli by the the Epithelium. a delicate membrane which lines the
; mucous surfaces of the air passages—tubes
and cells of the lungs, just, as the
uticle
(•overs and protects the external surface or
ways

.>et"ii

Si '-tt )

iii'-

now

of

effected only by specific germicides applied
directly to the germs and germ-infected
parts by inhalation.
Everything else in-
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is raised in this way.
Fojt Worth, a iiy of about b().(X»0 inhabitants and a great railroad centre, is
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uloiies and are either white or purple.
The lirsi blossoms come near the roots,
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Consumption.
From Dr. Hunter's Feet tires on the Progress
of Medical Science in Fung Diseases.

Xavesiuk,

Liberty’s statue looms up with a weland pushing our way through the

ton, wln'ic yum correspondent has spent
•.ouH* time, has made remarkable progress
in

of

come,

por-

a

Highlands

the

Hook and Quarantine left astern,
entering New York harbor, which

is

morning on the Gulf Hoad
through Colorado Springs, l’uehthe

n

passing

Sandy

yen

Denvei

the cottage in which Presi-

where the twin light-houses are, the finest
ou the coast, we
begin to feel near home.

and west, but

east

see

dent Garfield died at Elberon.

\

is not at all restricted in the choice

One

of

Sea.

“Prosperity”

can

President McKinley’s firm attitude in
teg aid to the Kansas Pacific Railroad is
is likely to be as
advantageous to the

Government proportionately

as

was

his

action in the Union Pacific matter.
By
rejecting the proposition of the reorganization committee in the Union Pacific

Masons, No 24, from which

the shallow waters of the bay.
jetties were built the harbor

ovei

Since the

t

has been improved, so that vessels drawing twenty feet of wttermay enter safely,
and from here there is direct connection

|

Galveston is nat-

with European ports.
urally a commercial

entre

laid out.

building

'Hie Federal

and is well
is

Mful brick structure, and there

a

beau-

delphia,

al hne publi buildings.
There are many
elegant private residences with splendid
giounds an I one must admire tin* masses
if oleanders and tin stately palm and
bail

11i

uia
u

are

buttheie is a beau-

mgativesoi

a

1 ’••*.'

tiful

The in tel accommodations

t*-'.

with tin* .-urf and the

watei is

delighil .\ warm. The Mallory Line
mi spieimii! boats l
tween Galveston and
New V'-ik, and it was with a full list of.
that the Leona left hei !
’passengers
dock

In

one noon.

au

hour

we

were

out-

side the jetties, the j iiots had been taken
off, 'in we were on the Gulf of Mexico,
iieaded for Key West.
The Leona is a
-*ery comfortable bo it with most of the;
stater

>ms on

c*.

was

remarkably

urteous stall

We steamed until

lightful.

he di ek at
uiuwie.M

\

a

Key

pouu

<jtiaiutly

and

a very efficient1
of officers. The sea
caln and the air was de- i

deck, and

And

we

reached I

West, which is the south- |

or

uie uimeu states.

11 is

beautiful

half miles

place, an island four
long, a mile broad, and

j

abou. ninet y miles from the Florida coast.
It

is

six

hours distant

by

from

steamer

and eighteen hours distant from
Tampa, Florida. The government build- ;

<Jub;i
mg

is

yond

red brick structure and bethat is the old fort, at present in- i
a

tine

offensive and defenceless.

Some ’of the

Atlantic squadron are stationed here now,
and the ill fated “•Maine''' had been here
for
T

some

be

Journal

time.

mule

cars

Stories.

that of the date is

rough

and

fibrous.

Cape jasmine tills the air with its

sweet

perfume and flowers of all sorts and hues
bloom in profusion.
But the oddest!

Returning to the steamer, we found a
number of negro boys swimming in the
clear water and shouting, “Throw in
nickel, boss.’’
ed

J

aj
The nickel would be toss-

into the water and beneath the

sur-

Jaek Hazard and ins fortunes.... 315.40 Ins pocket. The man had been in such
A chauce for himself.315 47 | straits of poverty that his trousers were
His boots were
Doing his best. .315 4s j patched with burlap.
and through the hides his bare
Fast friends.
315.49 broken,
feet
showed.
The
man's
attire was really
The young surveyor.
315.50 ! that of a
tramp.
M -la
Watson, John.
t) The
“I)o you see that farmer goiug out?"
potter’s wheel. 1897.1014.31 said the miller to the coal-man.
Wii.M.in, Lmy L. \y. Nature study in
“Yes,” said tlie visitor.
“How much money do you suppose l
elementary aciio.os 1898. 354.0
Charlotte Mary. The pillars
just paid him in a check?”
“Oh, £500 or £000.
’-he house.
1893 2v.... V 8 n
*
“Well, I gave him a cheek for £7000."
Presented by the author.
That £7000 represented only part of the
wheat raised on a £1200 farm.
The farmer
is the Sunday-School
had 4000 more bushels to sell.
That man
Decaying?
had owned bis farm clear, but had little
Not for a long time has the
<
Sunday- working apital. He decided that under
schoM ;iS an institution been handled so no consideration would he run in debt.
His
lived on the dairy products of
absolutely without gloves as in Edward his family and
went without those things
farm,
Bok'v editorial on “The
Decay of the for which cash must be paid usually. I
Sunday-School" in the March Ladies' The first thing he did with his mouej j
1
Home Journal.
Mr. Bok has evidently from last year’s wheat was to lit out his
in clothes, and then he went in f r
family
studied his subject closely, and the resome luxuries.
He bought two carriages I
sults must: have been far from
satisfactory and a piano. Then, to show his faith in
Kansas
fanning, despite droughts, he put j
judging by the way in which he handles
the rest of his money, except the receipts !
the entire topic.
In words which no one
from the 4000 bushels of wheat held in re- j
can misunderstand, with a sure
aim, he serve, into more land.
pillories tue average Sunday-school, and
I herein a tarniei in a town near the cendeclares it to be “a rebuke to
intelligence tre of the State—1 am not at liberty to give
and a discredit t.. the church."
Probab- j his name—who had a section of
land, 040
no religious article of recent
publication acres. It was worth probably $7000. He
will a use so much comment or evoke such had a
on
it
for
and
Hank
mortgage
$0000,
bitter controversy as this remarkable
Commissioner Hreidenthal had been urgeditorial by the Philadelphia editor.
Mr. ing tlie bank which held the
mortgage to
Bok says:
have the indebtedness reduced.
He reI have m mind no: less than twelve differ- !
garded the mortgage as a rather shaky
ent men who are acting as
superintendents j security. Early in October he received a
of oir Sunday-schools.
Not <me of these letter from the bank officials
saying that
mer has even a
suggestion of force: not a the farmer had raised $17,000 worth of
of
spark
persoml magnetism, not a person- wheat on that land, had paid off the $0000
al possession which goes to draw children
mortgage, and had bought an adjoining
to him or to the school over which he
pre- quarter-section of land for $2-700.
He had
sides. In five of these cases the men have
cleared, deducting expenses, $14,500 on
been failures in business: by men in the his
wheat, and lie had $4000 left after
outer world they are passed
over, and yet
his purchases, with which to imthe church places them in positions which ! making
his farm and to lay aside for a rainy
call preeminently for every element which ! prove
day, which in Kansas means another
they so distinctly lack. To be a success- 1
t'ul head of a Sunday-school calls for a drought.
Out in Thomas County, in the “short
man with the instincts of
leadership:
grass” country, lives a former member of
man who will infuse life into the
school: the Legislature.
He had a 350 acre farm.
hope and courage into his teachers: who' Its value was not more tliau $1000. The
is fertile «>f mind and infinite in
capacity: | hard times sorely pressed him. He went
who can draw children to him and retain to
Topeka, the State capita!, and hung
their interest.
Not only must he elevate around his former
associates, fairly beghis children in a spiritual
sense, but ging them to give him some kind of a job,
lessons of the highest morality must be even
if it was worth only a few hundred i
taught; an influence refining to mind! dollars a year. He failed to get a
place,
and nature must be exhaled, and all the;
and went home discouraged.
He put in a !
interest of the children must be arrested
if
wheat
on
liis
land—there
was
uotli- j
crop
and held.
Infinite variety of method
ing else for him to do—and, almost iiope- j
must be sought.
The young quickly tire
lie sat down to watch it grow.
less,
It did
of anything which long remains the
same, grow, and when lie bad harvested it lie
ami that is why they are tiring of the Sunj got $0000 for it. That man is no longer
day-school. It has too long remained the! looking for a political job.
samf\
It has fallen into a rut, and tire
In Sheridan County, adjoining Thomas,
fault lies between the presiding spirits of there is
a man who had a half-section of
the school who ha/e no ability for their!
land, 320 acres, on which lie owed $800.
and
the
churches who have He
positions,
put 300 acres of his farm into wheat,
placed them there or allowed them to re- lie raised 7000 bushels, which lie sold at
main.” Mr. Bok concludes his discussion 05 cents a
bushel, bringing him in $4550.
with the assertion that “the average Sun- He
paid off his $800 mortgage, paid $2500
day-school of to-day is a rebuke to in- for a whole section of land
adjoining his
telligence and a discredit to the church.’ farm, and had $1250 for improvements and
a reserve fund.
[—Franklin Matthews,
The California Gold Fever of 1849.
in Harper’s Weekly.

j

j
\

is the banyan tree, whose branches
will grow down and take root, and this
one tree will make a small forest in itself.

growth

Some idea of the excitement soon after
face they would plunge. Not a coin was
the discovery of gold in California
may be
lost, and one fellow came on deck, which
gleaned from the fact that from six seawas forty feet above the
water, to dive for I ports -New York, Boston, Salem, Norhalf a dollar which was to be thrown into folk, Philadelphia and
Baltimore—sixtythe water. lie plunged, and bobbed up j one vessels, averaging fifty passengers,
set sail for California between the middle
serenely with the coin.
of December and the middle of
January,
Leaving Key West we steamed up in 1849. Sixty vessels cleared for the same
the Gulf Stream, which flows about four voyage around Cape Horn, from the port
miles an hour. The coast of Florida was of New York alone, in February, 1849.
and Boston combined sent
visible as far as Palm Beach, and then we Philadelphia
out seventy more in the same month.
saw no more land until we reached the
During the winter and spring of 1848-49
Jersey coast. From Barnegat Light there fully two hundred and fifty vessels, rangfrom 200 to 800 tons, sailed for Caliis a succession of resorts, and as we were ing
fornia from our Eastern and Atlantic
not more than half a mile out we could
Journal.
ports.

[Marine

Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Hives are a terrible torment to the little
folks, and to some older ones. Easily cured.
Doan’s Ointment never fails. Instant relief,
At any drug store, 50
permanent cure.

cents.
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WORMS IN CHILDREN.
Hundreds of

Its

TRUE’S
Piracy

Pin Worm

in such

ELIXIR

troubles—and likewise for all stomach troubles of adults
''I;<a:.ed. If hit*. hern n hnuxeliold temrdi tor
'-r--.;- vet;- :alile mid harmless.
Price ;f.% rein*.
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111! J. F.TBI KACO,, Anlini n, M.
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months

ago announced his conclusion
that the 10 t<>- l proposition was no longer

tenable,

is

urging

tion of silver

plan for the utiliza-

a

GREAT

NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER

who

Boies,

ANY COLOR.

children have worms, but their parents doctor them
fori
nearly everylbinii else. I be best Worm Remedy made, and likewise!
lie best Remedy ter all the complaints of
children, such as Feverishness, lostiveneas, Indigestion, sour Stomach, etc., is

seen that those who v »t.ed against it in
LSI Mi were embeb justified and will be
mure than justified in repeating that ac-

1 Sits.

DYES

ano

OPERATION

V
/ The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
]
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,
or
l~
\
Ribbons. Curtains. Underlinen, etc.,
Ac Muss. .' .■ rouble.
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
Sold in All Colors by Grocers and
Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Dunne Street, New York.
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by depositing

it with the
and issuing for' it certificates
based upon its market value at the date
of its presentation at the Treasury, the

Treasury

seM)

uiy shall bold silver and gold bullion in
like quantities al their market value sufficient to equal l'-'i per cent, of the face

A Full Hand

am.
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ro

President

McKinley

and

Secretary Long have shown themselves to
be cool, clear headed men, while theii
patriotism none can doubt. For example,
the Boston ileiald says of the course the
Administration has taken in regaid to the
Maine:
“Here there has been no trace of
the

swashbuckler, no threats, no bullybig. Everything has been done in ti e

seemly and circumspect mamn r.
The wisest nation of the old world, taught
caution by centuries of experience, could
not have set a better pattern of calm jud

THE N, Y. TRIBUNE ALMANAC,

*..
.•■■■■
■
t.overnmental and political u,i. rniaM mi
of the l olled Males, the Constitution of the state ot Sew l m
th
Tarlll' Bill, with comparison ot the old mid new rates: President MtKInle)'* Cabinet and app>
Ambassadors, Consuls, etc: the personnel ot Congress, names ol principal oiilcers
the <ii
States, commanding e Hirers ol the Arm) and Navy, with their salaries: Tables ot Pinlle M.*.
tains the Constitution

makes
heart.

glad

a

Flection
ver, and
live and

.».

Returns, Part) Platforms and Committees, complete articles

on the t urren.-), i.oid m
vast amount of other valuable Information, lac standard American \ ntina. aut
complete, corresponding in rank with Whittaker’s \imuna< In Europe
a

PISH F *25
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POSTAGE PAIR.
Send all orders to 1 IfK UKPCBI.I

touches

-YOU

right spot

and o
gratifies the

BUYING

than has been exhibited

by
dent McKinley and Secretary Long in this
sudden and most trying emergency.”
And

of the De Lome incident the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat says: “Spain is
under deep obligations to President McKinley for the considerate patience he
has

exercised and his calming inlluence
He
upon Congress and upon the people.
lias sought to extend to Spain the strictest
justice, and nowhere in his treatment of a
difficult situation has there been the
trace
of
the disingenuous.
Whatever of friendly service has been
most

slightest

offered to Spain was in
tended to avert war.

We

the

good

faith and inWhen De Lome

speaks contemptuously of the President
ind his political ability and associations
:ie discredits himself as a man and as a

j

is

danger

Presi-

A Fair,

discussing

or

the

Circus?

prospects

of

the

Maine State Fair for 1898 one of its
trustees declares that the management
must
provide more attractions of the
sensational sort to draw the p eople
and their money.
This is in line with
the policy that has been gradually gain-

ing ground for

formerly,

but

some

are

time with what

no

hnow

on

the

Dead

so

j
\

many

are

discharging

their

crews

lead

to

of

\

a

taking

their teams out of the logging swamp.
The deep snow makes logging an impossibility. S. A. Nye of Fairfield, who conducts extensive lumbering operations on
the “Basin” township, Dead River, lias
received word from his foreman to come
and pay off the crew as the seven feet of
snow prevents them from doing any work.
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or personally
Our system of teaching gives actual
daily experience in every branch ot business, including
Banking, Merchandising, Commission Insurance HTansporu\W
tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
train for Practical work and always secure situations for woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses Students
No vacations
enter any day
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ih' .le, and I know
you’ll be
light when I come again.”

They cost 35 cents only. See that lie
gives you the right kind, the
L. F."
Avoid imitations.

FRED ATWOOD
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Winturport,

New Y
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

|

River.

and

'N"

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

HOREHOUND

colds

were

—News is received here from the Dead
River region that many of the lumbermen

I?>

| WATCHES

“SKr1''

neglect— i HALE S
that’s why HONEY

longer, agricultural

fairs in Maine.
The Lewiston fail manhas pretty well
agers see that l>aug<n
given up the idea of the old-fashioned
fair and has undertaken to give a sort of
carnival with novelty and variety enough
to it to make it a drawing card. The agricultural department of the fair has well
nigh disappeared, but the people have not
seemed to care for that and they have
come year after
year in increasing numbers.
Taking their cue from this the
Lewiston managers are urging the same
line of policy. The new order of things
hasn’t much of agriculture in it, but it is
full of amusement and perhaps the patrons are quite as well
satisfied to get
away from home and simply be amused
as to go to the fair to
gain information
about subjects with which their familiaris
so
often
become tireity
great that they
some.
[Waterville Mail.
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Over
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at womanhood, aiding
development of organs and
Known remedy for women
equals
do harm-life becomes a pleasnrom'«iCann»ot
ure.
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Commissioners' Notice.

WALDO SS. February 18, A. D. 18SI8.
We, the undersigned, having been duly appoint
ed by the Honorable Geo. E. .Johnson, .Judge of
S
Probate for said County. Commissioners to re
eeive and examine the claims of the creditors of
FOB 8ALK BY B. H.| MOODY.
I.vr38
HORACE I,. BRAG DON, late of Waldo, in said
County, deceased, whose estate has been n pre
sented insolvent, hereby give public, notice igrceably to the Order of the said .Judge «»l Probate,
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure that six months from and after the second TuesWind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles, it i day f February, A. D. 18iW, have been allowed
ahsorbes the tun. >rs, allays the itching at once, to said creditors to present and prove t heir claims
acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Wil- and that we will attend to the sen ice as igned
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for I us, at the office of R F. Dunton in Belfast, i’ll said
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and iioth- j County of Waldo, on Saturday, March Id, 181)8,
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold bv drug- j and Monday. August 8. 181>8,at ten of the clock
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box. in the forenoon of each of said days
WILLIAMS’ M’F'G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
WILLIAM CLEMENTS. |
omrs
tor sale by R. H. Moody.
3t8
CLARK M. MARDEN,
Iy38

DR. MOTT

CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Million Assets.
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Skowhegan, Me., Feb. 24.— (Special.)
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considered

are

upon as feasible, it is interesting as showing the rapid disintegration of the 1(5-to1 movement among the most
intelligent of

j

have leaves like the cncoanut.
But the
the cccoanut is smooth, and

trunk of

■ I

among the most intelligent and influential leaders of the free-eoiuage movement
of two years ago admit, as tlu-y now do,
that the plan is m* longer feasible, it will

value of all Government notes outstanding. While it is scarcely expected that
Mr. Boies' proposition will be looked

j
a|

will take you pretty well
over the place and it is also pleasant to
walk in the well shaded streets.
There
are many cocoaiiut palms with bunches of
gre< n fruit and also late palms which
le

MAYPOLE

A Pleasure at Last.

Mr. Robert H. Carey was born in Northport, Maine, March 29. 1837. In 1839
his parents moved to Ohio where he
lived
matter and
year.
They then returned to
insisting upon full payment of Maine one
and
a farm in Belmont,
principal and interest, he saved to the where Mr. settled on
Carey lived until 1852, when
Government $13,811,000 iu excess of what he went to Goose
River (Rockport).
He
a former
administration had indicated a lived with Jeremiah Mclutire on Beauwillingness to accept, obtaining full pay- champ Point, working upon his farm,
until 1854, when he.
to learn the
ment of
principal and interest. A part calker's trade with began
Mr. C. C. Carey,
of the Kansas Pacific which extends westworking in the shipyard of Carleton,
ward from Kansas
City is covered by a Norwood A Co. He continued to work at
second mortgage held by tlie Gorvern- that trade and to go to sea until 1892
when he enlisted in the 19th Regiment,
ment
amounting to $0,303,000, principal serving in the army of the Potomac
for
and accumulated interest amounting to about one
year, after which he was disand
for
came
charged
home.
He has since
$0,598,000. An offer of $2,500,000
full payment of this claim was made, but continued to reside in Rockport working
at his trade and also at
grading in which
President McKinley, unwilling to see such work he is
very expert.
a sacrifice of Government
Mr. Carey was raised iu 81. Paul's
interests, despite the constant assertions that the por- Lodge Feb. 14. 1804, and was elected its
Master in 1872, serving two years.
He
tion of the Kansas Pacific covered by the
has also held the offices of Treasurer and
Government mortgage was of no greater
several
Secretary
years each.
During the
value than the first mortgage which the 29 years that he was a member of 8t.
Paul's
he
w
is
a
constant
attendLodge,
Government must assume iu foreclosing
ant upon its meetings,
having missed but
its own lien, ordered steps taken in the
eight meetings in all that time when at
direction of foreclosure. The result of home. lie is now a member of Aurora
this has already been an offer of settle- Lodge, Rockland.
lie was one of the
early members of Keystone Charter in
ment by
payment of the full amount of
which he has taken much interest, and
principal of the Government claim, in- was its fifth High
Priest, serving in that
stead of one-third of it. as was originally capacity in 1S74 and 1875.
Like several others, he was elected
proposed.
High Priest during the period of the
Chapters ill fortune, but weut to work
Many of the intelligent men who two energetically and
during his first term,
years ago, espoused warmly the cause of hail eight exaltations, a large number for
l'ree coinage at M to 1 are now admitting tint period, and paid a good round sum
on t he Chapter debt.
frankly'that the plan is no longer a pracMr. Carey is also a member <U King
tical one and that it ought to be abandHiram's Council. N«* o, Rockland.
doued.
When such men as cx-Goveruor
Boies of Iowa. Wharton Baker ot Philaand others who

HOME DYEING

take the

certificates to be redeemable at the same
lie also proposes that the Treas-

Vu%,

are sever-

we

following:

abridged by Eva Chauuing. 1897 .1072 22
those who supported it two years ago.
tiopical shrubs and flowers. You begin Proctor, Richard A.
an
Easy star lesPawnee
acquaintance in Lamed,
t'» ieali/.e heie that you are
approaching
sons.
1S97.. 910 32 County, beyond the centre of the State and
s' a level, and
The attitude of the Administration in
experience that sticky feel- launders, Marshall. Beautiful Joe. A
almost on the border of the “short grass”
the I)e Lome incident, and the more sering, which one never knows in the altidog story. 327 0
He met a farmer past middle age
country.
tudes.
Galveston is two hours ride dis- Thomas, M M. Captain Phil. 322 8
ious affair of the destruction of the
coming out of the mill. The farmer was
tant and is entered by crossing the long- Trowbridge, John Townsend. Jack
battleship
Maine, has received general
1
tucking a little piece of white paper into commendation.
Hazard series. 5v.
est bridge in the world, two miles long,
built

High Priest Carey.

The Camden Herald is p ublishing biographical sketches of the Past High Priests
of Keystone Chapter of Royal Arch

value.

The manager of one of the largest coal
companies in Kansas told me that in November last he went into the flour mill of

Translated and

Past

Notes.

I

!

<

..

|

Dissolution of

Partnership

The

copartnership heretofore existing t>mu
the undersigned, under the tinu name ot
THOMPSON A SON, I as this day liwn i!i>>
hv mutual consent. All debts and claims dm
tiriu have been assigned to \V
Thompson,
assumes

indebted

all the liabilities of said tirm. All pm
to said tine are requested tomake m

diate payment to either \\ C.
C. Thompson at his resilience,

Thompson, m
U High strem

ast, who has been duly authorized t" accept
give receipts for the same.
Belfast, February 3, 18WS.
J. (
THOMPSON
WM. C. THOMPSON

a company of soldiers ordered them to
leave.
How could the poor man give up
the hope of a lifetime, through no fault

in Cuba’s Capital.
yje and Death
ward Among the ReconcentraI,
A aleriano AA'eyler has MurII, ,xv

of liis own?

Having

selves,
hotel,

Star-

United States relief-fund for

|

largely j

in Cuba would be

i:ur

J.et me give you an account
.jay’s experience. I arose with
the paroquet,
bird of this country—

maintenance

the Spanish government,
charitable Cubans in Havana made

some

no

by

bold to establish

take

of them

was

drop

be found at

can

which is

for several hun-

hundreds in the streets,—no provision whatever having been made for their

beifast, and the nights chilly
quire a blanket on one's bed.
than

hospital

a

dying by

of the year in Cuba—the
;ind evenings the very perfection
the middle of the day like
ison

uinment

Castle,

and Moro

as

dred sick lteconcentrados. After the reign
of terror began and the wretches were

and pea-green house walls,
(mid-winter) is the most de-

in this fair land needs

used

now

hospitals and
they could. It

best

as

of comfort in the

care

but

a

of wretch-

ocean

The Hotel edness—but all honor to the noble ladies
balcony.
which 1 am staying, fronts the and gentlemen, who at considerable risk
rado, with its line of statues to themselves, in a city under strict military law, where party feeling runs so high,
rows of India laurel trees.
in

a

with

>ttou,

niug }

hats—are

straw

In

music of two brass bands.
is

it.

extermination, has even placed every obstacle in the way of these charities. Spain
has 20,000 soldiers in the hospitals of

their evolu-

through

ut

had devoted their time and money to the
work.
The government, in its policy of

uniforms of

in

Spanish troops,

such thing as a glass
doors serve instead,

no

\V->oden

■ed part way up. those
laced with iron bars.

Havana, suffering for food and medicine,
and

the

on

sources

Each

the little her

naturally

depleted recharity is given to

devote to

can

I’asaje has its great double them. Weyler says, “Nobody can starve
live on bananas.”
But
bug upon a “Juliet balcony,” in Cuba; they can
the fact remains that more than 200,000
with
white
marble
and
paved
people have already starved to death, as
iron lilagree work. The rooms,

beautifully

are

y.

the result

floored with

many colored marbles, set in
ke a patchwork quilt, and so

high

the

are

that

ceilings

it down in the bottom of

lace curtains,
imbrequins
■edsteads canopied w ith orangeall

.ie

Spanish

as

in

anything

as

yet, strange to say, the most outntrasts of glaring colors never
swear at one another in these hot
but somehow

in

tone

brilliant blue and vivid green of

foliage.
Cuban custom, the usual
of bread, hot milk and coffee,
to

:ing

visit

to

lady.

some

this time

!'i“bably by

Reconcentra-

nearly

every-

I nited States knows the

!.t-

he

“Reconcentrados,”
concentrated.
They

word

planted

people

be

tributing
possibly

to these

were

to

there would not

were

huddle in the fortified cities,

to

they

v,

are

took

have

in the street like dies

swarm

molasses barrel, we
the patio, or inner courtyard.
around

a

what at first

were

passed

into

Lying all

of rags; they were Reconcentrados
who were able to crawl out into the sun,
the few beds of the

hospital

off than themselves.

worse

for

I have

I

of

rows

cot-beds—a

for at first

acquisition

recent

from the United States,
lay upon the lloor; and on

came

they

each bed

a

extermination.

morning,

and their bodies had not yet
Several were evidently

of

It is

a

saving here; “If you put a Cuban
glass bottle, seal it up and send
the instant the cork is

im,

will pop out and

yell

re-

Cuba

-aid that the rebel army was re■>m the sons and husbands of

families,

ntry

the

home afforded them secret aid

it

d

that

and

Five had died that

horror.

been removed.

dying,

and others

were

unconsci •usuess. In

in the stupor of

lay
old, writhing in
one corner

a

as

Marquis

of

soldiers
the

all who resisted.

the

attracted to

a

young
woman, who must have been beautiful a
short time ago, but whose emaciated face

driven like the rest from her home

some-

The eviction of

ly starving.

Where

were

the

hands

living

and carry in your hands, the rest
burned before your eyes.
But that
not be a parallel case, because all
have

some

in reserve, the
together, and food is

means

owns are near

ful in the I nited States. Most of the

ubans, poverty stricken in the best
ies, had only their palm-thatched
and small

ges
a

patches of ground,

few

yams and vegetables were
There are practically no farms in

such

as

know them in “God’s

we

While

alter

season, as since this
Megan, nothing is left. Even when a
man rents 33 acres of land, (the usual
season

of the country), he devotes but
iifinitesimal part of it to the raising of
ire

chickens and vegetables for his own
The majority of the peasants have

employed as day laborers upon the
plantations, at very small wages—un-

stood beside her

had

the

breath

Death had set his in-

move.

scrutable seal

her

on

lips

and

the soul

happily escaped

So

emaciated

that their bones

its mortal prison.
were the bodies of all

appeared

to

be

through.

Most of the children

ered

deep,

with

pricking
were cov-

horrible sores, and the
feet and limbs of many were swollen out
of all semblance of human members;—
scurvy and dropsy, from fever, starvation
and improper food, when they had any food
all.

This fearful

swelling of the body
is the almost universal complaint among
the Reconcentrados—the result of long
continued hunger, when the impoverished
at

ry.” Rich and poor are alike suso by the products of two
great crops, blood
mi
and tobacco, and when those are
u,

we

ceased to

I have

turns to water.

seen

some

ghastly sights, where the feet were actual
ly cracked open and the puffed limbs
looked like bags. In Los Fosos is a group
of five orphans, all of one family, the
eldest about 10 years old, the youngest
under two. Their father was killed in the
rebel army and the mother, evicted from
poor home, died in the weary tramp
to the capital.
Neighbors and friends,
her

themselves in equally desperate straits,
Insurgents burned the cane-fields, homeless and starving, assisted them to
Spanish soldiers ate the cattle, the reach this haven of refuge. But they cannment

n

tobacco,

claimed the

the two armies the richest
straits indeed.

up

were

in

For the peasantry,

suffering enough, Heaven knows,

was

hey

and be-

had still their homes and could
some

sort

of subsistence in the

places.

In many of the huts were
and sick people, and babies newly

;ar

But

Weyler’s

orders

were

positive

go on the instant, and the
•Stations burned to the ground. The
■

t

they

must

tal of one case, no harder than thouis of others, will do for an example.
■»an past middle age, had spent a quarts

century saving, penny by penny,
mi his
scanty wages to buy a bit of
U |i and build a comfortable
cottage upon
When it was finally paid for, his pride
‘ntl

a

joy

were

unbounded.

Ilis wife and

kildren and aged mother had
^

so

he

fondly believed,

a

home for

and the women

“d the little field while he worked
a°

adjacent

,VUs not

of

estate.

long

ri)onth after the

But alas!
duration.

family

was

Their
Within

on

joy
one

established,

not

be kept here

long,

the serious question.

and what next is

Still

more

deserted

wailing baby, barely old enough
sit up alone in the middle of its bed.
All its relatives perished by the wayside,
and why the suffering mite of humanity
was one

to

with

spared, only

Heaven knows.

Those

of the

>f

the water's
narrow
a

that

Evanston, III., Feb. 24.
over the body of Frances

rites

cat" in it without bumping its head

on

bundle

a

the matter?”

I asked in my poor Spanish. Nad a, Nata,”
said a man, indifferently, turning away,
“Solanente

pobra”—Nothing,

una

noth-

poor woman.” Why don’t you
take her up. Can nothing be done for her?

ing, only
was

a

the next query.
“No, Senora,” said
“Ellauriendo” —she is dying.

London

another.

of the

Quickly getting out
stopped beside her.

coach,

name

is

of the

whose

legion; whether she had

enquire.

heartless,
street

only

a

sheet

or

a

bit of

met

fearfully

swollen flesh.

About 10.30

steaming caldron of milk and
water was brought in, thanks to the bounty of the United States: and then how the
a

It is not that the people are
see the poor dying in tLe

is too common

an

While

occurrance to
we

gazed,

hailed

a

passing

Cancer

some

ile of Los Fosos,

only larger,

more

num-

erously occupied and perhaps better ap-

j

pointed.

[
|

space for the narration of but one case
in it—that of a girl of 14, who is a

|

raving

This

maniac,

too-long

letter

alternately

medicine,
by
The difficulty is to
right medicines are properly

sobbing,

tered.

One

HallowelPs

or^four

In the

Former Prestige
Seas.

on

and though little hope remained .she
it. and an improvement was noticed. The cancer commenced t< > heal and
when she had taken several bottles it
disappeared entirely, and although several years have elapsed, not a sign of
the disease has ever returned.

early days,

S.S.S. {guaranteed purely vegetable)
a real blood remedy, and never fails
to cure Cancer, Eczema, Rheumatism
Scrofula, or any other blood disease.
Our books
will be mailed
free to any address. Swift

Specific

Co.,

Atlanta Ga.

by

Weyler,

grave has claimed in this great charnel
house, the fair island of Cuba. These

figures

are not

statistics

as

guess work; they

carefully compiled

as

are

from

the

con-

ditions will allow, and are under rather
than over the mark.
Dr. Bruner of the
Marine Hospital Service fixes the number
of deaths from starvation, from the data
he has gathered, at 300,000. The asylums
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found of the greatest use in answering the t! u
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to dates, places, persons, incident-, statist ns. etc

reduced-front

$3.00

to $2.25.
3_l
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3 10 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on IViiobs-ot rivet
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will be reduced from $2t’<> ami $1 50 to
$1.50 ami $1.00 each.
STKAMFKN WILL LEAVE BELFAST
For Boston, via Camden ami Koeklaml, at (about
12.30 j>. m. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via all landings. Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m.. or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
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Inventions, The Apiary, Taiks with a Lawyer.
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Tlie Specialist of Rational Medicine,
WILL MAKE A PROFESSIONAL VISIT AT
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FRED G. SPINNEY,
No. 11 Main St., Belfast, Me.

BELFAST

a

between Hallowtll and BosHe placed the New
1838.
England on the line. The Huntress was
at this time running, and there were several sharp rubs between the rival steamers.
They collided once in Boston harbor.
Later, Cornelius bought the W. C.
Peck and ran in opposition to the Augusta, commanded by Capt. A. Brown.
In 1841, the John Richmond, commanded by Capt. Kimball, went on a twice-aweek route to Boston.
At this time the
Huntress, Capt. T. G. Jew’ett commandmade
ing,
two-day trips to Boston, twice
a
week.
The M. Y. Beach made three
trips per week to Portsmouth, the eastern terminus of the Eastern Railroad.
The Richmond cut the fare to Boston to
$2, in 1842, and the same year the Huntress ran to Portland and connected with
the railroad, placing the fare at $1, the
lowest yet seen.
In June, 1842, the Telegraph put the fare at $1 to Boston. June
10, the Splendid advertised fare to Boston as ”$1 or as low as any other boat on
the route.” June 28, the Richmond
wound up the rate-cutting practice by advertising a 25-cent fare to Boston. The
Richmond did a flourishing business for
time, in fact until it liually went out of
existence, it being burned to the water’s
edge at the wharf in Ilallowell, on Sept.
3.
One week later, the Richmond was
replaced by the Penobscot, which ran an
all-winter route to Boston.
In 1845, the
John Marshall, Water Witch and Balloon
appeared on a Boston line. In 1855, the
Governor saw good service, and from 1866
to 1870 the Ocean Queen, commanded by
James Collins was in service and proved
to true to her name.
[Kennebec Journal.
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From
11.00 a

j

Marquis of Teneriffe.”
More than 7,000 have already died in
Guines; out of 0,000 Eeconcentrados in
Jurne, 3,700 are already dead; n Havana,
in spite of all that is now being done for
them, they are still dying at the rate of
Not less than 100,000
1,000 a month.
must surely follow the 200,000 which the

run as follows

is

j

established

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

ton will

A Real Blood Remedy.

|

Vanderbilt

On and after Nov. 14,1897, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos

begun

an

Cornelius
steamer line
ton in June,

Biggest Offer Yet!

Someone then res.s.s.
commended

|

Don Yaleriano

TIME-TABLE.

hopeless.

the

...

Maine Central R. R.

!E

pronounced
her
incurable.
A
celebrated New York
then
treatspecialist
ed her, but she continued to grow worse
and when informed
that both her aunt
and grandmother had
^died from cancer he
4 gave the case up as

Hallowed figured as
I
important inland port, and her commeicial interests far surpassed any place
am acquainted with two noble exceptions,
All have heard
! in this part of the State.
noble-minded medicos who, having some j of our city’s former prestige as a trading
centre, and many have doubtless heard
means of their own, have abandoned their
some of the older residents relate of the
general practice and devoted their time vast amount of business carried on with
j
and strength, unrewarded, to the Recon- far-off lands.
Hallowed ships carried on
Just think of i ! Upwards of I a lively business with Southern and West
centrados.
I
Indian ports, and Boston was considered
400,000 homeless and miserable wretches a
nearby neighbor. It will be interesting
In the province to learn
in this unhappy Island.
something relative to the early
of Havana alone, excluding several towns packet lines.
In 1796, George Crosby of this city ran
which have not yet sent in their lists, I
I the Kennebec Packet, between Hallowed
there are 127,000 of them—more than 44.and Boston, Cbaptain Samuel Patterson
000 being orphan children and 35,000 being master.
The sloop Courier was
widowed and destitute women.
In the later run by Capt. Patterson, and other
were
run, later on,
adjoining province of Matanzis there are packets the irregularlyowned
Catharine,
including
by ThomThe
occaof
upwards
04,000.
mortality
as Norris.
The Catharine met with dissioned by hunger and fever is- not known aster in a terrible storm in 1814, while on
a.
trip to Boston, and the Kenuebec
to a certainty, because every effort lias been
commanded by Capt. Carr, lost
made to hide it; it is calculated at 40 Trader,
its mate, Elisha Nye, in the same storm.
per cent, in Havana and 00 per cent, in
In 1831, or near that date, the first regI’inar del Rio. Before aid from the L’nited ular line of passenger packets, with the
j
Mme advertised, was instituted between
States came it was as high as 70 per cent,
Hallowed and Boston,
in 1845 two lines
right here in Havana, under the eves of of packets were started from Hallowed to
the Governor-General. Guines is another Boston and were to leave from
Augnsta as
scene of fearful mortality.
It is a little soon as the river channel had been deepincluded
ened.
the schoonFlagg's Line
town, with a normal population of 0,000.
ers Gazelle, Capt. Elisha Springer; Van
After Weyler’s concentration decree it inT.
R.
Buren, Capt.
Pool;Adveut, Capt.
creased in a few days to 0,000.
During Soule: Jane, Capt. T. S. Ingraham. The
Union Line included the Somerset, Capt.
three weeks of April the deaths numbered
Waterville, W. II. Heath;
1,400. The old cemetery became so crowd- Hinckley;
Harriet Ann, Capt. Wm. Reed, Jr.; Coned that when tlie trenches would hold no
sul, Capt. A. L. Gove; McDonough, Capt.
A Portland line was esmore, a new burial ground had to be con- Andrew Brown.
secrated; and over its gate might have tablished in the year 1837, the New England being one of the first packets.
been inscribed one universal epitaph:
“Murdered

“Her nerves were at such a tension
that the least noise irritated her.
“She had continual twitching in the
arms and lower limbs and
symptoms of
St. Vitus* dance.
order
she was
out
of
“Her blood was
In three
thin and pale, almost lifeless.

p M

soon

all her relatives, and was afterwards
found wandering about the place and
brought to the city.
Fanmk Brk.iiam Ward.

that

see

adminis-

physically.

Portland. 12 23
4 15
D.
Boston
noston, j w D.
4 22

Crausby, of 158 Kerr St.,
Memphis, Tenn., says that his wife
paid no attention to a small lump which
appeared in her breast, but it soon developed into a cancer of the worst type,
and notwithstanding the treatment of
the best physicians, it continued to
spread and grow rapidly, eating two
her breast.
holes in
The doctors

I
and tearing her long black
famished eyes glistened, as everybody who screaming
i
She was one of the family who
could crawl crowded eagerly around! The hair.
Cuban lady w ho comes every morning to failed to move when ordered, and father,
mother, and three sisters were murdered
do what she can for these poor creatures,
with the machete.
She alone escaped as
to close the eyes of the dying and order
Hidden behind a cactus
the burial of the dead, showed me the by a miracle.
the Unit- hedge she saw the dreadful slaughter of
furnished
closet of
ed States.

When her daughter Lucy was at that
critical girlhood age of twelve years she
grew weak and nervous.
“Previously she had been a bright,
healthy young girl,” says Mrs. Barnes,
“She was diligent and progressive in her
studies.
It became necessary, however, for her
to leave school.
She
was
overtaxed
mentally and

and she had the best of medical treatment.
“Several skilled physicians attended her,
but no benefit was apparent.
*'
A family friend visiting u> tcld how
her daughter had been similarly affected,
but cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink Fill f<r
Pale People.
44
3he urged us to try the pills, and we
finally consented.
“We have always rejoiced that we did.
“The pills helped Lucy at once, and
after taking eight boxes she was e-.-tnely
cured.
“She is now' in perfect health.
we.ghs ten pounds more than e\ er before,
and her cheeks are full of color.
“Two years of schooling w re mhwd
on account of ill health, bat
n w
can
gratify her ambition to tudy ar.d b; n
an educated woman.’’
The reason that Dr.Williams’ Fiah IFF;
fot Pale People were helpful i. the i
ca>e, is that they are compos, d c‘ wye',
ble remedies which act directly
the
impure blood, the foundation of c.
As the blood rushes through hi
its
of the body, the conveyer of g d w tn
it
is
Fd be
health,
necessary that it
pure, rich and red.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills build
p
blood by supplying its life giving elements
which nourishes the various organs
ulating them to activity in the pc Formance of
their functions and thus dm c~
;
disease from the system.
The pills are in universal demand
d
l sold by all druggists.

A M

Mr. A. H.

leaves

she lost twenty three pounds.
“We did everything possible for her,

daughter.

Waterville

0! the Breast.

fac-sim-

a

1

months

b of first importance.
After the confinement of the school room,
plenty of out-door exercise should be taken.
It b better that children never learn their
a, b, c's, than that by over study they lose
their health.
All this is self-evident.
Everyone admits it—everyone knows it, but everyone
does not know how to build the health up
when once broken down, even the best physicians failing at times.
The following method of Mrs. Stephen
Barnes, whose post office address is Burney, Ind., if rightly applied, may save your

...

cart to carry the

poor creature away.
The Jacoba retreat is almost

It b important that the nerves are carefully guarded. Mothers who have young
daughters of school age should watch their
health more carefully than their studies.
The proper development of their bodies

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor..

ex-

bayoneted soldier policemen came lip, ordered us on with an imperious gesture,
and

Wiliard’s

but to

cite emotion.

ragged

Miss

London. Feb. 23.
Many teriiperance
women
and a few men attended the
memorial service at St. John’s church,
Westminster, held in honor of the late
Miss Frances E. Willard, Canon Wilberforce read the service and briefly eulogized the deceased. The music was furnished by the surpliced choir.
Lady Henry
Somerset, showing traces of her illness,
and the Duchess of Bedford occupied a
front seat.

Reconcen-

was a

city beggars

Willard,

were

was

Memory.

She was black and

Whether she
one

Honors

we

old and shrivelled, with thin gray hair
partially bound under a blood-stained

bandage.
trada, or

E.

last

pereverywhere in mourning. Schools were closed
and flags at half mast. After private
services at Miss Willard’s home the casket
was
conveyed to the First Methodist
church, where services were conducted by
Rev. Frank M. Bristol, Miss Willard’s
former pastor.
After the ceremonies were over the
immense crowd iu and around the edifice
was permitted to take a last look at Miss
Willard’s face.
Then, borne on the
shoulders of six stalwart students of the
Northwestern University, the casket was
conveyed to Rose Hill cemetery.

either wall, our carriage was stopped by a
small crowd of half a dozen men and boys
“What is

The

president of the W. C. T. U.,
formed here, to-day. The city

edge. In a side street, so
oue literally “could not swing

what looked like

is of
especial value to parents. It's a messfrom a loving mother dedicated to the mothers if
I truthful narrative oj the utmost intergrowing girls.
est and import.

Funeral.

Thousands Lather at Evanston, 111., for the
Last Sad Hites.

account

no

Willard's

Miss

pocket-books—for pilare

This record

age

m.
re-

here—we drove to the Jacoba—another of
Havana’s temporary asylums, down near

no

lately created, of which Los Fosos is one,
who were able to walk crowded around shelter upwards of 10,000 Keconcentrados,
us with their
complaints. Many of the and through American charity, about 14,mothers declared that their children were 000 receive food in the municipal city of
dying because they had been given spoiled Havana. Should this bounty cease, what
fish to eat; others that they had had noth- would become of them?
A few noble
ing to eat that morning, and only soup souls in Havana are distributing this food,
made from salted meat the day before,
under the direction of Consul General
which the sick and the smaller children I.ee; and now that Clara Barton has ardid not relish. Milk was what they begged rived, things will be farther
systematized.
for, not only for the babies, but for those If every community in the United States
whose long empty stomachs were now too would immediately organize a branch Red
weak to digest stronger food. Of course Cross Aid Society aud secure what it could
we sent for milk,
every dollar we happen- in money or clothing, what incalculable
ed to have with us, but it was as a drop amount of suffering would be relieved!
in the bucket among that hungry crowd. If everybody of means would
give but five
Condensed milk, prepared with hot water, or ten cents out of his abundance, what
is given to these people whenever it can might be
hoped from the seventy million
be obtained; but condensed milk is very
people in our happy country!
was

m.

grims without scrip

hospital,

brave public opinion and the loss of their
practice among the Spanish families. 1

particularly

was

their heads and

turned out of your own homes in
with only what you could hastily

ground

tion

that once caressed the wealth of shining
ogeline’s’’ people from Nova Scotia
hair? Father and brothers, husband or
in
nothing
comparison, for the
were no doubt with the Insurgent
in
peasants were comparatively lover,
somewhere in the southern provinarmy
and
were
allowed
their
to
take
>
ces, or perhaps lying dead in the treuches.
<*
property with them. Fancy being
i.

the

and in the best

well nourished person of being compelled
to lie upon such abed, and then fancy how
it must feel to the living skeletons and
the

p.

plenishing

almost

of his time to this charitable work; but it
is said that only three
have dared

where in the country. Proudly silent, she
held aloof from the rest during the terrible march, sleeping in the fields and slow-

country,
their homes,

from
over

so

the

scoured

people

the houses

■g

Teneriffe;

on

are

moments

few

a

con-

■

die

at most

boy, ! the

spies. The teirible war which
already w ore the dignity of death,although
iig Spain and devastating Cuba was
a
slight fluttering of the breast showed
no ; ii end after three long
years,
ver
would terminate while these that the breath of life yet lingered. Nore everywhere in the land.
The body in the hospital knew anything about
her, except that she was a Reconcentrada,
ate case demanded heroic measures,
■

covering,

of them

later, clutching my hands with bony fingers that felt like bird-claws.
My atten-

nine years
vulsions; and he died

to 1

like Los Fosos, on cots with mattresses of
woven wire, often with the wire bare, or

o'clock

parts being from 11.30 a.
After a brief rest, and a

in these

for

would think that every physician in Havana w ould gladly give a portion

perhaps

struction,

like I blanket between their suffering bodies and
the springs.
Think of the torture to a

glance looked

heaps

dash at

good,
they death
by violence, or from want and the
Clothing of
oi years, none knew, or cared to
weight
bedding, is very badly

naked, sleeping
of

carriages

that one expects instant dewhether walking or riding.

rate

a

idea how to cook it.

no

kind, and
j every
needed.
Thousands
sort

bedizened don-

However, we reached the Passaje with no
damage but to our feet, which felt as if
they had been bastinadoed, in time for
breakfast,—the usual hour for that meal

of

Dismissing our carriage at the gate of
Los Fosos, intending to call another for

does little

example,

such

cannot

for

Miuiaids believe that every Cuban
at heart, and “the Butcher's”
a.> one

supplies, you
much, especially

a

the carts the

Among

con-

in any part of the world where food is

since money
part in the war;

no

too

are

not.

seen misery in many lands, but never anylike this. We did not enter the buildlimy people (,*f Cuba, wlio were | thing
ing devoted to the men, but went at once
<»vei the Island between the few
and by Weyler’s brutal de- to the quarters of the women and children.
driven from their homes and Such a sight! Two floors filled with long

i.•

send

home who

at

by

key, with red tassels and jingling bells
and brass-mounted leather all over him.

that sent

milk, the article most needed. Nourishing food of all sorts is required, such as
the people know liow to use.
Oat-meal,

those

or

only

and dear here, and

generous

leaving

mean-

grouped around
of dirty rags.

them,

:gbt to my room at 7 o'clock; and
about
hour later 1 was on the way with I
1

will be weak. puny and peevish.
A happy
home is an impossibility for her until her
health is restored.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription cures all troubles of the distinctly feminine organism. It cures them
speedily, complete!'• and permanently. It
fits for wifehood and motherhood.
Roth
medicines are sold bv all good dealers.

whole island

j carriages

j
j

drawn

scarce

with

wonderfully

A few years ago a New York
newspaper
conducted an open discussion upon the
topic: “Is Marriage a Failure?” The
answer is easy and upon the surface. Where
there is mutual love and respect, if there is
also health, marriage is a success.
When
health is left out, even the most ardent love
does not count, and marriage is invariably
a failure.
Modern science has cried the warning
so often that all should realize the dangers
of wedlock to people in ill-healtli.
In a
case of this kind death lurks on every side
—in the kiss of betrothal and the caress of
the honeymoon. The man who is suffering
from ill-health is a physical bankrupt, and
has no right to condemn a woman to be his
nurse for life and the mother of babes that
inherit his physical weakness. Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery acts directly on
the digestive organism.
It makes it strong
and its action perfect. When a man’s digestion is all right his blood will be pure;
when his blood is pure his nervous system
will be strong and his health vigorous.
A woman who suffers from weakness and
disease of the delicate organism of her sex
is certain to suffer from general ill-health,
and to be an unhappy, helpless invalid and
a disappointment as a wife.
Her children

from the United States can be depended upon.
Right here, let me say to the

the return, according to the custom of Havana, where carriage hire is only 20 cents,
each way, to any part of the city, and

agreeably

Betrothal.

If the

picking,
euougli to sustain the teeming population, could they endure the exclusive diet.
People cannot live on climate; they starve

and

Death’s

order.

be had for the

sky-blue woodwork,

isiied walls,

filled from walk to walk with carts thundering over the stones, each cart driven
by a red-capped Spanish peasant and

concentration

were

one an-

your correspondent, can barely
“walk abreast” upon them, the narrow
streets which one may almost reach across,

Even bananas have their seasons.

(which it is not) and if bananas

one

well,

a

his

of

Havana,

size of

her in Havana, sitting on
near the barracks, the very

saw

edge

waters

k

: er

on

Our first visit this morning was to Los
an abandoned ware-house near the

■

in.

only

the way,
the wife lived to reach the forti-

fied oity.
I
the ground

Talk about sidewalks in
that two cannot pass

narrow

A School G/r/’s
Nerves.

Ships in Port Are Saved with Difficulty.
Honolulu, Feb. 15, via San FrancisOne of the most
co, Cal., Feb. 22, 1898.
severe storms ever experienced in Honolulu took place on the morning of the 12th.
The wind developed into a hurricane, and
the rain came down in torrents. The
thunder was terrific, and lightning Hashes
followed in quick succession.
The storm reached its height about 4
o’clock, when the velocity of the wind
must have exceeded 50 miles an hour.
Houses were rocked, sheds blown down,
trees uprooted and other
damage done.
The switchboard in the telephone station
was destroyed
by a fire said to have been
caused by a stroke of lightning.
Cool heads and hard work alone saved a
number of vessels in port. The ship
Henry B. Hyde, with 400 tons of ballast
in her hold, keeled so that had it not been
for the iron ship Fort George, moored
alongside her, she must have capsized.
Capt. Colcord and his crew worked all
night to keep the Hyde on an even keel,
carrying lines from her masts inshore.
The ship 8. P. Hitchcock, anchored in
the stream, lost one of her
moorings and
Capt. Gates managed to hold his anchorage.

other upon them! In many places they
are but a few inches wide, so that one, the

Fosos,

the rising sun dance upon
k'.iug waters of the bay and gild
Castle aud illumine the rose>ee

!■;

and

we

more

shoes.
so

picture of despair.

rather with

early

the children sickened and died

Gale at Honolulu.

than two miles over these
stony streets, every step of which makes
one feel like a penitent with peas in his

Half crazed with

grief, he
People hy
xi,,re
resisted the fellow who fired the house,
was shot, and his yet quivering body tossirespondence of Tlie Journal.J
Could ed upon the blaziug roof. It was weary
( uba, Feb. IT, 1898.
t
The Republican Journal leagues to Havana. The aged mother died
on the second
day’s march; one by one
with me to-day, it is safe to'
:
than *200,000

no more
money in our
the Reconcentrados themwere obliged to walk to our

now

than

purses

Every Friday, Saturday
at

and

Sunday,

43 Church Street.

{Opposite Staples & Cottrell.)
I have just opened rooms and will make a specialty
of altering and mending all kinds of MENS,
WOMENS and BOYS' CLOTHING. All work
done neatly and promptly at reasonable prices.
3m49
Open Day and Evening.
Work done while you

At

BANGOR,Bangor House,every

day
At

and

Thursday

ELLSWORTH,

afternoons.
American

House,

every Tuesday.
At

I

BLUEHILL,

Bluehill

are

House, every

Wednesday.

Great

Bargain.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy terms.

physician in the United States better

no

doctor.

His

cures are so numer-

and often of such a miraculous nature that
many writers have claimed that many of his cures
were miracles. Dr. Thomas’ ability to tell a patient
his disease without asking a question is as well
established as that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an excellent opportunity for many to consult this eminent
ous

specialist close to their homes.

40tf

for

IIILL,

;5J) 31 iHer St., Belfast.

INVENTORS
SAVE ‘JO PEIS CENT, of Attorney's lees by
transacting your business through my office.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade" marks,
copy rights, assignments, etc.
Address, with
3m*2
stamp,
F. A. CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,
28 School St., opp. City hall, Boston, Mass.

CATARRH

Druggist
a

3m48

generous

Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found bet ween the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap,
est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
isfaction guaranteed.
L. C. MOUSE.

Ely’s Cream Balm
contains
mercury

no
nor

cocaine,
any other

drug.
injurious
It is
absorbed.
quickly

Gives Relief

at once.

Liberty, Me., Jan. 10,1898.- Cm2
—

8

COLD «v HEAD

Nasal Passages.
Allays Inflammation. Heals and Protects the
membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
smell. Full size 50c.; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists
by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

at

their

assets ol
actual value.
§

HI, 1H97.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstandinp risks
All other demands apainst the com
pany, viz: commissions, etc

1.ft 10,122

2v

LI A HI I.1TI FS IiKCKMUKK

..

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid op in cash.

77.14:" 41

722,h75

('•!>

27.H4'.'

f>'.»

K27,X7()
4imi.i»o(hk>
Hi»l,2M f>7i

Apprepate amount of liabilities, in
cludinp net surplus .§1,»>1'.'.122
W

ILLIAM

I’.

THOMAS, \^ent.

22

Me

P>«

HwS

(>i it ok >i
rut: S ii Kit if or \\ alii** ( u m v,
si
11 ot Maim:, W At.m> < m s
P.Kt.KAsT, Feb. 1 !». A. I» 1 S!»S
)
This is to pi\e notice that on the lt'tli day ol
February. A I>. 1 Hits. a \\ arrant in 1nsolven. was
issued by <!en, 17 .Johnson, .ludpe id the (. i.itof
lnsolvenev for said Count v ot \\ aldo, apainst
he
estate ot ALP.I ICl L. M.\V<
>M l» and IIILD<
N KW ('(>M I'.,iml i\ nilially and as eo pal tnci s.under
the linn name of Neweoini. Hrotheisol Monroe, in
said County adjurped t«* lie Insolvent Debtors, on
petit ion of ereditors of said I H'btors.whieh pe: it ion
was tiled on t he 4t h day ol February A D IMPS,to
which date interest on claims is to’ he computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtors, ami the transfer ami delivery ol any property
of
by them are forbidden by law that
the Creditors ol said Debtors to prove their debts
and incase there are assets sufficient, to authorize
the same to choose one or more assignees ol their
estate will he held at a Court of Insolvency to
he holden at the Probate Mice in said
on the Slth cay ot March, A. D. 1HPH, at two o'clock

aiiicetinp

Reliast.,

10 CENT

TRIAL SIZE.

the company

Surplus beyond capital.

M. C.
There is

known than the

waiting.

Mon-

Apprepate of all the admitted

Lowest Cash Disallowed on
Architectural, ScL

counts

eutitlc, Electrical,
Mechanical. Indus-

trial and Teehniand Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.

catalogue

in the afternoon.
(liven under my hand the date first above written.
S. (i. NORTON.
Sheriff, as Messenperof the Court ot Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2 wH

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you are out of employment and want a position, payinp you from §f»<> to §100 monthly clear
above expenses by workinp repularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from §200
to §F)00 yearly, by workinp at odd times, write tho
(iIH MilC CO., 7214 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., statinp
ape, whetheramarried or staple, last or present
employment, anti you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and taster than you ever made before in jour life
5m44
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Cuba,

Mrs. W ard’s second letter from

published uext week, treats of
day happenings in Havana, tells

1be

every
what the Cubans say about the “Maine”
disaster, and describes a visit to tlie ruined city of laruco.
The

has re-appeared

“lighting parson”

in the peisou of the Rev. Mr. Glover of
Terre Haute, Indiana, who in offering his
services to the Governor in

of

ease

a

Span-

ish; war says that he would “do all in his

Spanish

make

power to

the

prevailing

language in hell.”
The defalcation

and

suicide

of

the

town treasurer of Foxeroft, again brought
before the public by a decision from the
Law Court which makes the towTn responsible for a large amount of notes, and the

recent, and similar,

more

in Madi-

case

son, convey warnings which should be
heeded by other
communities.
The
affairs of
business

should be conducted

town

principles

good

of

a

and entrusted to

business abilities.

on

men

It is safe to

say that the methods in vogue iu many
towns would not be tolerated for a moment by a business man.
everything is all light

To

that

assume

may indicate a
commendable confidence in your fellowman, but it is not business.
Of real

concerning the destruction

news

of tlie battle ship Maine there has been
very little during tlie past week—of speculation and of stories which may or may
be true there has been

great deal.
Although there is a growing and now almost geneial belief that our ship was
not

a

blown up by design, there has been less
excitement than at first, due no doubt in
the wise attitude of President Mc-

n>

part

Kinley, wlio

this

in

shown himself

trying

crisis

has

tlie emergency.
administration is mindful

equal

Meanwhile the

to

of the injuncti n, “In time of peace preand is looking to our coast
I'U'o f.'i war.
it-m.

aud the rendition of the navy.
'1 Li impD s>h-n now is that there will be
no w;u
but it m,»y be forced upon us, and
dt

is well to be prepared.

it

Tlie

cases known as
“the Hale note
’—i series uf actions arising from
the defa cation of Judge Elias Hale, tin-

M.iis

suicide town treasurer of Foxcroft—have
been decided by the Maine Law Court in
the

of

favor

plaintiffs

of Foxcroft.

town

and

against

Five of the

the

went

cases

from the Supreme Court to the full bench,
ail br ught by the plaintiffs who held
executed by the treasurer as part of
dealings. Similar cases
pending will no doubt be settled by the

notes

his

dishonest

opinion just rendered, and the amount of
the obligation thus cast upon the town,
while not definitely known,is set at $185,000.
This, then is the situation:
Foxcroft’8 polls, (18!X>).
385
Real estate value.§485,072 00
Amount of notes, costs and inter-

est. 185,000 00
Ainouut per poll.
480 50
What the town will do is not yet determined.
The supposition is that the debt

will be

bonded,

that the tow

but it is doubted
could bond

n

a

by

debt

mauy
far

so

the five per cent, constitutional debt
limit.
It bonded at four per cent., the
over

interest would be $8,000. The average
of taxes raised is $10,000 so that
in ordei to pay the iu'crest, the taxes
would have to ae nearly doubled and
by

amount

taxing up
w

iuilii

to

the five per cent, limit, it
100 years to

take approximately

pay it.
The Belfast Schools.

Upper Grammar School

The
friends

had

a

sociable

a-.

and

their

Memorial

last

Thursday evening. Ice cream, cake and
confectionery were served, and the evening
was enjoy ably spent with
music, games,
etc.

Educational Publishing Co. of Boston
is doing a good w'ork in
furnishing school
libraries and five-cent class es to those who
are interested in raising the sum of
$10.
The

buy thirty books, selected acthe grade of school. The little
classics comprise selections of standard authors aud are very convenient for special
school work. Miss Alberta Wadsworth has
secured the books for the South
Primary,
and Misses J. A Wiggin and I. B. Carter
for the South Intermediate schools. The
teachers aud pupils are interested in the
which

will

cording

to

works and. recommend them to others,
addition the teachers have a year’s

in

subscrip-

tion to

educational journal.

an

rite

regular meeting of tfie school committee last Monday evening Superintendent
Wrick

presented statistics of the measles,
showing the percentage of scholars out from
this

The

cause.

rally

the

m

tendent

percentage is greater natulower grades, hut the superin-

thought

the worst

and
that it wo tid not lie necessary to close the
schools. At the Head of the Tide not a case
is reported, and the rural schools
generally
have been comparatively free from the diswas

over

ease.

Papers and Periodicals.
The
week

Phillips Phonograph
in

quarto form,

a

appeared last
decided improve-

ment.

S. A. Burleigh has sold the Waterville
Sentinel to Win. M. Ladd of Fairfield, and
the paper will in the future be conducted
by
him and
u

a

brother,

rider the firm

name

B. H. Ladd of
of

Dexter,

the W. M. Ladd Co,

The

Bangor Whig and Courier appeared
last Monday in its new eight-page form,
printed on a Goss Perfecting Press which
will produce 10,000 papers an hour, and with
the full equipment of a modern newspaper
plant. The transfer of the property to a
announced some weeks ago
and weekly editions are now
pu hiished by the Whig and Courier Publishing Co., of which Hon Charles A. Boutelle
is president. The Whig and Courier is already improved and further improvements
are promised.
We wish it unbounded succompany was
and the daily

cess.

officers of Belfast Company, U. R., K.
P.,will be installed to-morrow, Friday,

The
of

evening.

of

It contains the usual lists

of members of the school committee, subcommittees, the school calendar, etc., and
deals at length with the condition aud
needs of the schools.

| Busiues^nager.

CHAR1KS A. MLSBURV,

Citypoint. Mrs. S. Adams succeeded Miss
N. M, Brown at the Board Landing. Mr.
Harding took charge of the Union school
last fall and is still in that position. Nearly all our rural teachers have been successful during the past year * * * So
many times, when it seemed that our
hopes would be shattered have they plunged into the work with greater zeal and
more determined
effort, that the plans
should succeed, and they have.
Rural teachers’ meetings are held once
a month, at which time schools are closed
for half a day, and the entire time devoted to discussing the affairs and methods
of the rural schools.
The plan of visitation is the same as last year.
I visit each
school nearly once a month and spend at
least half a day in a school at each visit.
Nearly every teacher is doing professional reading, and many attended the summer schools last year that
they might be
more valuable to their pupils this
year.
General repairs and improvements have
been made in nearly all the schoolhouses.
A new platform was built at the Pilcher
school. Citypoint schoolhouse was newly shingled and clapboarded. The Brick
schoolroom was papered.
Nearly all
were whitewashed.
All our rural schools
need platforms in front. I would recommend that the long plank walk lying west
of the Central school and which is no
longer used he cut up and placed as platforms at some of the rural schools.
An equal effort has been made to improve the work of the rural schools, as
was made for the city
schools, and with
proportionately good results.
Frye’s
Geography was introduced in September
and has been a success.
Arithmetic is
better tliau last year. In English, neatof
ness, accuracy
expression and spelling,
carefulness in written work for inspection,
are some of the things now demanded
by
the rural schools. The schools now make
an effort to discuss current events of the
day, and civics is taught as exercise once
a week.
During the year several systems
of vertical writing have been tlied'in the
various schools.
Two studies are not up to the standard
in rural schools, viz. :
history and reading,
and to remedy these the Superintendent
presents plans at some length.
The remainder of the portion devoted
to rural schools is devoted to
arguments
on consolidation, teachers’
meetings and
professional reading, supplies, etc. He
concludes with a paragraph on music, as
follows:
An effort was made to extend music
into the rural schools last year, but
owing
to lack of funds it was decided not to extend it at present.
I wish to call your attention again to the matter and hope that
funds may he allowed for its extension.

Brick, Superintendent
Schools, is preparing liis annual report for
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Superintendent’s Report.

Francis S.

ent

discusses the

city

separate sections.

ing

The Superintendand rural schools in

We make the follow-

extracts:
CITY

SCHOOLS.

Your friends may smile
But that tired feeling

Means danger.

It

Our North Searsport correspondent sent
after the big storm of Feb. 1st, the following veracious account of the situation at
his home. We were unable to print it at
the time, but now put it on record as a part
of the literature of the blizzard of 1898:
Now, Mr. Editor, I don’t suppose you ever
have any cold weather or blizzards down
your way, so I will give you a little sketch
of the one we have had up here. Think of
being snow-bound for nearly a whole week
—no communication with the outside world ;
telegraph and telephone wires all down;
lights all out, with the exception of a few
empty oil barrels stuck up on a wood pile!
Mr. Editor, it has been cold up this way—
so cold that the fishermen on the pond had
to bring home the trout they caught, because
they froze before they could get them off
the hook and back into the water! The men
who were hauling ice had to stop work, as
before they could get to the ice houses the
ice froze so thick that it stalled the horses.
I thought I would see just how cold it
was and hung out three thermometers, one
above the other. The mercury of the first
went down into the second and the second
into the third, and the third went out of

us,

This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

promptly

Overcome
Last September a system of principals
for each building was adopted. The good
Hood’s
results of this move have grown beyond
Which
my greatest expectations* Better disciand
pline, cleaner rooms, cleaner grounds,
less tardiness and better attention are
the
some of the results of the plau.
Particuthe nerves,
larly has this reform been felt in the Central schools. Mr. Ellis has spared no efTones the
fort to carry out the w ishes of the committee, even taking upon himself extra
Creates an
work.
The Central schools last year, as
shown by the registers, were particularly
And builds up,
A
poor in attendance and punctuality.
different atmosphere now exists.
The
and vitalizes
various rooms are to-day vieiug with each
The whole system.
other for highest percentage of attendance and punctuality.
All pupils in the
Be sure to get
schools under this system march in to the
Hood's.
sound of the drum, aud also all pupils report to the principals of their respective
NEWS.
NORTH PORI
schools whenever absent or tardy before
being allowed to go ou with their classes.
All excuses are also sent to the principal
Pop goes the. measles.
for approval before being accepted by the
Next Monday town meeting.
teacher.
These changes are having a salWhat next? Dandelion greenri.
utary effect upon teacher, pupil and parMr. Emery Brown of Rockland
was in
ent, although some unpleasantness has
arisen as a result of the enforcement of
town Sunday.
the new regulations. Still the good sense
Mrs. Lucy Rhodes arrived home the first
of the parent and the honest spirit of the
of the week from Boston, where she has
teacher always brought the matter to an
been visiting for several weeks.
amicable settlement. 1 would recommend
in this connection that Mr. Ellis be made
Mr. C. T. Elwell left for Boston last Monprincipal of all the rooms on the common
day to resume his occupation that through
below the High, for it seems to me that
lameness lie was obliged to give up for
the past results would warrant it.
The
awhile.
High school has now become a department by itself, with different hours and
At Beech hill tin- measles are iu full bloom.
very little in common with the other
The family of Mr Fred W\man were all
rooms.
Its principal has more than lie
taken down nearly at once. Mrs. Wyman
can do in his own department with his
and the children are convalescent, but the
own teachers aud pupils,
without being
first of the week Fred was a very sick man.
burdened with the cares of the common
schools in his building.
It seems better
The first load of kiln wood was taken to
that these schools should be placed under
Islesboro last Friday by sell. Julia Edna.
the discipline of the Grammar master of
Monday the Julia Edna went to Belfast and
the Central schools.
returned to Isola Bella with large granite
The nine-grade system adopted by your
stone for fire-places t»> be placed iu the new
committee at the beginning of the present
scholastic year has alie.idy proved a sucwiug that has been added to the Folwell
cess.
Care was exercised in making the
cottage, this winter.
OTHER MATTERS.
so
that
little
01
no
disturbance
change,
31 r. beurge W
The report also contains a variety of
\Yhitcher of East Northhas been created.
The extra grade was
practically placed in the system below the other matter pertinent to the school sys- port left Monday for Now Mexico, where he
Grammar, and the advent of new books tem. Extracts from the State laws bear- is interested in soon mines. Possibly be
and methods during the year has permit- ing on truancy, etc., are given.
Also in may visit Klondike if be finds the
attempt
connection with truancy some remarks on
ted the addition ol the new grade unwill justify the undertaking.
Mr. Wliitcher
as
to
school children.
A
noticed.
As a result of the new graded charity
applied
leaves many friends here and all wish him a
system better work is very apparent in page devoted to “Home and school,” is a
the lower schools, and a great amount of presentation of the position of the com- prosperous journey, and when he again
friction that existed before has disap- mittee and superintendent on various visits us may he come well loaded with the
matters that have arisen.
On “Litera- riches of Mexico or Klondike.
peared.
Considerable change was made in the ture in the Schools” lie says:
It appears that the present superintend“The schools of Belfast are fortunate
corps of teachers during the year. In the
ent of schools, Mr. F. A Dickey, will be
opHigh school Mr. 11. 1.. llsley was succeed- in one respect: in the influence that the
posed by Mr. F. A. Rhodes, who is desirous
ed by Mr. 11. D. McLellau.
In the Gram- Public Library is exerting upon the children.
At
the
of
of
the
the
mat .-.chool Miss M
A. Bickford was sucfilling
beginning
year Miss
position. Both gentlemen are
ceeded by Miss A. L. McDowell, who in Pond voluntarily prepared reading courses widely known and every’ citizen knows
turn was succeeded by Miss M. A. Mason. ; for nearly every grade in the city, and
them personally, for they have served the
In the Central Intermediate Miss E. M.
posted them in the various school rooms. town for
years, Mr. Dickey as superintendFolsom was granted a year's leave of ab- She also issued to each grade where
ent of schools and also as town treasurer,
sence without pay, and Miss A. A. Tilton I pupils could read, a certain number of
was transferred from the Head of
the books to be kept and loaned to the pupils while Mr. Rhodes is the present town clerk.
Title to fill the temporary vacancy
Miss | when lessons were over, in order that a They are both capable men and whichever
E. M. Ladd, who was in training in out j taste for better reading might be cultivat- is elected the welfare of the schools will be
schools, was elected to fill the position t ed. This little library is changed from in good hands. Mr. Dickey has had charge
time to time, and Miss Pond gives personduring the absence of Miss Tilton.
of the schools for a long time and has ably
There is no question more discussed al supervision to the selection of the
and impartially performed his duties, to the
to-day by parents, teachers, superinten- books. The same courtesy is being ex- entire
satisfaction of the majority of the votdent and committee then that of promo- tended to the rural schools.
Nor is this
all.
tion. To promote a pupil oft times, when
Boys and girls in search of some- ers, and it does seem rather strange why a
he is unfit to go forward is an injustice to thing to read find a warm and ready
help- change is needed.
the pupil and usually is attended with er in Miss Pond. It is not customary to
Everybody should read the town warrant.
serious results,
it is equally true that to write at length on a matter like this, but
It contains 21 articles to be voted
upon.
hold a pupil hack produces discourage- children have improved so much in this
ment and disappointment.
In June we respect that I am anxious to acknowledge Probably the most interest will be taken in
a
work that turned the current of
conditioned 63 pupils and then sent a perthought selecting a road commissioner, superintend
sonal letter to their parents for an inter- of more than one boy.
ent of schools, and to see if the town will
view.
The result was satisfactory, every
buy the lower part of Union hall for a town
case was adjusted.
The result has been
firs. Charlotte Sibley Hilton.
hall. The election of a road commissioner
a toning up of the various
Each
grades.
will be a warm contest, as there are so many
Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago, who
pupil was entered in September where he
who are anxious to serve as such.
It seems
belonged, and there were no conditions. is visiting her uncle, Edward O.Thorndike of
at present that among those who would like
In view of the work and results last year
still continues to charm
Harriman,
Tenu.,
a definite policy lias been
t > secure the plum Mr. Orrin Wliittemore is
outlined, the audiences with her pleasing and
eloquent nearer the front than
salient points of which are:
many of his opponents,
1st.
To promote no pupil uuless his lectures. We copy the following from a and
right behind him comes Mr. Freeman
recent issue of the Harriman
work is up to grade.
Daily EnterCrockett, striving eagerly to grasp it, too. It
2d.
No pupil is to be promoted who is prise :
is very evident that for one or the other to
uut recommended by the teacher for prowomen’s literary club.
win there will he a
motion. sustained by work shown.
mighty hustle on their
The Women’s Literary Club of Harriman
3dAll pupils not promoted to be re- has been greatly favored in
being permitted part to secure the coveted prize. Perhaps
admitted by certificate to old grade.
to listeu to some of oik home taient and to
when all seems sereue a dark horse
may
4th. Examinations for promotion to be those from abroad, but seldom has it had so
gallop up and carry off the prize.
abolished in all grades below the Gram- rare a treat as when, with its guests, it
listened to Mrs. II. H. Hilton, who spoke so
mar, and promotion to be made on recSaturday afternoon on “Sunny
The Passing of “Ben.”
ommendation of teacher, sustained by delightfully
Days in the Orient.”
work done for the year.
Mrs. Hilton took us on a little
trip
through
Due of the most intelligent and beautiful
■ith. Teachers to keep parents notified
Egypt and the Holy Land in such a happy
of the work, and as often as record shows way that when she closed we felt that we of household pets was Benjamin Harrison
had
awakened from a beautiful dream and Pendleton, the large dark ecru Angora cat
a falling below the promotion
standard, a
come back to the rough realities of life.
of Mrs. E. E. Pendletou. “Ben,” as he was
specially written note to be sent to the had
Mrs. Hilton is not content to be
simply a
parent.
lecturer, but she brought to every one a | always called, died the other day in Boston,
Gth. The motto of the teachers in this true
uplift of soul, for who could listeu to whither the family took him when they
respect to be “Take care of the tag-end of her charming description of the places where moved to the
metropolis. This animal was
the class.'’
our Lord lived and taught
eighteen hundred one of the finest examples of a
thoroughly
7th. The department to decide in all years ago, and not feel at desire to do more
eases of a failure to
obtain promotion, for the lowly and downtrodden of humanity. civilized cat that was ever known. He was
she
shows
Though
oratorical
great
powers
whether the pupil will be held back or
absolutely without faults and of au intelliyou forget that you have listened to “finishrecommended for vacation study.
gence that made him a delight to every
ed rhetoric”—you may forget that she has
8 h. In all cases where a pupil fails in a
pleased you—but you can never forget that stranger who made his acquaintance. He
particular study and makes up the same she has done you a service, and she will came to Mrs. Pendleton when the merest
vacation
an
examination
will
be remembered with genuine gratitude by
be
during
kitten and has never left her hearthstone
all who listened to her.
required on that study.
for more than nine years. Of perfect beAuoioer narriman paper says:
lberepa'is and improvements include
havior in the house nothing was more markthe division of the Central Intermedia te
The Women’s Literary Club eujoyed a
room, throwing the former recitation treat Saturday afternoon in a lecture by ed than his table manners. For years Ben
room into a cloak room, and
placing the Mrs. EL H. Hilton, a niece of Mr. ami Mrs. has had his place at the table, where he conThorndike. Hersu’ject was her travelsin ducted
doors in the opposite end of the building.
himself as a well-bred child would.
At the Head of the Tide a new outhouse Egypt and the Holjr Land. We seldom have
heard a lecturer who had such a wonderful He had a particular style of welcome for
was built and the school room
partially command of language, whose enunciation each regular visitor at the house, and would
revarnished. A bell has been purchased was so
perfect,descriptions so graphic or who walk around and greet each one separately
for the Upper Grammar school building. could so
interest and entertain. The ladies
when lie came into a room full. During his
The Superintendent devotes consider- of the Club and visitors all
spoke in highest
able space to the overcrowded condition
last illness he had every care and comfort
praise of Mrs. Hilton and hope they may
have the pleasure of hearing her again that could
of the schools.
As a remedy he suggests
have been bestowed on a memsometime. Dainty refreshments were served
a
addition
to
the
building two-story
ber of the family and the
High
very best medical
school building and relieving the Lower at the close of the hour.
attendance in Boston. But Ben's days vcere
Grammar school by putting a part of the
numbered (he was fully ten years old) and
Bates College.
pupils from each of its grades with the
his spirit passed into a higher form of life, as
new part; or using the hall over tile
High
President Chase returned from New York his fond
school room for school purposes.
mistress fully believes, without
He
last week.
also suggests building a wing on the North
great suffering.
schoolhouse
Mr.
to
J.
E.
accommodate
the
Primary
Wilson, PJ01, is .attending the
new grade there.
Student Volunteer Convention at Cleveland,
“Spanish Braggart Slain.”
He reviews at some length the subjects Ohio.
taught in the schools, going over each
The above is a newspaper headline over
Most of the students who have been enstudy in the various grades in detail. He
advises the introduction of drawing in gaged in teaching this winter have returned an account of a gang of Ohio-American
miners lately murdering one lone Spaniard
the schools aud gives estimates of the to their duties.
who bad told how quickly Spain could
cost, which will amount to about $1:10.
whip
Mr. E. V. Call from the class of 1900, has
the United States. And this in papers that
THE RURAL SYSTEM.
been chosen manager of the coming athletic
The rural schools this wiuter number
generally advocate everything that is most
exhibition.
one-fourth of the whole number of pupils
humane and would claim to stand high upon
Ex .-President, Cheney is spending a few the plane of civilization,
in Belfast. This is uot the only way in
morality and Chriswhich the rural schools have improved. days at the house of his daughter, Mrs. tian kindness. Such a
cowardly murder is
as
in
the
the
Here,
city,
percentage of at- Boothby, who lives on College street.
good cause for Americans to feel shame; but
tendance and punctuality has increased.
The base ball outlook for the coming sea- of course it is only what might be expected
Cleaner schools and outhouses, a desire
to occur amongst the ignorant and brutal, in
on the part of the pupils to
improve school son is good. There is an abundance of masurroundings, and removal of most of the terial which with good training will develop these days of oue-sided evidence, excitement and thirst. The murder itself is not
obscene pictures and markings on the into a good team.
school buildings are a part of the improveso much to be condemned as are
the coldment set to the credit of the rural schools.
How’s This!
blooded words under which the story was
There is still a great deal to be done in
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any told. They are words that clearly imp’y
uplifting our rural schools, and much can case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s much more than they tell; they
plainly jusbe done by the tactful, helpful teacher in
Catarrh Cure.
tify and glory in such a useless and barbaridrawing her community around her and
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
ous murder, and may perhaps be the means
centering the interest of its people in her
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney of other such cowardly deeds.
school.
Suppose
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
So many changes of teachers occurred
that one lone American, in Spain, should for
in the rural schools during the year that honorable in all business transactions and finan- a similar reason meet the same
fate, aud th©
it made it difficult to carry out some of cially able to carry out any obligation made by
leading papers there should publish darnour most cherished plaus.
But we are their firm.
ing headlines, “American Braggart Slain,”
exceedingly fortunate in our selection to West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. how
quickly, and justly, we should be in
fill vacancies.
The changes for the year Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druganger and point to the expression, more
are as follows: Miss R.
White succeeded
gists, Toledo, O.
than the deed, as proof of Spanish barbarity
Miss A. Robinson at the beginning of the
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
winter term in the Hayford school. Mr. directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of and their entire lack of humane sentiment.
the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
P. Shorey succeeded Miss E. M. Ward at
[Richardson.
Druggists. Testimonials free.

CLEARANCE SALE

Goose Pond.

impure blood.

It should be

Searsport,

Which was formerly Black’s Corner, situated near Swan Lake, which was formerly

J

impoverished

Indicates
And

Snow Bound at North

by taking

Sarsaparilla,

purifies
Enriches
blood,

Strengthens

stomach,

appetite,

Energizes

____Only

7'r

later, when the travelling is
grand clearance sale of furniture
on terms that will bring buyers from all parts of
Waldo County. This was determined upon before the disastrous tire at our home on Northport
aver ue.
Meanwhile our business will go on as
usual, and those who call now will get bargains in
all lines and have the large stock in our two stores
to select from.
\\7E shall

announce

better,

a

sight.
It snows up here sometimes, Mr. Editor.
By actual measurement the snow is now ten
feet deep and it is still snowing as 1 write.
We have tunneled from the Corner to
Dodge’s Corner to find the surveyor, who
lives down that way. Dodge’s Corner was
formerly called Skunksville ;u honor of one
of its former residents. All one-story houses
are out of sight with nothing blit the chimFor three
ney of the hotel sticking out.
days aud three nights uo one ventured out,
unless on snow shoes. The stage driver has
not been seen for three weeks. The last
time he was seen he was making a trade
with our shoemaker for snow shoes for his
horse, so that he could get from Dodge’s

R. H. COOMBS & SON,
70 & 72 Main St., Ballast.

One-Half of all the People *
Wear Spectacles.
The Other Half Ought To,

Corner to Swanville, P. O., formerly called
Sleepy Hollow. I do not mean to insinuate
that the good people living ou that road do
not keep the road open, because they intend

to; but the trouble is the rabbits
under the snow.

are

all

Now,

Mr. Editor, we up here at the Cordo not depend upon rabbits to break
the road out.
We have an invalid corns,
which is much better. Our surveyor, who
by the way, bought, the old schoolhouse in
district No.
and intended to take it down
and bui.d a lien bouse, has changed, his
mind. He is shingling a snow drift near
his barn, aud when the snow melts thinks
lie will have a good house. The seine.ihouse is for sale.
It blows up this way sometimes, and thS
was one of the.times. It blew so hard that a
two-inch auger hole Through a nard wood
plank was worn to six inches in size by tin*
wind.
It blew ten cords of spool tinih -r
from tins village to Nickerson & Bailey's in
Sears port village, and not a stick was lost.
Our ex-postmaster told me so. The spool
timber was Ins, and his word is as good as
gold. I think if we had hail that barbed
wire fence the school committee promised
us we might have saved the
spool timber |
ner

j

K

|

CHASE & DOAK. #
Su-t-ssi-rs t<> HIKVM ('ll VSJ-; 4V SON, mak
i. \ a 311N A I ions i tinmi
r
t-.s
■
**
and furnish all kinds of Spectacles and
Kye (Slashes at the very lowest prices

L.

and

Dr.

Small

2S, KOI.
S3II, 353.110
July 11,1895.
JI23.6S5.5S
Krb.

DEPOSITS:

of farming in Northport and Belfast.
fifteen years past he has lived upon a
farm near the Pitcher schoolliouse.
His
wife, who survives him, was Dorothy FosFor

ter

He

.Inly 21, KOI
S59.K020
Dec.13, K05.
JI60.S3S.I7

Dec.'-KOI.

Paslilrr

5, IS'.'i.o:
17, IJlS3,v

March

S70.Ko.50

July 11, KOH.
S172.003.16

Dec.

$202,145
figures are taken from our sworn\statements
Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

These

but he

pation

U|\VI<;c,I\.

Dec. 15, 1 <S‘> 7

was

died before the physician arrived. Mr. Herrick was born in Northport
and was a son of the late Samuel Herrick.
Re was iu California a number of years and
with that exception has followed the occu-

KUAN It

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

ve up to the horse sheds in front of L. A.
Kr.owlton’s store, where he was seen to
He was
ste.gger and fall from his sled.

into the store

q

BELFAST.

A, KNOW L ION, President

drt

taken

r

PEOPLES NATIONAL BAN

obituary.

called,

STREET,

23 MAIN

I.ON 1)1 ker

Benjamin G. Herrick died very suddenly
in this city yesterday morning.
He came to
the city from his farm two miles out and
after delivering butter to his city customers

Sf'I HA

isp
»*•

of the

to the

~2

Comptroi

DEPOSITS ill the IXTEREST DEP.\RTMEN'T payable nil demand, draa- rr--n>t hi;
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during atiy ni'oith draw interest from the
>{
1,,•
This department offers much (trotter sec art hi t<> < 1 o} •»^ 11«> t- than s.u nurs Bank-;. ,a.ideposit is a loan to the. hank, and all deposits in unr B ink an* !<;.> ,-,i,it.. / i.\ twii-ptli. t;
Capital Stock.
This Bank bein^ the latest established Bank in Wal l.* <'.n nr w mi- van'- ha> i'
.^•
ments in Fire an l Bar.;!.ir-Pr
»f work, thereby nTerinj: </r
/<•;•«/ t
bank in this county.
We have SIKK DKPiMIT H'lXK* at 113, $5 and sjfS per yeir.
V
an
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
yi;
.,

■

Brooksville. They have no children.
leaves two sisters, Catherine and Addie

,,,

of

REPORT OK THE CONDITION OK THE

Peuuelsville, Me. Mr. Her- BELFAST NATIONAL BANK,
rick was an industrious, honest man, agree- Ai
Belfast, In the Stale of Maine, at the close of
able and social with everybody, and was
business February is, 1M»N.
He
was
RESOURCES.
universally respected.
about 72
Herrick,

years

both of

old.

Mrs. Calista Stover, widow of Capt.
Joseph G. Stover, died almost instantly of
heart,

disease

Feb.

20tli
what

at

her

Loans and discounts. .$252,287 18
569 85
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
L. S. Bonds in secure circulation....
loi i.ooo 00 !
46,7<>o00
Stocks, securities, etc
29.0' >o no
Hanking-! louse, furniture and fix tun
Other real estate and mortgagee owned
200 00 |
Due from National Hanks not Reserve Agents)...
192 1" ;
Due from approved reserve agents
54,237 56
Checks and other cash items.
1.4()9 18
Notes of other National Hanks.
4,o2U 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
286 62
Lawful Money Heserce in Hank, viz:
Specie.‘.14.799 50
4,595 00 19.394 50
la'gal tender notes.
Redemption fund with C. S. Treasurer t5 per cent, of circulation
4,500 00

home iu
was thought to be
Bueksport. Except
a slight indisposition of
Mrs.
Stover
late,
was in her usual health.
Shortly after noon
a
lady residing in the house heard Mrs.
Stover fall, and going to her as quickly as
possible, found her breathing her last. Mrs.
Stover was sixty years of age and leaves a
daughter, Maria C., and a sou, Edward S;
also three sisters:
Mrs. A. M. Robinson, Jr.,
of Bangor, Mrs. Sewall Brown of Tenant’s
Harbor, and Mrs. Julia Blake of Atkinson.
The-deceased was a graduate of the E. M. C.
Seminary and preceptress of that instituTotal.$512.796 99
tion in 18(>4 (>8. In 1874 she became the wife
of Capt. Stover and went to sea with her
LIABILITIES.
husband a number of voyages until his
death at Seattle in 18<»2
Neither of Mrs. Capital stoek paid in.
$150,000 00
Stover’s children were at home at the time
fund.
33,000 00
of their mother’s death, the daughter being I Cnaivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid
25.669 46
in Portland where she is an attendant iu the
National Bank notes
90,000 00
Eye and E »r Infirmary, and the son visiting ji Due to other National outstanding_
Hanks.
329 84
his aunt at Tenant’s Harbor.
Due to State Hanks and bankers.
25,745 08
1.172 00
! Dividends unpaid.
Mrs. Lucinda Nichols, widow of Capt.
Individual deposits subject t.. cheek. 177.944 44
8.936 17
Joseph Nichols, died at the residence of her Demand certificates of deposit_
son-in-law, Richard B. Stover, on Maiu
Total
$512,796 99
after
brief ill...

E. H.

DURGIN, M.

D

Fitting

of Glasses and Disease
the Eye and Ear a Specialty
Office hours until (l a.
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7

in.
to S p.

SEARS TOUT,

Co x N K>
I<
Will lie in Bolfa.-t every lues l.iv from !
Office over .1. W. Ferguson \ C
M.u

KI.K 'll >N K
M.

m

MAi
>

Comfort and Safei

>

Surplus

a
street, Bueksport, Feb. 26th,
ness of heart trouble, aged sixty-eight years.
State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
Mrs. Nichols survived her daughter, Mrs.
I, C. W. WFSCOTT. Cashier of the above named
Josephiue Stover, some three years, bank,
do solemnly swear that the above stateand leaves two sisters, Mrs. Clara Lamb of j
! ment is true to the best of mv knowledge and beHaverhill, and Mrs. Mary Spaulding of lief.
C. W. WFSCOTT, Cashier.
Bueksport.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st

dav of .March,

1

A
yaeht 24 feet over all 3 feet beau
sloop
keel, inside lead ballast, and fully foun
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep tour
sums, ami is a safe, sound and serviceable
fully equipped for cruising. Will not be
away, and only those willing to pay a fair
need apply. For further particulars addre.-

iron

YACHT OVVNI'k*
Journal

Office, Belfast.

31

Dissolution of Copartnership
The partnership heretofore existing
ii FaFFKFF\ ami F. B. Cl.1 FFOKD. is t!
February 8, 181)8, dissolved by iniitua!
Business still to be carried on umh
the
F. B. Clifford.
F. 15, ( I.1KFOIM
<■

Stockton

Springs, Feb. IB,

18ns

..

a

s*

898
uOSKlMl WILLIAMSON.
Notary Public.

SCROFULA.
One of America's
mous

most

fa-

physicians says: “Scrofexternal consumption.”

ula is
Scrofulous children are often
beautiful children, but they
lack nerve force, strong bones,
stout muscles and power to
resist disease.
For delicate
children there is no remedy

equal to

Scott’s Emulsion

Correct -Attest
JOHN'. BROOKS,
A A
HOWLS.
THOS. \\ 19 1(11 KR, \

[

50c. and
SCOTT &
L.

$1.00 ; all druggists.

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

TO LET.
I

have for rent

now

HKPOHT OK THK tOMHHON OF TIIK

Searsport
At

National

Bank,

Searsport, In the Stale of Maine, at the close of
business Februarj is, t^bs.
RESOURCES.

Loans ami discounts.. s 99.‘.'In 48
! Overdrafts, secured and tmsecurec...
37 '.>2
r. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
42,(>(•<> no
Stocks, securities, etc. 11.102 00
5,750 00
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures
Due from National Banks (not Reserve
351 30
Agents).
Due from approved reserve agents
28,857 5o
Checks and other cash items.
246 54
Notes of other National Banks__
2.517 00
Fractional paper currency,nickels ami
cents.
8 24
Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz:
Specie. 3,008 63
Legal tender notes. 4,500 00
7,508 63
Redemption fund with l\ S. Treasurer, 5 per cent, of circulation.
1,890 00

occupied by

.$200,239 41
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National Banknotes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..

UPRIGHT PIANO
In yood condition, for
sale

Total.

reasonably,

'iti Church St.
February 17, 1898.—4\v 7

13,533 18
35,630 00
833 00

75,243 23

$200,239 41

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I. CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier of the abovenamed bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and
belief.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this let
day March, 1898.
.TAMES A. COLSON,
l. s.
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON,)
JOSHUA B. NICHOLS,
> Directors.
GEO. F. SMITH.
)

at

Hetfast

TownTreasurer’s Bonds
Security Bonds furnished
FIDELITY

50,000 00
25,000 00

my store on llig!,
M. 4. lias-., :!, tie

above suitable for ollb-es; and u ten
on Church street next 11*• nl.
II ui \V
Marshall's.
:.w7
(. II KRVKN

..

Total

of Cod-liver Oil with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda.
It fills out the skin by putting
good flesh beneath it. It makes
the cheeks red by making rich
blood. It creates an appetite
for food and gives the body
power enough to digest it. Be
sure you get SCOTT'S Emulsion.

Directors.

Apply
4t9

at

reasonable

rate

SAFE DEFOslT (U

to

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport,

A

~CARDOFTH A NKS
I wish to take this, my onlv ebanee, of exi*
ing tny heartfelt thanks to my host of in.
who rendered me assistance, ami for the m
kind expressions of sympathy extended
during and since my recent loss hv lire. V
the firemen for their elicits in im behair. W
grateful remembrance to all. 1 am’most sin..
(HAS. R. COO MR
Belfast, March 2, 1898.

SUBSCRIBE EOK

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

There will be a State Sunday School Convention at Northport Camp Ground the first
two weeks iu August.

OF BELFAST.
(Ml NEWS
The Republicans
ncet at the court bouse on FriMarch 4,1808, at 7.30 p. in. for
1 nominating a candidate for
mouses for wards Xo. 1,2 aud
.i
at the same place inmiedineral caucus. The caucuses
aud 5 will be holden at their
1 imrsday eveuiug, March 3d,
order, City Committee.
i.'accuses.

v>

»'

l
«■

1

rest for tired mothers in a warm bath with
C merit A Soap, and a single application of
Cutioura (ointment), the great skin cure.
Tlie only speedy and economical treatment
for itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, ami
pimply humors of the skin, scalp, and blood.

granted as follows:
K. Gilmore, Bucksport, $6
Samuel R. Coleman, Lincoln-

Non-Partisan

Tbompsou,
Friday, after-

to-morrow,

reel

hour.

ia 1

is

r

building

a

boat,

cat

Belfast Lodge of Good Templars will hold
dime sociable at the lodge room Saturday
evening. Cake and coffee will be served.

W. M Brewster of Rockland is holding
revival services at People’s Mission. Meetings are held every evening except Monday
and Friday at 7 o’clock. Services Sunday
are at 2 30 and 7.

from

pairs

14

all, to be added to his tieet
The boat has good beam
isou.
a tin keel.

next week for

Register,

BABY BLEMISHESS5&*

indebted to Geo. A. Bailey
designed to advertise his
It

bears

had gloomily begun
For Willie Weeks, a poor man’s

zero,

legend,

the

now

pre-

ractive appearance,

t

the pre9Mareh will be “somewhat
thau February,” and locates

predicts

auae

that

the 1st to 3d, 8th to 14th
Jd. and 25th to 30th.

’.it

letters remaining in the
-j for the week
ending Feb.
Mrs. Annie Sanborn. GentleHied

Hanson
Main

u

street

fell.

and

His

ankle

men

rode bicycles

and
Castiue last week....The
s
oihip fishermen recently disnew beds
and made some
hauls.

»Ige, G '•.!
Templars, are invited to furnish either food
or money toward the dinner for the District
Lodge, next. Saturday, March 5th. Please
report to T. H. Feruald, chairman of com-

Hill Friday

j

elaborate aud call for

of

one

J

;

■

loses

anthem, Sanctus Spiritus, arr. from Faure;
solo, Let me Lean, O Lord, on Thee, Danks,
Mr. Pitcher.
Evening—Selection, chorus;
selection, Gently Lead Us, Danks, solo,

Silver

summers

Star

The

mittee, at

Circle, King's Daughters,
lr
meeting last week from
Thursday evening. After the

i'<*r

■

■

\

and

ss

work,

ice cream

from which a good
order was received

«!.

■

11

Indiana,

from

the result of

Christmas by

with

four
one

a

the

Seaside

exception

will

meet

next

oat

some

of the
in

are

heavier kinds in

good health

Cook

as

the Belfast aud Searsport
National Banks-H. C. Pitcher, Mansfield’s Block, foot of Main street, can supply
Aroostook potatoes iu any quantity at short
notice; and also has selected seed potatoes
of all the leading varieties_W. E. Marsh,
corner of Church and Market
streets, has
furnished rooms to let, with modern conveniences ; also rooms suitable for a restaurant,
store or the vest business.See statement
of the Union Casulty aud Surety Co. of St.

as ever.

Notes.
The Trewont cauu* to
from Rockland Friday and hauled
up
railroad wharf....The Penobscot laid
kland last week on account of the
r from
Monday afternoon until Tburs•eruoou, when she left for Boston at 5
and made the, round trip on time,
ngraham left the steamer on her arriikk

and chicken sandwiches, ice cream and cake and coffee will
be served.
Dancing begins at 8, and the
march will be led by Capt. David H. Libby.
There are only 12 dances, so that the “old
folks’’ will not be kept up late, and they are
as follows: March and Sicilian Circle, Quadrille; Spanish and Hop; Boston Fancy;
At

Winterport to take a vacation until
ty of Bangor starts in April. Capt.
i Arey, who was first
pilot on the
t Banger, has command of the Penobiring Capt. Ingraham’s vacation_

intermission

ham

What Subscribers

Say

of The Journal.

A
Massachusetts
subscriber
writes:
“When home letters fail to reach me weekly

always depend

The Republican
Journal for all the news; and I take great
I

can

pleasure

in

reading

on

it."

California subscriber says: “The Journal keeps us in touch with home affairs, and
is highly appreciated in this land of sunshine
and flowers.”
A

Quadrille Lancers; Virginia Reel; Waltz
Quadrille; intermission; Lady of the Lake;
Quadrille; Portland Fancy; Spanish and
purpose of purchasing and operating
Hull’s Victory; Quadrille. George A.
Hop;
rs
for the transporting of freight,
Quimby will be the floor director, with the
ugers and mail, with $25,000 capital
following aids: F. W. Pote, H. J. Locke, J.
f which nothing is paid in.
The S. Harriman and
George T. Reed. The
are: President, O. A. Crockett of
dance card bears the inscription: “Old
Thomaston: treasurer, Alex HenderFolks' Dance; but not so old as we look.’’
N«w
kland. Bluehill !fc Ellsworth SteamP"- has been organized at Rockland
"

>

■mine

York-Steamer Frank Jones
her trips between Portland and

import April 1st, making two trips

There

M.

a

Items. The five-masted sclioonBean of Camden is to build for

Crowley of Tauuton, Mass., will be of
lowing dimensions: Keel, 200 feet,
14 feet, hold, 21 feet. A large umnmeuvvill be employed in the construc<nd
>
'ke

it

is to

be launched in October.

Ward well is

models, and
for the frame,

now

engaged

in mak-

A

i

are

to be

■

a

It Will

no

Pleasant Occasion.

The fifteenth

After

Save Vou Many a Dollar and
a Lot of Trouble.

trying

remedies that

helped you,
When you have tried “cures” that didn’t,
When you are completely stuck and in despair,
When your poor back still aches,
because you don’t get down to causes,
Try Doan’s Kidney Pills.
The unexpected always happens.

an-

niversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Cunningham of Hall’s Corner was
very pleasantly celebrated at their home on
the evening of February 25th. Seventythree guests sat down to supper, about forty
coming from Belfast in the storm which prevailed, but which only seemed an incentive
to their enjoyment, judging from the hilari-

short time will go
which will be furnished
ty and cheerful sounds that emanated from
>1 ambus Bisbee.
It is also understood the well-filled sleighs.
Mr. Savery had a
there is a prospect of Mr. Beau’s taking company of
twenty-one happy and merry
•utract to build another large vessel dur- ones iu his team.
Many were prevented
the year-Sell. Hattie C. Luce, report- from
attending on account of the inclemenin trouble off the Massachusetts coast,
cy of the weather, but the brave ones who
le harbor at Salem-Sch. Jessie Lena, ventured were
amply compensated by havm t. John
Deveraux master, made a record
ing a good time, as they invariably do when
aking trip on her last voyage from New a warm welcome, music and
good cheer
k to Point-a-Pitre, making the run in 12
generally abound, of which on this occasion
! sys-Sch. Levi
Hart, from Jacksonville, there was no lack. Many nice presents
ported in distress off Manasquan, N. J., were
received, among them a handsome
21st, with signal for a tug, etc., chair, a picture and easel, dress, towels
■'
picked up and towed to New York Feb. handkerchiefs, colored glass water set, fruit
1 by tug D. S. Arnott_Sch. Isaiali K.
dish, several glass dishes, etc. A nice supStetson, Trask, at New York Feb. 23d from per was served, after which the company
^
Imington, N. C., bad heavy weather and adjourned to a neighboring hall for amuseung mainmast, broke mainboom and ment, consisting of games, and
“tripping the
kiJ, and shifted deckload of lumber....Sch. light fantastic toe” to the sound of music.
A
C. Norcross discharged a cargo of phos- Reluctantly the merry
party separated for
."te from Boston for Howes & Co. the first their
homes, leaving behind and carrying
f
the week-Sch. Mary A. Hawes arrived with them pleasant recollections of the anm Boston Feb.
28th, with peanuts for G. niversary evening spent with their friends,
Pierce & Co. and Mayo & White.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham.
in

Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
conferred the Order of the Temple Wednesday evening, Feb. 23d.
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
Thursday, evening; of Phoenix Lodge next
Monday evening.
Very Eminent Sir Frank E. Sleeper of
Sabattus, Deputy Grand Commander, will
officially visit Palestine Commandery, K.
T., at the regular convocation April 13th.
Penobscot Encampment, 1. O. O. F., received an official visitation Tuesday evening from Grand Junior Warden Horace
Lovering of Waterville. The degree was
worked on three candidates. Mr.
Lovering
spoke on the working of the degree, after
which

a

collation

was

served.

S r Knights S. A. Parker, J. H. Howes,
Frank R. Woodcock and W. C. Libby
went to Waterville last Friday to visit St.
Omar Commandery, Knights Templar. It
was a

cial

special

convocation to

visitation from

receive

an

offi-

Commander F. H. Twitchell of Bath.

order of the Mystic Shrine. One hundred
of the members were present and Thursday
afternoou 25 candidates were put through
the initiation. Many of the members were
accompanied by their wives and lady friends
and the evening was devoted to a social
time.

Grand Representative A. J. Mason returned last Thursday from a meeting of the
Grand Lodge, A. O. U. W., in Boston, and
gave a very interesting account of the
sion to Enterprise Lodge at its regular

sesses-

the evening. In answer to questions
by the members he explained several points
of interest which were settled at this session.
The order throughout the country, and especi ally in the New England jurisdiction,
was shown to be in a strong and
flourishing
condition.

If you toss all night racked with back pain.
If you cannot bend over and straighten up,

Depend upon it, its your kidneys.
Kidney disorder rarely leaves off of its
cord,
The

teneut

has

to

Reuel Robinson, Esq. of Camden, has prepared and issued in an attractive pamphlet
of more than 100 pages, a very complete and
well written

history
Amity Lodge, No. (>,
F. and A. M., of Camden. This lodge was
formed in 177A and chartered in 1801, and
has had an eventful career.
Mr. Robinson
is a past master of the lodge and is well

for the important duty of its historian.
The work contains a portrait of the
author and an engraving of the Camden

Masonic Temple.

to

Maids’

Kidney Pills do not compromise,
Or arrange for a new lease.
They cure all kidney complaints,
This is their mission and they fulfill it.

of 25 Main street, says: “I thoroughly believe
in Doan’s Kidney Pills as a kidney remedy. There
is nothing like experience to teach a man. I had
a

most

distressing pain just

across

the small of

my back. It hurt to stoop over the camera or to
bend or sit in a bent position at work. I naturally
wanted to get rid of it, and after reading some

•'

notices that I saw in the newspapers, selected
Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a box. Before
I used them very long all the trouble disappeared.

(

They acted upon my kidneys right away. To me
it was an agreeable change, which anyone who
has experienced backache can appreciate. I have
not the slightest hesitancy in strongly advising
others to give Doan’s Kidney Pills a fair trial.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the
titute.

name

DOAN’S and take

no

sub-

Later

on a

|

This is

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

a

E. L. STEVENS. M.

delicious
and whole-

And if ’tis your fate the wall to adorn,
pretend that you like it and don’t look forlorn.
menu :

some

0.,

Operating Surgeon.
Office Hours, 1 to. 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

FIDELITY AND CASUALTY CO. of New
Incorporated and commenced business
Geo. F. Seward, President; Robert .1.
Hillas, Secretary. Capital paid up in cash, §250.000 00.

THE
York.
in 187(5.

some

ASSETS DECEMBER

Bachelor MaidCalm and unruffled.

Bachelor Maids

no man

Like freedom to the soul of a Bachelor Maid—sweet
A Bachelor Maid’s

probable ancestors.

Bachelor Maiden’s

Brew.

Supper
ladies, 25 cents; gentlemen free.
tickets 35 cents.

Dance

anything
-—^

..

Cereal,

RUBBER LINE

..

Aggregate assets

at

actual value..

LIABILITIES DDCEMBKK

Net

§2,930.40(5 20
31, 1897.

till

made from
[

I

you examine our
We are closing

goods.

of

unpaid losses and
claims.§ 459,39(5 <‘9
Amount required tnsaMy re insure
all outstanding risks .!. 1,592,898 04
All other demands, viz: commissions, etc..
1(55,51 2 (53
amount

them out at less than
list price to make room
for our spring line of

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 2,217.80(5 7(5
25o.ooo oo
Capital actu il!v paid up in cash..
Surplus beyond capital.
4(52,599 44

Leather

goods, which

will be in

soon.

of liabilities, in-

Aggregate amount
cluding net surplus.§2,930,400 20
JAMES PATTEE A SON. Agent*. Kellast.

Union

FRANCIS'

Casualty and Surety Co

S1KKKI.

MAIN

of St. Louis, Missouri.

GLUTEN

Incorporated in 1892.

Commenced Business in 1893.

C. P.

of Wheat.
GROCERS SELL IT.

Juo. Greenough, Sec.
Ellerbe, Pres.
Capital paid up in cash, §250,000.00.

31,1897.
mortgage (first
liens).
§174,137 50
Stocks and bouds, market value. 292,090 Oo
Cash in oflice and in bank
40,183 47
ASSETS DECEMBER

Loans

bonds and

on

ini

■

Kstablished in|l836.

.—

Intere t due and accrued..
Premiums in due course of collection

3.111 42

202,780 15

value.§718,902 54
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.§ 93,470 17
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks.
315,910 83
Aggregate

assets at

actual

All other demands.

_

Aggregate amount of liabilities,
cluding net surplus..
EKED ATWOOD,

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

I>Kl*OSI I S SOMCI I K!»

$8

in-

supplied

at

short

SELECTED

$3, $5, $0.50

an

year.

burglary in the country.
isiv
renting boxes on have the v
privilege ut taking their boxes t<> and from til
and

Those

vault.

——.

varieties_

care

of your

HAIR.

>

\\ I

*
Will

IT

TIM

IN

1

OUR HAIR TONIC*

I irkon or e dor tlih iir, hut it Wl 1.1.
ME V re m vc ii >i'l rill', proven;
.-'ii 14 d
the lie ul, enrich s nl of the ■vilp.
liiir
falling oil'. Fora healthv growth it i-it.he 1 >•* -u
tonic known. .“»() CENTS \ IMMI’I 1:
Prepared hv
n

^ I'll

EARLY ROSE,
EARLY QUEENS,
BLISS TRIUMPHS.
GREEN MOUNTAINS.

I

——-—

'"JpAKE good

SEED POTATOES.
leading

rent at

a

new vault is uneipialed in Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security against tire

and

■

car

deposit boxes for

Safe

Our
oo
oo
94

§718,902 54
Agent, Wiiderport. Me.

In car lots or any part of
notice. Also

$33,000

SURPLUS,

080 00

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.§410,073
25o,ooo
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital. 58,828

TO
In the

House,

tickets, for

LET."

Langworthy house .opposite the Court

rooms suitable for a restaurant, store or
the vest business. City water and closet. Also
furnished rooms in the house above. Bath room

and closet.
4w9*

Apply t)

W. E. MAKSI1,
Corner Church and Market Streets.

are not.

Bachelor Maid’s most effective weapon.

That which all true Bachelor Maids ask of
but earn for themselves.

buy
DON’T
in the

31, 1897.

Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered
..!.$ 588,442 78
Stocks and bonds, market value
1,*549.952 5o
Cash in oflice and in bank
120,820 78
Interest due and accrued.
3.(557 47
Premiums iti due course of collection.
540,037 19
Reserve re insurance deposit (cash
in company's possession)....
21,495 48

Breakfast

GERM

Ir

»r

■

POOR & SON, Druggists.

H. C. PITCHER,

Just

What

Uep;l.tme„t.

Consultation anti Exviiinatian Free.

To which the men
So come all ye men and with the “maids” dance
As many times as you get a chance.

A

Rl.tilil

fected.

(Foulds’ Wheat Germ Meal)

Mansfield's Block, Foot of Main St.. Belfast.

given,
are freely bidden;

a

ch“'*e of

Of Men, Women and children, cured
the I idelity Method.
No cutting operation, no detention
from daily duties.
We guarantee a cure in every case
we accept ,'or treat meat, and no money
is reguired until cure is complete.
Physicians incited to cat! anil investigate. Over 15,000 cures already ef-

IIEBRONS, ETC.

dance will be

Like the heart of

is in

BELFAST.

by

Tea.

Most cordially ask their friends to call
On Wednesday night at Memorial Hall.
At six o’clock “at home” they’ll be,
And an excellent supper there you’ll see.

agents here.

RUPTURE

The Bachelor Maids of the Universalist Society
With matrons enough to lend propriety,

This is bow they fulfilled it with one of Bangor’s
well known citizen, Mr. H. Hayes, photographer

the so’e

are

Stein-Block Clothes,

to-dav ?

MR. JOHN W. SLEEPER

Doan’s

■

worn

JtlROWYOURTRUSSAWAY

GERM.

the
and

of value

measure

PHENIX ROW,

Copyright 1507 by
TheStein-Bloch Co.

All the

Bachelor

be evicted.

j

style, color,

WILLIAM A, CLARK,

! wheat]

|

of

this; if you haven’t,you should

of

equipped

own ac-

meal,

Right Eminent Grand

sion in

spectators and no tickets
will be sold at the door.
Boutonieres of
pinks will be furnished, white pinks for the
adies and red for the gentlemen.

acli way.
1 ri\<;

Societies.

We

J

Faith.

Secret

you know

try

His first

sermon was upon The Primacy
Next Sunday he will preach upon
Manliness. The Communion will lieobserved at t he close of the preaching service. The
tri-monthly business meeting of the C. E.
Society will be lield at 0.15 p. m. The pastor will speak at 7 15 p. m. upon the subject,
“What newspaper ought we to read?”

of

defaulting

the fullest

you’ve

Coming

is well

45.

The officers of King Solomon Council, R.
Louis, Mo., represented by Fred Atwood,
Winterport. Also town treasurer’s bonds and S. M., were installed at Masonic Temple
furnished at reasonable rates by the Fidelity last Tuesday evening, by John M. Fletcher,
Safe Deposit Co., Fred Atwood, agent, VVin- T. 1. M. The installation was public to the
terport. Such bonds are iu every wfc.y pref- families of Council Masons. A picnic supand silk or calico will be equally eu regie. erable to individual
bonds, and in many per was served after which those who wish(
The music will be by Prof. Jerry Whitten, cases they are
required-See statements of ed danced to music led by J. C. Whitten.
E. M. Sanborn, Charles H. Crosby and | insurance companies represented by Field &
A number of Bangor citizens weut to
West and James Pattee & Son.
Lincoln Young, with Miss Mason as pianist. I
Lewiston Thursday to be initiated into the

has

much

7.

0

rain aud

See statements if

Old Folks’ Dance. Nearly 150 tickets
have been sold for the old folks’ dance at the
Belfast Opera House to-morrow, Friday,
evening, which ensures an attendance of
upwards of .‘500. It will not be a dress affair,

been a member of
Lodge of Masons twenty-eight
id enjoys the meetings
of the
y

j
j
I

They consisted of a set of plated
cuff buttons, a brass net needle filled with
mackerel line, and a large bag needle.

lijoyment of their faculties. Mrs.
K. Steveus jf Belfast is their
daugh-

or

styles which he invites all interested to inspect-Announcement is made of a clearance sale of furniture in the near future
by
R. H. Coombs & Son-Those who wear
spectacles, aud those who ought to wear
them, will be interested iu the advertisement of Chase 8: Doak. They make scientific examinations of the eyes free_Charles
R- Coombs publishes a card of thanks_

crew.

and in

precipitation,

New Advertisements.
W. A. Clark has
the agency for the Stein-Bloch Company of
Rochester, N. Y., an authority on men’s
clothes, and has a very large line of spring

it may seem we have on our
a few crocuses and snow

■

fair in all three of his observaThe total snowfall was 28 inches;
as

melted snow,
11 35 inches.
It will thus be seen that February was a warm month, but unusually
stormy aud with a very large amount of
snow aud rainfall.

the office

drops grown out of doors and picked Feb.
28th by Mrs. J. W. Frederick. Mrs. Frederick has always been among the first to reu'd. They are very nearly of the
port on these early flowers, but this breaks
he will he 8(> the 4th day of April
all records. The flowers are bright and
the 12th day of May. They were hardy looking, as might be expected.
May 1, 18b2, consequently if they
Capt. Tripp of sch. Mary H. Hawes arthe 1st if next May they will have
rived from Boston Feb. 28th, and brought
Tied (it) years.
They have had here and delivered to John Sanborn a few
bildren, six of whom are living. articles found at Gloucester near where
always lived in Ellsworth, where the James Holmes was wrecked, and which
on a small farm, doing their own
is thought to have belonged to some of her
pt

total

F. Hinkley, New England's Temperance Evangelist, will deliver his popular
illustrated lecture, “Sketches from Life,”
Sunday evening, March (>, at the Methodist
Church, under the auspices of the VV. C. T.
U. Seats free. Lecture begins at 7.30. A
contribution will be taken.
as

Rev. Geo. S. Mills began last
Sunday at
the North Church a series of sermons on the
Chorus of the Christian Virtues. 2 Peter 1:5

tions.

Rev. A

at

has ever recorded.
inches. Mr. Murch reports the weather
for the month as follows: Mean temperature, 27.05°; mean for February, 1897, 25.12°;
mean for February for 39 years
past, 23.11.
The highest temperature was 40° on the 10th

pastor at

label,

serviceableness.

or

means

If

then it

the choir will sing. Pinsuti’s “I Heard the
Voice” and Mr. Webs’ “Holy Light.”_
Teachers’ meeting this, Thursday, evening
with the

weather

levee and
The sewing circle will
fair on March 24th. Tickets are now ready
and can be bought from the committee.

Impossible

melted snow, that
The amount was <» 7

day; lowest 8° below zero the 3d day. Rain
on (i days and snow on 10
days, aud there
were but 9 days in which lie recorded the

hold their

desk

H. Murch

fell

Thursday afternoon and will have a fivecent sociable in the evening. All are invited.

Old Couple. Mr. and Mrs.
k of Ellsworth are among the re•!d couples of Eastern Maine, and
bred if another can be found with

Mr. L.

is this

for your money.

for

now

measurement of rain aud
he

once.

Sewing Circle

Weather

reports that the storm of February 21, 22
ami 23, gave the largest
precipitation, or

tion of the

so be mem tinned to the credit of
city government that it lias not
meeting during the year: that is.
he absence for several months of
he aldermen because of sickness,
bsence on business during the sume of the
council, there has been a
every meeting. This shows that
of the board have been mindresponsibilities and of the city's

Both

February

pay”

to

sell.

we

means no

It

appetite

On

Services at
the Methodist
Episcopal
church next Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at. 10.45 a. in., from the
theme, “Vandalism,” by request; Sundav
school at 12 m.; meeting of the Junior

other “promise

tailoring

their

A newly-organized musical society for the
purpose of promoting vocal music in the M.
E. church held a rehearsal and levee at the
The
vestry last evening (Wednesday)
officers are as follows: President, Mrs. G.
G. Winslow; Vice President, Miss Lillian
Spinney; Secretary, Miss Essie Sanborn;
Treasurer, Fred S. Hutchins.

dowu for about j two weeks_The hard
crust in the early morning now enables
those who have wood to haul out of the
woods to get it, as the crust will bear a pair
of horses in most places.

L

old board of officers and directors
of Frank B. Mathews,
who succeeds his father, the late Sanford H.
Mathews, as director.

and

member. The
are all
requested to be present
Y evening, March Pth,at 7 o'clock.
ist

Belfast

The annual meeting of Masonic Temple
Association,Feb 22d, resulted in the re-elec-

sum was

for

of

in embers

It

duett and quartette.

factory Tuesday morning, after being shut

or

in the clothes

■

by

check, note

'»i«‘

one

B. O. Norton of this city received his
ap- League at 3.30 p. in.; meeting of Epworth
pointment as Deputy U. S. Marshal Tues- League at (»; praise and prayer service at 7.
asday, and left on the 1.05 p. m. train for Port- The Tuesday evening prayer meeting and
Sa-a Russ, contralto, Mr.
land to qualify. Mr. Norton has served as
Thursday evening class meeting are held at
and
Mias Marv E.
intone,
City Marshal the past year, and still holds 7.15.
•opinist. This recital will be
that position, and has had other experience
Services at the Universilist clmrcli next
wish to attend.
that will qualify him for his new duties.
The ladies who gave the very enjoyable
Sunday will be as follows: Morniug worship
There
were many applications for the
Seh. Brunette was in port dance in Memorial Hall a few weeks ago,
posi- with sermon at 10 45, followed by Sunday
tion.
Wm. H. Sanborn has been appointed school. Devotional
it,, fresh and corned fish. They
with music by the Belfast Band, propose to
meetiug at six o’clock,
to act as City Marshal during Mr. Norton’s
_’o miles soiith of Swan’s 1s- give another dance at the same place Tuesled by the pastor, the topic being, “Being
absence on official duty.
’Hnidred bales of fish lines day evening, March 8th.
Religious at Home.” At the moruingservice
.a:

'"Hg recital will be given
W. Coiburn and pupils,

our

vt3"

Sometimes

The following music will be rendered at
the Baptist church next Sunday: Morning-

successive Friday eveuings betweeu
and Easter there will be held a series
of devotional meetings in the vestry of the
Universalist church at 7 15, sharp, to which
the public is invited. There will be but six
iu the series, and the subject for the first,
held to-morrow, Friday, evening :s, “The
Life iu God.”

Belfast.
Eugene S. Aclioru returned home last Saturday from
Camden,
where he had been for a few days on business-B. Kelley resumed work in his axe

on

evening,
by

hed, but no bones were
the joint dislocated. He rerk Monday.

\\

■>

are

the
fiuest and most expensive cottages in this
section. Mr. and Mrs. Cobe were at Northport last summer, occupying the Milliken
cottage.

tTTe crust from
S<-nrsn.,n yesterday, making good time,

t-ie
as

plans

see-

Joseph f,. Mears of Morrill has been re-appointed and confirmed as State Constable
for Waldo County. He took the oath of
office Monday before Tileston Wadlin. Esq.,
dedimus justice.
Herbert W. Healey arrived from Rockland
Saturday with the paraphernalia of his
bowling alley, which he is settingup in the
old bowling room in the basement of tlie
Coliseum building.

_•

Plans and specifications for a handsome
cottage to be erected on the South Shore,
Northport, the coming season for Mr. Ira B,
Cobe of Boston have been received here aud
submitted to local builders for bids. The

orchard Feb. 20th.

robin in his

a

Two

ou

left

Woodbury of Northport reports

E. C.

ing

the
last Tliurs-

slipped

gold fields. They will buy their supplies in Vancouver.
to the

East

I'.trker, A. E. Brown, Mr. I).
ward Stanley, J. \V. Wilson.
1

was

Mon.
“This cash,” said he, “won’t pay my dues,
I’ve nothing here but one and
Tues."
A bright thought struck him, and he said:
“The rich Miss Goldrocks I will
Wed.”
But when he paid his court to her,
She lisped, but firmly said: “No,
Thurl”
“Alas!” said he, “then I must die!”
His soul went where they say souls
Fri.
They found his gloves, and coat, ami hat,
The Coroner upon them
Sat.
fCarolyn Wells in Life.

of the drug store of Poor &
Row, has
undergone a
v ariou, including a handsome
aud

Sun.

beset with bill and dun,
And he had very little

He

iardware.”

painting, etc.,

Mr.

Letters have been received from H. E.
McDonald and party, en route for Klondike.
They have left Seattle for Vancouver, from
whence they will go by steamer to one of
the various passes, and thence overlaud

The year

quality the best.

but

Hazeltine, will be in attendThe Judge will be present Wednes-

ance.

Of

Rev. W. VY. Ogier, presiding elder of
Rockland district, was in town last Friday
evening and held Quarterly Conference at
the Methodist church. It was unanimously
voted to request the return of Rev. G. G.
Winslow for another conference year.

proposals.

“Good”

a

Indorsement

ence.

day.

ter

.«.ness.

house, interior,

Probate Court will be held next Tuesday;
Insolvency Court Wednesday. Judge Johnson will be out of town Tuesday, but the

ONE WEEK.

v

the custom

on

exterior, plumbing, etc., aud will advertise

Is sold JhrouKhout the world. Potter Drig and Chemical
Com "Ration. Sole Proprietors. Boston.
CJ* How to Cure Kvery Baby Humor," mailed free.

r

made

Like

The East Maine M. E. Conference will
hold its next session at Grace church, Bangor, beginning April 27th. Bishop Cranston will preside. This will be Bishop Cranston’s first visit to the East Maine Confer-

Washington.

Collector Harriman has received authority from Washington to have general re-

(Dticura

T. Alli-

with Mrs. H. P.

t

in

The flags on the custom house, which
have been at half mast because of the Maine
disaster, are now mast headed by orders

Instant relief for skin-tortured babies and

been

W. C.

Rev. H. H. Woude of Castine will preach
exchange with Rev. J. M. Leighton at
the Unitarian church next Sunday. Sunday school at 12 m.

The A. O. U,. W. has paid Mrs. Hiram
Bliss $2,000 life insurance, her husband being a member of Washington Lodge.
a

»*
v,

The Churches.

DR. W. L.

^•Veterinary

%

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 2-1

Mrs. E.
CHIltOI’ODIST.

Lancaster,
MAXK I KINC aiwl
SIIA AII’OOI N<»,

35 HIGH STREET.

Superfluous hair removed by
Terms moderate.

an electric needle
Orders attended to day or even

inn.

3m50

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera Heuse Blick.
Special attention given
throat.

to

diseases of
Cm2

nose

anti

Literary

News

and

Pine Tree State Club.

Notes.

The stories in the March Harper’s are
4‘The Skeleton on Round Island,” a
Mackinac tale by Mary Hartwell Catherwood, illustrated by Clifford Carleton;
“Destiny,” by Grace King; “One Man’s
Idol," a Canadian story by Georgiana Peel;
and “The Problem,” by Ellen Duval.
Hcmy Seton Meiriman’s novel, “Roden's
Corner,” reaches its third instalment.
“Reminiscences of Eminent Lectures,”
by Joel Renton, which appears in the
Match Harper's, is an account of the experiences of the manager of a country
lyceum with the popular men ot letters
of the past generation.
The article is
full of memorable aneedotes of such men
as Horace
Greeley, Mark Twain, Fred
Douglass, John R. (lough, and Bayard
it
is
illustrated by portraits adTaylor,
mirably engraved by Sehiaditz and G.
Kiuell.
1 he

helped

February number of that always
ami practical household monthly

tin Aineiicau Kitchen Magazine, presents
usual quota of valuable and instructive
The subjects treated at length
papets.
in this number include: “Finance in the
“The
Home,
Apothecary and the
(
k," “Co-operative Housekeeping,”
‘‘The Piactical Solution of the Domestic
Servil e Problem,” “Glimpses of Foreign
IB
keeping,” “Cooking for Invalids,”
ami
Notable Housekeepers.” Mrs. Lincoln s department, “From Day to Day”
gives main eiiginal receipts which will be
wi icoined by the housewife.
its

■

Kansas

Night.” Address on Washington.
In 1899, says the Boston Journal, it will
be the effort of the Entertainment Committee of the Pine Tree State Club to
have the “Ladies Night” of that year as
great a success as was the one of 1898,
held Wednesday night, Feb. 23d, in the
Hotel Brunswick, Boston. The banquet
ball of the hotel never looked more attractive. The tables were laden with an
abundance of cut dowers and surrounded
by scores of comely women. In all, about
200 were present. At the head table, with
President Prentiss Cummings, sat Hon.
Orville D. Baker of Augusta, Gen. A. P.
Martin Col. Benson, Gen. Joseph S.
Smith, Mrs. C. P. Mattocks, Col. Drinkwater, Dr. Whittier, Thomas O'Brien and
Dr. Lust. Senator Hoar was prevented
He was to address the
from attending.
ladies on the doing away of killing birds
Iu a letter exfor millinery purposes.
pressing his regrets for not being able to
he exhorted the women to do
! be present,
away with the style of wearing birds on
hats, now so prevalent. Winslow Warren was also uuable to be present.
During the evening an interesting con“Ladies’

given by Daggett’s Orchestra,
Dr. Richard Shuebruk, coruetist. Miss
Caroline Gardner Clarke, soprano; Miss
Katherine M. Ricker, alto: Herbert A.
Thayer, tenor, and Arthur W. Wellingcert

<

was

ton, bass.
Hon. Orville D. Baker of Augusta, Me.,
He said that it gave
was tne speaker.
him great pleasure to be among the sons
and daughters of Maiue iu Boston.
An explanation ol the development of
11 is subject was “George Washington’s
(
lie said that
A Piinciple of Governmental Regulation Salient Characteristics.”
j
ol Railw ays, as shown by the experience Washington was one of the silent men of
ii the
Inter-state Commerce Commis- j history.
“Although,” he added, “peosion during its ten years of existence, by | ple know most of the historical facts of
J iof. lleniy ( Adams, statistician of the Washington’s life, they know nothing of
[
Commission, w ill appear in an early uuin- him as a huinau being. In the mythical
bt'i ot the Atlantic.
Riot. Adams ana- description of him, people forget that he
Born
as a man of striking personality.
lyzes*h, icsuit obtained by the Commission. shows how and where they have of a family of high social standing, he did
failed,— largely through the insufficiency not disdain to start at the bottom iu the
oi the powers granted them, -and dislie was a sober man, and,
race of life.
cusses the outlook for the future, as to
still, he was one who could quickly diswhether government regulation w ill suf- j card all cares and participate in his favorlice, ni whether government ownership ite pastimes.”
Ilian Ul me liigucsi suci.n suiijuiui;,
may be necessary.
lie was most unostentatious in liis dress.
'1 he Atlantic Monthly will soon print
His
He was an admirer of simple life.
an account by Col. Francis Vinton Greene
life was like the life of an every-dav counof
The Completion of the Government's Great War Recoids, an explana- \ try gentleman.
“When he was called to lead this countion and description of the greatest store- |
to war, he did it most unassumingly.
house of military history ever accumu- ! try
Of his career as a soldier, a true descriplaud, known to be the most costly book
He had
tion sounds like exaggeration.
in the world, in which, at an expense
remarkable ability as a leader. One of
to
hundreds
of
thousands
of
amounting
characteristics was his
his most
dollars, the Government has gathered up patience. striking
Yet, still, he was a man of
the complete military history of the requick decision and determination, as was
bellion, including every report and docu- shown
When he was in wrath
at Trenton.
ment in existence in both the Federal and
Under a calm exterior,
he was terrible.
Confederate archives.
he was a man of passionate, lighting
He was a
The March Ladies' Home Journal con- nature.
reckless, fearless
tains the last literary production of the fighter, and often said that he could uot
late Alice Wellington Rollins.
It is a see how a man could enter battle and exhumorous
character
sketch-—“How perience any fear.
“As a statesman, he was not distinPhilippa's Husband Made Iler Smile.”
The social life and customs of New York- guished as an orator, but was able to deliver his opinions in a direct and forcible
eis ot acentmy ago are mirrored by Mrs.
He was among the first to foreBurton Harrison, who writes of “When manner.
Fash "n Graced the Bowery.”
Lillian see the possibility of developing the
His Cabinet
Bell relates the amusing experiences of colonies into a great nation.
her yachting voyage on the English Chan- wus the most able one that ever surroundnel, and a “Cabinet Members Wife” gets ed a President. It was a demonstration
closer and closer to Washington society. «>f his power of reading men.
"It is but a few days ago that a magnifi“In Fashionable Siberia,” Thomas G.
Allen. Jr., presents the bright, interest- cent battleship, bearing the name of
ing side of life in that boundless Asiatic Maine, was blown to atoms in the harbor
province, uprooting many erroneous ideas of a friendly nation. The suspicion of
men was naturally
concei niug.
aroused, and many
of treachery on the part of that
The readers of The Ladies’ Home Jour- thought
nation,
lint the spirit of Washington
nal ue about a> responsive a clientele as
should direct us to await further develop
six
About
any
possesses.
magazine
nients as to the cause.
months ago the Philadelphia magazine
“The condolences, the respect and all
stalled to publish a series of practical
the other signs of friendship extended by
auhitectural plans showing how artistic
officials, show that it was not
houses could be built at moderate cost. Spain's
There can be no doubt in the
treacheiy.
I
a
employed
special aichitect, and his minds of men but that Spain stands acwork was certainly artistic.
Besides
«»t the charge of that terrible disthe plans it agreed to furnish c mpiete quitted
aster.
The land of Washington, with its
sperii'u at ioiis of each house at a minimum great mental equipoise, will uot rush into
cost.
Thousands of people liked Tie war without careful consideration.
!iLiven and
the series has been a
j
“The catastrophe raised tlie conservat
sincess l'or
ihe magazine.
This tive element of American
gn
citizenship bethe
spiing
building of over five hundred fore the other nations. Congress, accushouses, varying mi cm st Horn >1.700 to
tomed to eruptions on petty things, pre>7,000 each, will be started in different serves a stern
dignity. Let it preserve
pait^ of the country by Journal leaders, this stern
dignity until the cause is dein addition to over one hundred other
termined.
houses which have already been built.
men nave asserted
several

j

“The House or tne Trodigal Sons" is
the very attractive t i: le ot a story by
Harold Martin in this month's Harper's
1 able.

Bound

H A R. P E R'J,

P But
the
itself is
more

ROVN D
TABLE

\

idea
even

attractive,

whether we may
take it to have
a basis of fact
or must class it
with “El Dorado,” the Man
of Gold \\ ho was
once

supposed

have
his
splendid dwelling in a portion
of the s a m e
F o r
country.
tins
[|< use of the
Prodigal Sons,” Mr.
Martin icdis us, is situated a mile to the
east of I a Vela iu
Venezuela, and is maintained bv two Americans ‘‘who now in the
days of ilieir success, remembering the
days of their adversity, provide bed and
board fir a month U wanderers of
any
nation who may be in want, asking nothin
return
but decorous behavior.”
ing

prominent
nati >n is not

for the
But they overlook
tin- fact that a nation should be responsible for guarding with proper police protection against cranks, maniacs and desperadoes, the safety of its friends.
This country will not suffer from being cast into war. If for nothing else, it
wiil preserve national honor.
Let us
face this situation as Washington would.
Defend our rights if need be, and be
magnanimous enough to concede if need
that

a

ships in her harbor.

responsible

be,”

The exercises were concluded
chorus singing 4 ‘America.”

by

a

to

Boston Aumni

The Cow of the West.

Hens.

So many persons have looked upon
Kansas as a “one-crop State” that it is
worth while to go further into the analysis
One of the most
of what she produces.
noteworthy items of her resources is that
of poultry and eggs sold.
To show how
great is the value put upon this item, let
me insert here a quotation from the report
of the secretary of the Board of Agriculture on this topic, dated March 31, 1897.
Mr. Coburn says, in his interesting Western way of grouping statistics:
“In the year ending March 1, 1896, the
value of Kansas poultry and eggs sold
was $3,608,815, or 19 per cent, more than
the entire value of the rye, barley, buckwheat, castor-beans, cotton, hemp, tobacco, broom-corn, milo maize, Jerusalem
corn, garden aud horticultural products
marketed, wine, honey, sheep, and wool
Xo field crops, with
of the same year.
the exception of wheat, corn and hay,
equalled in value the surplus sold from
the Kansas hens, ducks, turkeys, and
geese in the year named.
“It was a sum sufficient to pay an tne
State and city taxes of the preceding year
and leave on hand the comfortable nestIts value was nearly
egg of $175,000.
twice (or 95 per cent.) greater than the
same year’s output of lead and zinc from
our mines, conceded to be of great richness, and within 23 per cent, of the value
of all the coal mined during the preceding year. It was 23 per cent, greater
than the total paid in the State for teachers' wages and school supervision; more
thau three times as much as the total
combined amounts paid for school sites,
buildings, furniture, rent, repairs, district library and school apparatus, fuel,
incidentals, and all other school purposes
In fact, the poultry
except salaries.
came within about 14 per cent, of paying
the entire cost of the public schools.”
The poultry and eggs in 1S97 brought
$250,000 more to the State than in 1890,
and much of it may have been due to the
fostering care of the Department of AgHere it is proper to call attenriculture.
tion to the work that this department does
Not only
for the farmers of the State.
has it a system of correspondence probabin the
other
State
unmatched
ly
by any
Union, but it keeps constantly in touch
with all sorts of farmers, and notifies
them frequently as to the results in important experiments. It issues its reports
quarterly, and they are not the cut and
dried affairs that such documents usually
are.
They not ouly contain information,
but entertainment. They are prepared
I by Secretary Coburn, w hose work is so
! valuable that he is the only Republican
official of importance that the Ropulists
did not oust when they came into full
possession of the State government. Mr.
Coburn is a man of decided sentiment,
which is mixed up in a picturesque way
with the practical method he employs in
looking after the affairs of his department
His reports bear in red ink such
titles as these: “Cow-Culture,” “The
Helpful Hen.” “The Beef Steer and
Sister.”
These reports contain not only a “breezy
introduction” by Mr. Coburn, but miscellany of all sorts relating to the subject
There are not only long
dealt with.
tables of statistics in them, but excerpts
from newspapers, and also essays and
pictures. So desirable are these reports
that on the morning of my visit to Mr.
C'obmn he asked me to lift a basket full
of letters and guess the weight. There
were twenty-five pounds of letters that
had just arrived, and all were requests
for copies of the “Helpful lieu.*'
Iilustrating the sentiment that lies under the
surface in Mr. Coburn, one may lind
| printed in red ink ou the cover of this
J hook, and directly under its title, these
words, which, being without quotation
marks, and also being somewhat sentimental and eloquent in a Kansas way, 1
take to be the output of Mr. Coburn:
“While everything else was going to
: rack and ruin, she
(the “Helpful Hen”)
increased and multiplied; she supported
j herself and the family, too. The very in
i sects that would have despoiled the farm
she fattened upon, laying her daily egg—
the blessed egg that took the place of
beef and milk, mutton and pork—and in
good time, after all these services, surrendered her toothsome body to the cause
of humanity.
[Franklin Matthews, in

j

Harper's Weekly.

Complaints—Weioome News.

It is a fact that our women suffer from female complaints and are consequently weak,
tired, nervous, dragged-out anil full of pains
and aches.
Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., who is without doubt, the
most successful specialist in curing female
complaints, offers to gi,-e consultation by
mail to all women suffering from these distressing weaknesses, discharges, pains and
irregularities. Consult Dr. Greene by letter and he will write you carefully explaining all your symptoms so plainly that you
will
understand exactly what ails you.
Write now. He can and will cure you.

■

Boston. Feb. 24.

The Boston Alumni

University of Maine held a reunion
at the Parker House to-night and listened
to interesting speeches by the president of
e

the colleges and other members of the
faculty. Hon. L. B. Southard of South
Boston presided and alter a few words, in
which patriotism was the theme, introduced President Harris, whose remarks
The mawere in the nature of a report.
terial equipment has not been increased
(jorgeous Easter Hats.
during the year, although some changes
have been made notably among the chapTo describe tlie coming Easter hats and tei houses of the different secret societies.
must
bonnets
sorely try the pen of even The experimental station is now7 the feaso capable a writer on fashions as Isabel
ture of the college.
A. Ma.lon. In tlie March Ladies’ Home
Speaking of the students, President
Journal she pictures the feminine head- Harris said that they would always repdress that will have its first airing on resent the college better than the alumni
fashion's great show day—Easier. Tlie or the faculty.
There are at present 317
united effort of pen and pencil bring the students in the college, exactly the same
that
the
conviction
Of athletics the
vogue gives the wid- number as last year.
est range as to shape of headdress, and football team last year was the best the
that tlie plumage of almost every known college ever had and all we want now is
biid will be brought into requisition, be- to get some one to play with us. The
side artistic duplicates of every flower of gross income is about $100,000 and about
tlie hothouse, gaiden and field will be $80,000 belongs to the college. The lawr
called Upon to supply the ornamentation. school w ill be established next fall in the
The velvets anti ribbons may be as rich city of Bangor.
as tlie purse can buy, anti
tlie woman
Among the other speakers were Lieut.
can select almost anything in tlie
way of M. L. Mersey, U. 8. A.; W. It. Howard
colons or combinations and yet be entiiely I of Belfast; 8. W. Bates, of Portland;
v itbin tlie bonds of
Prof. C. II. Fernald of the agricultural
vogue.
station at Amherst, Mass.; Hon. W. R.
Pattangall of Machias and Prof. W. II.
Uon’ts for Dyspeptics.
Jordan of tlie experimental station at
N. Y.
Those who are suffering from indiges- | Geneva,
The new officers of the association are
tion tannot fail to be benefited if
they as follows: President, L. C. Southard,
don’t eat: Boiled coffee, boiled tea, ail I
’75; secretary, .1. D Lazell, ’87; treasswtets, fritd Joods, white bread, crack- urer, W. P.
Pierce, ’90.
ers, cakes, acid fmits, pork in all forms,
veal, tuikiy, duck, cooked cabbage,
For the Entire Family.
beets, green corn, potatoes, pickles,
spiced toods, gelaiine desserts, red or
Although the leading objt'CtJof Farm and
daik fish, salt foods, all the Crustacea,
which our readers may procure in
clams, law or filed oysters; and refrain Home,
fir m drinking iced water, acid drinks, connection with this paper, is, of course, to
flavored soda water.
[Mrs. S. T. Rorer acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
in March Ladies’ Home Journal.
best methods of farming, it realizes that the
success of the farm largely depends
upon
Hest Month in a Half Century.
the management of the household. AccordTlie first month of 18!>8 was a red-letter
month for Dr. J. F. True and Company, Auburn, Me. They manufacture True's Elixir,
which has had a country wide reputation
for the past half century; in January the
sales of the Elixir were larger than during
any previous month since its introduction.
No better proof of the great worth and efficacy of this household remedy could possibly

be adduced.

OASTORIA,
Bears the
/f The Kind You Have Always Bought

ingly,

valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
not forgetting the boys and girls, who are
8oon to become—at least we hope they are—
farmers aud farmers’ wives. Replete each
issue with a great variety of original articles on the farm, garden and household, by
much

the leading rural writers of the day, Farm
and Home is not only indispensable to the
farmer, hut meets the requirements of the
entire family. We cordially recommend it
as pure in tone and well devised to instruct
and entertain the farmer and his family.

CARTERS
SBittle

Tiver
Ipills

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Iattle Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowst.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

A PLEASANT MEDICINE

F|

AIMGIER’S

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypophosphltei.

It is quickly absorbed by the blood
and is thus carried upon its mission
of healing to the diseased throat
and lung tissues. Physicians proclaim it an invaluable remedy for
pulmonary troubles and wasting disorders of every description.
Sold by all druggists. 60c. and $1.00.
Angier Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.
Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. O. POOR.

written by

rescue

CUSTOM

and carried them

through.
I shall not deny her just glory,
A very small space for another

And

in verse

but
as

For Infants and Children

crave

brave,

halting and lame show

more

you how
More glory cau rest

on an

old Western

The Kind You Have

cow.

Her horns may be crumpled, her bones may
be bare,
And her antiquate countenance furrowed

by

ONE ENJOYS

Both the method and results when

Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
refreshing to the taste, and acta
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
and

Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, head-

aches and fevers and

habitual
constipatiou. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly benelicial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it
Do not accept any
cures

substitute.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
NEW YORK, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

On the

Dakota's

own

com-

Water

Deep

Vessels.

Coburn, M

Park, sailed

L

from

Hong lvong Dec 4 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at Liverpool Jau 29 from San Fraucisco.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
York

Dec 6 for Honolulu.
c

in
i>iary i. ensuing,
renmeron, saueu
from New York Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint, E L) P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
li 1) Rice, Carver, sailed from New Y'ork
Feh. 10 for San Francisco.
j
Reaper. O C Y’ouug, cleared from PhiladelDec 9 lor San Francisco; spoken Jan
; phialat
20,
20, Ion 40 \V.
R R rhouias, C G Nichols, arrived at
lioi.g Kong Feh. li from New Y'ork.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, at Hong Kong
Jan Id for New* Y'ork.
S 1* Carieton, Amsbury, sailed from Singapore Dec 20 for New Y'ork; passed Anjer
Jan 4
•t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
|
State of Maine, H G C urtis, sailed from
New Y'ork Nov 24 for Hong Kong; spoken
Dec 27, lat d N, Ian 20 W.
TiiUe E Starhuck, Ehen Curtis, at Honoj
lulu Jan d0 tor Delaware Breakwater.
;
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
; Y ork Nov 14 for
Y'okahama; spoken Nov 2<
lat d<J 41. Ion 4ii 11.
Wm H Conuer, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov Id for New York; passed
Anjer Nov 20.
YV .1 Rotcii, Sew all C Lancaster, arrivi d
at San Francisco Jan 20 from New York,

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Santos Jctn 2<S from New Y'ork.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
Yor
Feh 2d from Port Eliazbetli.
Edward May, at Honolulu for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb 10
for Buenos Ayres for orders.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New Y’ork Dec 22 for Auckland N Z; spoken
Jan 4, lat dl 47, ion 40 24.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Santos Feb
19 for Barbadoes.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, arrived at Pascagoula Feb 10 from St Pierre, Mart.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Apalachicola Feb 12 from Barbadoes.

to Jan 31.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, arrived at
New York Feb 22 from Hong Kong
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, at Boston
for Buenos Ayres or Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from New Y'ork Jan 27
for Havana.
UUve lhurlow, J U Hayes, at Trinidad,
Cuba, Jau 28 for N of H
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Lyttleton Jau
17 for Dunedin, Newcastle and Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Santos Feb 19 from Savannah.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Jan 7 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Jan 13 from Rajang.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from New
York Jan 30 for Rio Janeiro.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifiin, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Jau 27 from Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Port Elizabeth, C G H, Feb 13 from New
York.
8CHOONBR8.

Georgia Gilkey, Wr

R Gilkey, sailed from
Thomas Jan 24 for New York.
H B Colson, cleared from New
York Feb 11 for Barbadoes.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Darien, Ga, Feb 11 from St Pierre.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York Feb 11 from Brunswick, Ga,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
St

Gladys,

York Dec 28 from

Bangor.

Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
Jan 24 from Darien.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Feb 23 from Fernandiua.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Janeiro
Jan. 9 from Portland.
R YV Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cieufuegos Jan 4 from Philadelphia, 14 days.
Sal lie I’On, "YV II West, cleared from New
York Feb Id for Pernambuco.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Carteret Feb
23 from Fernandiua.
YVillie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Feb 18 for New London.

Journal

and

Tribune.

It

men,
does not

She

explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York YVeekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
pay their subscription to The ;
It is not sent'
year in advance.
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.
A

one

household

Eclectric Oil.
any

hay

ort;

asthsma;

necessity—Dr.

Thomas’

Heals burns, cuts, wounds of
throat, croup, catarrh,
fails.

cures sore
never

9
I

Peppermint

subsist like the much-vaunted

j

Bi Ca/ionail Soda
} form Seed
Clanked Sugar
h 'eitr/yrcen t/--

lien,

for

)

d4lx.Sc/i/ui
P i/ttl/e Salts
d4mst Seed

direct from the prairie her sustenance
draws
Through the long summer mouths, while in
winter she chaws
At the strawstack content, yet is thankful

A

I
1

J

perfect Remedy forConstipa-

iion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverishness and LOSS Of SLEEP.

;

But whatever her food, she keeps chawing
away.

With rich cream in abundance, milk, butter
and cheese;
With ham, sausage and pork chops, the
main part of these
Produced from the skim-milk, the curd and
the whey,
We can live in contentment until we are

Signature

Tac Snr.le

of

ol.'&fsss:
_JN LW

Always Bought,

^ ORK^

And many an article, larger or smaller.
can get at the store without even a dollar ;
we

The

bring
cheese,

exchange golden butter

in

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

or

merchant gives gladly his best goods

_THE

for these.

CENTAUR COMPANY

NEW YORK CITY

bread made from wheat sent direct
from our fields,
Where the “good man” through spring and

Our

wields

The big ox-persuader and follows the plow,
The harrow, the seeder, the binder, and
now,
When too poor to
tell me how

We could
the

own a

PROBATE NOTICES.

buy horses, just please

good

team

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit lm
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tin
February,*A. I). 1898.

it not for

were

cow.

[Alda M. Miller,

LIZA BETH Bl'RHESS. widow of HE. ■:
Bl'lHiESS, late ot Belfast, in said
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
praying that an ailowance may be mad.
out of the personal estate of said decease!
Ordered, That the said petitioner give eall persons interested by causing a
op

Dakota Farmer.

in

The Skater.

My glad feet shod with the shilling steel,
I was the god of the winged heel.

And the woods hung hushed in their long
white dream
By the ghostly, glimmering, ice-blue stream.
Hi

re was a

pathway,

smooth like

order to

You Must
Have Bread

hills in the far white sky were lost;
The world lay still in the wide white frost;
The

glass,

the

pass

before

A spinning whisper, a sibilant t wang.
As the Stroke of the steel on the hard
rang;

Then,
And

stayed

1

|j/

tj better than

a*

rush of my

as a

breathless

Shapes

in the

In the

deep of

lir-gloom drifted
my

make

A true

turned and tied like a soul pursued,
From the white, inviolate solitude.—
[Charles G. D. Roberts in March Ladies’
Home Journal.

The

cheapest

more

Off.

and

flour to

none

be-

is thrown away,
A

Hats off!
The flag is passing by !

Blue and crimson and white it shines,
Over the steel-tipped, ordered lines.
H ats off!
The colors before us fly;
But more than the flag is passing by.

March of

strong land’s swift increase
Equal justice, right, aud law,
Stately honor and reverend awe;
a

I

SPRING AIR CALLS FOR A
GOOD SPRINT; TONIC. TAKE

j

Sign of a Nation, great and strong
Toward her people from foreign wrong.
Pride and glory aud honor, all
Live in the colors to stand or fall.

no

bottle and

a

set

the

circulating.

POOR &

K<

.1

withu

scmum

..

v

Ordered, That i.otic** thereoi he gi\i-i
weeks successively, m the Republican J
printed in Be!last, in said Count \, I hat a I |
interested may attend at a Froiiate Court
held at Belfast, on the seeond Tuesday ot
next, and show cause, it any they have, w
account
true

should

copy.

M
»

be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON J
Attest:
tM
C II AS. P H A/I
Reg
not

>

healthy blood
(

SON,DRlluQlsTs.i

STATE OF MAINE.

[Youth’s Companion.

tie

tM

i.i--.

11 Probate. In i'
lu Court
I’AI.1H) SS.
V? fast, on the second Tnoda\ m Pi-1
1SBS.
FRANK A. IIAR fl.KIT, Adimnim
MARY Milt HELP
»n the estate of
I nity in said County. d»- cased, ha\ mg
his tirst and linal account ot administ i,<t:
said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereoi be gi\ei>
weeks successively, in the Republican
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all p<
interested may attend at a Probate Com,
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ■-! M
next, and show cause, it any they have, w
said account should not be allowed
I
CEO. E JOH N St >N
Attest
A true copy.
Cm As. p. Ha/.kltim-:, Rcgi>

I

Hats off!
Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums,
Ami loyal hearts are beating high ;
Hats off!
The flag is passing by.

1.

Be'

ance.

us

Full Pint Bottle 50 Cts.
Try

at

Johnson,
A/l

In (
Pi
the second Tuesda\
lKBS. CH Alil.Ks It BHA \ Executor ot ti
of WlEEl V M HOI.'T late .d Belia-i
County, deceased, baling presented hi- !
count of administration <>i said estate l--t

A

mercury, but are comfrom barks, berries,
and leaves of tin* woodsot Maine.

roots

heo. i:
Attest
t It VS P. II

a

said

t

;

They contain
pounded by

copy.

1 \ JALDO ss.
TT
fast, on

BRACE UP!

Sea fights ami laud tights, grim and great,
Fought to make and to save the state;
Weary marches, aud sinking ships;
Cheers of victory ou dying lips;
Days of plenty aud days of peace;

Reg

<

used everywhere.

nil. A. COOMBS. Coliinater, Mich.

A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums,
A Hash of color beneath the sky ;

.1

V

use

bread than other brands

Sold }in.d
comes

Ha/.kltim

certain instrument, puiporting to be
!
will and testament ot V l
t S 11 S A
1 W.mi
late ot Belfast, in said County
ed. having been presented for probate.
he gi\cn
..ill pmOrdered, That noth
; '.!ns ,u.
terested by causing a ropy
published three weeks suerc»si\«*l\ in 11.«
iean Journal, printed .it l'.elta.-:, that tie
appear at a Probate Court, to U-lu d at !'■•
>n
witiiin and for said < unty, on the
lock
day ot March next, at ten -d 111«
noon and show cause, il any they 1 ave, w
same should not be proved, a ppro ed aim a
CEO. K JOHNSON. J
A true copy.
Attest
lu glCltAS. P. Ha/.kltim

it's the best—makes

cause

tin

CEO E. JOHNSON.
Attest;
Chas. P.

Probate Court held
d
the Countv of w
February, A. 1). lsjis.

FLOUR

near;

any

Court held at Belfast, with.!
County of Waldo, on the sec -nd I

granted.

At

And 1

Hats off!
Along the street there

can

|i

heart I heard my fear;

Hats

none,

si

And the hair of my neck began to creep
At hearing the wilderness talk in sleep.

copy.

if

cause,

petitioner shorn

s.*

a

Slowly, furtively, till my eyes
Grew big with the awe of a strange surmise,

and show
«
said

Probate

the

y.'-’i/ bread of

drifting seed—

slice.

Vebrtiaiy, A. I>. 1898.

only

how to make bread

high in my eager brain,
was almost, pain.

three weeks

HOBBS of Winterport. in sac
I OHN
adtninist ratoi od
ihe estate .1
>1
•j
BRASBRllM. E. late d Winterporl, in
ty ot Waldo, deceased, having presented
tion praying for license to sell'.it publn
[ sale and convey so much ot the leal estat,
deceased as will produce the slim ot t
tired and live dollars and seventy torn *-ei :s
Ordered, That the said petitioner give n
all persons interested by causing a
•, >
order to be published three weeks suc. c"
the Republican Journal, prin'.-.i .it Be
they may appear at a Piobate ( oitrt.
at Belfast. within and lor ».iid c<
uty, m
Ik
oud Tuesday <d Match next, at ice.'.
before noon, and show cause, if any the
the
ot
said
s!e-u
why
prayer
petition,-!

is poor you have tl
iiour. Everyone who knows

flight

the

speed,
silently went

oread is

roor

true

At a

it without'

And the wandering wind was left behind
As faster, faster I followed my mind ;
Till the blood sang
And the joy of my

A

without sh

I followed the lure, I tied like a bird,
Till the startled hollows awoke aud hea.nl

noon,

why the prayer
granted.

You could

far-off palaces, drifted deep,
Where winter’s retinue rests in sleep.

published

••

I

To the

be

Republican Journal printed at Belt;.'
they may appear at a Probate Court, to
Belfast, within and for said County, on
ond Tuesday of March next, at ten of :i

Where I, and the wandering wind, might

...

WALDO 88.

The Presidents in

Followed by Cleveland, of recent fame.
Ben Harrison the uext we find;
Then Cleveland for the second time,
McKinley last of all we see,
The herald of prosperity.

Tribune.

“I owe my whole life to Burdock
Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered my
1 seemed beyond cure. B B. B. has
me a perfectly well woman.’’
Mrs.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.

In the

ease

Large Bottles. 25 ots.

Lim.,

Prop*8 Perry Davis* Pain-Killer.
FOR SALE BY

A. A. H)wiS & Co.

BOODY of
!

In Court of Probate, held at
VITA I.DO SS.
W fast, on the second Tuesdax of Felu.

1

I 1898. ELLERY BOWDEN.

Admin 1st rah >i
COLSON, late of Wmier

estate of MARTIN
in said County, deceased, having pie-enie.
I secoml account of administration of said efor allowance.
!
Ordered, That notice thereof he given.
! weeks successively, in the Republican Joi
printed in Belfast. in said county t hat all pe;
interested may attend at a Probat.- < <mrt.
M
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday
next, and show cause, it any they hax<- why
said account should not he a’loxved.
(iEO. E. JOHNSON. .1 ud
A true copy. Attest:
Cl! AS. P. II AZKLTINK, Registe

|
;

j
j

j II7 ALOt) SS. In Court id Pi >h.tie. held
Control' Insolvency.
fast, «ii the second t’uesdax ot Pen
| VV
Belfast, February 9, 1898.
i'll A Kl.ES E. A1» A .MS. Admiuist i.ii.
| 1898
l..:
15 \KNK\
JONATHAN BVRTLETT, Assignee on the esthe estate of WILLIAM u
tate of AlTG I STCS J TO BE Y insolvent Debior
Searsport. m sail! County, ilmnsi-d. Iiaxin
of Palermo, in said County, having presented bis
sented his final account id admiuist iatn>n
first aid final account as Assignee of said estate.
estate for alloxvancc.
Ordered, That notice thereof in* given, three j Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
weeks successively, in tin Republican do
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons • printed in Belfast, in said county, that all polinterested may appear at a Court of Insolvency
lute rested may attend at a Probate Conn.
to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day of March. A
held at Belfast, on the .-erond Tu sday ol M.
D. 1898, at t wo o’clock in the afternoon, and lie
next, and show cause, i! any they haxi why
heard thereon, and object if thcv see cause.
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
(JEO. E. .loll NSON, .hide.
I
Attest: ( ii vs. p. Ha/.kltine, Register.
A t rue copy. At test
CllAS. 1* H AZKLTINK, Registei
■

V)

j

SUFFER WIMI A. | YlUAEDO SS In Court oi Protiate. held at
fast, on the second Tuesday of Kebru.i
I VV
HACKING COUGH or
I 1898. CHARLES E ADAMS. Admiuist rat u
TICKLE in tile THROAT, I the estate of ELIZA .1. BARNEY, late ol Sen
port, in said County, deceased, having presenn

ins final

WHEN OCR

Cherry Cough

Cure

WILL STOP IT IN ONL DAY

PYNY.PECTORAL
THROAT AND LUNG AFFECTIONS.

K.

YlTALDOSS.

made
Chas.

Canadian Remedy for all

WELLINGTON

under the Insolvent Law of said State of Maine,
and fora certificate thereof; and that a hearing
upon the same is ordered to be had at Probate
Court Room in Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
on
Wednesday, the bill day of March, A. 1).
1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when and
where you may at.ttend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Attest: ( HAS. P HAZELTINK,
2w7
Register of said Court.

body.

CURE FOR

DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO.,

of

Brooks, in said County, Insolvent Debtor:
YTOl' are hereby notified that the said Wellington
1 R. Boody, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, lias
tiled in said Court for said County of Waldo, petition fora discharge from all bis debts provided

Blood

COUGHS AND COLDS,
The

INSOLVENCY,

Belfast, February 12, 1808.

First Washington, the truly great,
For eight years sailed the Ship of State;
John Adams next; then Jefferson,
The latter for two terms came ou.
Then Madison and then Monroe,
Each two terms served, I’d have you know.
Then J. Q. Adams served four years;
Theu Jackson for two terms appears.
Van Buren uext, called “Matty Van
Then Harrison, one month's brief span.
John Tyler next; then Polk, James K ;
Then Taylor sixteen months bore
sway.
Fillin >re, the vice, succeeded him;
Then Franklin Pierce, one term came in.
Then James Buchanan, until sixty-one
Saw civil war but just begun.
Then martyred Lincoln, elected twice,
Set free the slaves—his life the price.
Theu Andy Johnson the reins assumed;
Theu Grant, two terms, the hero plumed.
Next Hayes; then Garfield, whose short life
Soon fell before the assassin’s knife.
Then Arthur, his successor came,
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necessary to
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A N. Blanchard, sailed from
2b for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New York Dec 16 lor Hong Kong; spoken
Jan 7, lat 6 N, Ion 28 VV.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yokohama Feb 10 from New York.
Emily F vV’hituey, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 80 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at Hiogo Jan
8 for Zanzibar and New York.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 4 for New Y'ork ; spoken Feb 9, lat
22 54, Ion 59 56 S.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
Honolulu Jan 80 from San Francisco.
Josephus, P R (iilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New York; passed St Helena
Jan. 14.

Bangalore,

The

Recipe or Old DrS'AMl EL PITCHER

rich, life-giving compound in allopath
doses.

Upon grain

Digestion,Cheerful-

Not Narcotic.

poses
As

If

Loudon D*

grasses,

Promotes

ness andRest.Contains neither
Opiutn.Morphine nor Mineral.
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Abner

richest of

She Alls reticulum and rumen besides,
And the mystical alchemist., nature,

~

r

break from the corral in the
“watches of night”
And corral all your garden before it is light.
Yet her virtues outbalance her vices by far;
As a whole, she stands forth without blemish or scar.
may

We

of

Register

She

Always Bought

AYeee tabic Preparation for As
similating the Food andRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

care;

She may now as an image of innocence pose,
Then calmly chew up a whole liueful of
clothes.

gray.

York

Not like cod-liver oil, which to take
is almost as bad as the disease itself,
but one that is almost tasteless and
which promotes digestion instead
of destroying it, is

few,

were

She flew to the

lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Nov 3 for Baltimore; passed St Helena prior

of U. of M.

were

men,

BARKS

Female

1

of th

I have read the “lays” that

Of the wonderful feats of the Kansas hen;
How she lifted the mortgage and paid for
the farm,
And clothed the family snugly and warm,
How, if crops were a failure, and dollars

15 cents per bottle.
POOR A SON, Belfual.

Tenement to Let.
Enquire

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appoint
ed Executrix of the last will and testament ot
JESSE SMART, late of Troy,

EXECUTRIX’S

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
the law directs. All persons having demand'
estate of said deceased are desired to
same for settlement, and all indehte
thereto are requested to make payment iminedi
HESTER A. SMART
atelv.
Troy, Feb. 8, 1898.

as

against the
present the

of

GEO.

account of administration of said c-c
lor allowaneeOrdered, That notice thereof he given, tin.
weeks successively, in the Republican Jouiu.i
printed in Belfast, in said county. that all pci-interested may attend at a Probate Court. to
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Man
next, and show cause, it any they have, why 1
said account should not he allowed.
(iEO. K. JOHNSON, .Judge
A true copy. Attest
CllAS. P. IIAZKLTINK, Registei

A. BAILEY.

Belfast, Feb. 1,1898.—5tf.
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LETTERS FROM CUBA

Home Has Its Own

Daily

preacher claim

every

Under the
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Feb. 23, 1898.

which may be changed at any moment by
fresh discoveries, may be summed up,

Soma women,” gays Professor Munan afford a new dress every evenyon,
brown powder for the 10 inch guns uning:, others can’t; some people can afford !
exploded and believing also that others
Crouch Made a Well Man
unexploded will be found in the 10-iuch
magazine on the starboard side forward,
Dr. Greene’s
Editor J. C. the
conviction grows that this magazine
did not blow up.
If this be so, and many
Gere Gives the Result of His
have insisted from the first that it is, the
is forced that the exof This Remarkable Cure in the
Gazette further conviction
plosion which wrecked the Maine came
from the outside on the port bow.
is the Time to be Cured.
As previously wired the main portion
of the wreck, as seen from above and
uoted from below, was blown to starboard.
The highest American officials here are
confident that Gen. Blanco and the other
Spanish officers had no knowledge direct
to have a doctor for every ache and pain
or indirect of the conception or execution
—others can't.”
of a plot to blow up the Maine, if such a
Munyon’s
Improved
Homoeopathic
Remedies, a separate specific for each
plot existed, but they believe the junior
disease, all plainly labeled with complete
Spanish officers, who, from the nature of
plain directions, with Munyon’s
things, are more conversant with modern and
Guide to Health,” enable people to be
explosives than their elders ard superiors,
their own physicians. All druggists have
were at the bottom of the disaster, if there
cents a bottle.
them, mostly
It is pointed
was any outside agency.
Mrs. \Y. F. Paul, 47 Concord Square,
I have used Munyon’s
Boston, says:
out that it would not be impossible to
Rheumatism Cure with the most beneplant a mine of wet and dry gun cotton
ficial results. After trying a great many
near where a foreign war vessel was directother remedies without being benefited, I
was cured of a severe attack of Rheumaed to anchor, such a mine communicattism
by using Munyon’s Cure.”
ing with an electric battery on shore. It
Mr. George F. Robinson, Kennebunk,
is regarded as an interesting point that
York County, Me., says: “I suffered for
same urn.- with kidney trouble, aceomthe Maine, for the first time during her
] nub d by pains in ami about the hips,
stay in the harbor, lay at the particular
which Increased when I was walking, or
if 1 stood for some time, i applied to
spot where she was at the time of the
is
and
it
not
Muryo.Cs Home otiiee for treatment, and
said,
though
catastrophe,
aft. !• using tin it* remedies I find my conofficia ly veiitied. that the Maine was the
ditnm has b.-en so much improve.’ I do ;
first iureign war vessel moored to this
not need any more medicine. I am now
working daily, an.! can walk quite a !
parti ular buoy since the trouble iu Cuba
distae..
without fatlgm■.'*
<
i-a i*
All stories as to the
grew active.
If in doubt, write Professor Man yon. at
piine on the Maine are without truth. On
idv ice |
Phiiadt ipliia, Pa., and get
the c-mtraiy, Capt. Sigsbee was complainfree.
ed of by some for the rigidity of his rules
and the strictness with which he enforced I
them.
Moreover, the Maine had been in Springfield Fired Murine It s. Co.
ci1 in inissi
n
for years and never had a
OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
sci ions accident until in this quiet harbor.
locorp >nued in 184:'. Commence 1 Business in KM
In reply to a question put by this corA. \\\ Damon,
President,
S. .1. Hai.i., Secretary.
respondent to a high American official as
to what the outcome would be if it were
Capital paid up in cash, $i 500.000.00
proved that the disaster was due to an
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
outside agency, the official in question
Real estate owned by the company,
said:
unincumbered
.! s 128,000 00
.'■'it. tlie auRTii’ar. people couiii not oe leans on bond and
mortgage, first
resiiaiued.
I mean war. Still 1 doubt
‘...
727,770 00
lieins
whether it would be necessary to lire a mucks and >nd> owned by the coms
(HAS
CKorCH, R K P It KS K N'TATl V K IN THE MASSAi HI SETTKS 1.1 GISLAII RE
H«'N
pany, market value..\.
00
3,004,455
shot.
Admiral Sieard could anchor the' ■- ai.s m ••nr- d by collaterals.
ss 275 00
in the company's principal ofThe edit.ori.il columns of the Northamn- j 111:1T \ purchased an-.flier one, auil eveu a Inwn, tie.- Indiana, the Massachusetts and i Cash
fice ami in bank.
189.272 97
third bottle, w he;., to my great joy, I found the New York outside Havana harbor to!
Interest dec and accrued
ton (Mass > Daily Gazette give the particu52.241 of.
m. >e’i as w ■; as ever 1 was in my life; and
prevent the ingress of the food supplies i I't'cmi l.usia due course i.f collection.
25::,8pi 20
lars of the remarkable cure by Dr. Gicne's ; furthermor--, hav*. ren ained so
without which the city could not exist I
I w furt her eonvers t: i-.n he said
Nervura hi -d and nerve remedy,, : IIou.
for a fortnight.
Cuba is a waste of a Mies j Age legate of al! la- admitted assets
of the company, at actual value
"Dr. Green* "s Ni-i ura is a great uiedi84.44;;.-it 29
Charles S. Crouch. N^rtlianipii-n's abp-st
and desolation.
Even the hotels here in I
There is no humbug about it'
It
LIAtULITlKS DECEMBER 31, K;*7.
Havana live from hand to mouth on supand best known statesman and Representawas made to
lire, an a
it do s cure!
No
j Net
amount ol
olle Heed be ahaul
unpaid losses and
,se it.”
plies brought from the I’nited States.
tive in the Massachusetts Legisiat ur,
claims
145,597 29 I
Dav by day he praises this wonderful
“If Admiral Sieard demanded the sur|
Editor .J. C. Gere, of this leading newsAmount repnire
to safely re insure
medicine to Ins friends and neighbors, as
render
of
Havana,
of
the
facts
all outstanding risks
j
giving twenty-five
or.
paper, personally investigate,!
1,447,327
the one sure way to regain their health.
hours for the removal of the women and
this wonderful cure, ami Ids widely-read
riie woid ol
this widely-known statesTotal amount of liabilities, except
editorial states the details of the cure exactsurrender would follow.
The
children,
man
should
hav
the
most,
capital stock and net surplus
1.592.924 54
convincing forts are old structures and could be de- Capital
ly as they occurred,giving Hon. Mr. Crouch’s weight with the
actual•> paid up in'on-h.
1 500,000 co
public, but when we have
own words.
molished by a six pounder. Such new Surplus beyond capital
1,. 50.899 95
added
to this the lad that the
Northampton
Following is the editorial in full:
Daily Ga/ette, a newspaper of the highest guns as have been mounted are short of Aggregate amount of liability's, inLearning that a great cure had been efammunition and have never been tried.
cluding net surplus.
>4.44 ;,s2-i 29
fected in the case of Representative Chas. standing, vouches edit li.dlv for the truth
of
ever\ word, and its editor states that he
If lien. Blanco should decline to surrenPolicies promptly written on desirable risks m
S. Crouch, of Northampton, Mass., by Dr.
has personally investigated all the facts of
this
the
old
and
ami
nerve
merchants
blood
who
reliable
Nervura
der,
Greene’s
remedy,
Spanisii
here,
company by
tlie marvelous cure, there should he noliesi- !
I RED A 1'WOOD.
reporter took occasion to call on Mr
represent bO per cent, of the property ami
Agent, Winterport. Me.
tat ion by the people to use 'his
great mediCrouch and talk with him about it, and cal
7b
cent, of the taxes of the island,
pay
per
discovery, this wonderful eurer of dis- would
among the thousands of testimonials given
him
to
accede
to
Admiral
Dr.
compel
Greene's
ease,
The
Nervura
blood and nerve
Palatine Insurance Co., Ltd,,
to this world-renowned medicine, none will
Sieard's terms.
As for the volunteers, the
remed\
Lt is a fact, uo longer to be doubthe more widely read or give greater weight
ot Manchester, England.
ed, that this remedy cures—that it makes men are for the most part the employes
than this one coming from so noted a man as
those who use it strong and well—that it is
of these merchants and the volunteer offi- Incorporated June 9, lHSd.
Representative Crouch.
the surest and most certain cure for disease
Commenced Business in c.s. Dec. 17. 1892.
cers are largely their sons or their
Hon. Mr. Crouch said
junior
in all the world, and the very best spring
Wii.liam Wood, Manager.
“Last spriug I did not feel in my usual
partners.
medicine
to
take.
possible
health felt as tired in the morning as when
It is well to look these things in the
ASSETS DECEMBER 111, 1897.
It is not a patent medicine, but the
!
nor
ambition
to
pre1 retired ; had no energy
go
At the same time it is well for the Loans on bond and
of the most successful specialist in face.
mortgage .first
about a day's work : no appetite with which script-ion
Reus).
curing diseases, Dr. Greene, of .’4 Temple Americans to restrain themselves until
50,900 00
to regain strength and energy. In this
Place. Boston, Mass. He has the largest there is some proof of an outside agency of Stocks and bonds owned by the
from
week
to
I
worked
condition
along
market value___ 2,215,752 00
company,
in
the
world, and this grand medi- explosiou.
practice
We can afford to wait a little Cash 111 the
week, thinking that after a while matters cal
company's principal ofdiscovery is the resui. of his vast expe- longer, seeing that we have waited so long.
fice and in bank.......
would right themselves and I would fee!
208,214 19
rience. The great reputation of Dr. Greene
Interest
and accrued.
due
to
the
i
But
13.857 50
We
could
not
like myself again.
wait after it had once been
contrary,
is a guarantee that t- is medicine w ill
Premiums in due course of colleccure,
that
the
Maine
grew worse.
disaster
was
the
proved
ami
the
fact
that
he
tion..
can
be
consulted
324,189 81
by any- result of a
“Knowing that Dr. Greene’s Nervura was one at
dastardly plot. Spanish officers
any time free of charge, personally or
not a patent medicine, but a medicine put
of all the admitted asAggregate
from
the
old
hold
to
the
unacabsolute
assurance of the
country
by letter, gives
;cts of the company at their
up from a prescription discovered by the
beneficial action of this wonderful medicine.
countable belief that their army would
actual value.!.§2.812,013 50
doctor :n his private pracice, 1 resolved to
Do not fail to use it!
overcome
us in a
few
but
the
me
so
much
The
first
bottle
weeks;
it.
helped
try
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Cuban merchants have no such delusion, Net amount of
unpaid losses and
His Way of Putting It—“My friends,'
and they would coutroi the situation.
claims
227,42(5 24
is
alMedicine
need
of
a
The
good Spring
said the minister, earnestly, “let us beware
Ileuce 1 think that no shot from a big Amount required to safely re-inmost universal and Hood's Sarsaparilla exof Satan. We know that he scatters tacks
sure all outstanding risks
24
1,359,248
American
will
be necessary.”
gun
actly meets this need. Be sure to get Hood’s. I along the uarr nv way in order that the
Ail other demands, against the
just
These sentiments fairly represent those
company, viz: commissions, etc..
57,717 73
And as the conmay puncture their tires."
“I suppose you will marThe Fair One.
gregation pedalled homeward, many a mem- of the best informed Americans here. Any Total amount of
liabilities, except
ry, though, when the golden opportunity
ber thought of the pastor’s words.
moment, however, may chronicle dis[Puck.
1 ,*'>44,392 21
capital stock and net surplus
?’■
won't
offers,
you
coveries at the wreck that would change Surplus beyond capital.
1,187.(521 29
Relief In Six Hours.
The Cautious One. “It will depend upon
this.
A
of the couit of inquiry
member
how much gold there is in the opportunity."
amount
of
liabilit
inAggregate
ics,
and
Distressing Kidney
Bladder disease : who conversed w ith the correspondent to[Harper’s Bazar.
cluding net surplus.82,812.013 50
rehe\ <! in six hours by “New Great South
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Kind You Have Always Bought
? the

l’»r»y of good seekers bound for the
like has just arrived at San Franfrom Gloucester, Mass., on the
1

schooner Hattie

I.

Phillips.
days. A

The

yige was made in 129
very
:iv.Y storm was encountered in the Gulf
"u and the vessel was hove to for 37
*.
The men, who are uearly all
ins, will sell their vessel at San
>:
isco and go north by steamer.

1HE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
the

are invite
handsomest,
any druggist and get free, a trial bottln
Nip’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur.gs, a
<y that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
as

and others

Hi

'ic and Acute

Nsmuption.

Coughs, Asthma, Bronchit

Price 25c. and

50c.

count of its

exceeding

promptness in

re-

expression

!

per’s

May
heart flutters, palpitates

Mean

Death.—If the

or tires easily, you
may be next door to sudden death and not
kuow it. Dr. Aguew’s Cure for the Heart
gives instant relief and cures. “The pains
about my heart were so severe I could hardly breathe. I thought I must die. One dose
of Dr. Aguew’s Cure for the Heart gave me
perfect relief iuside of 20 minutes, a few bottles cured. I firmly believe it saved my life.”
—Mr. John Jamieson, Tara, Out.—05.

“Jim Perkins is a sarcastic chap.”
“Think so?”
“Yes
He didn’t want his brother to go
to the Klondike, but when he saw the boy

it he said he’d help him in his
outfit to the extent of a refrigerator, a palmleaf fan, and a summer overcoat.” [Harper’s
Bazar.
set on

A Pleasant Duty.—“When I know anything worthy of recommendation 1 consider
it my duty to tell it,” says Rev. Jas. Murdock of Hamslmrg, Pa.
“Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder has cured me of Catarrh of
live years standing.
It is certainly magical
in its effect.
The first application beuefitted me m five minutes. 1 would not be without it in the house.”—fit5

Colonel Hawkins. “Uncle Mose, I hear
you and your wife had a little dispute again
last night.
Which came out ahead this

time ?”

Uncle Mose (dubiously feeling a lump on
the back of his head.) “Us powerful glad to
say dat I kim out ahead, boss; but she
mighty nigh overtook me. Yes, sab, she did
for a fae’, an’ I’s got de necessary evidence
on my pussou to prove it.” [Harper’s Bazar.
Pile Terrors Swept Away —Dr. Agnew’s Ointment stands at the head as a reliever, healer, and sure cure for Piles in all
forms. One application will give comfort in
a few minutes, and three to six days application according to directions
w’ill cure
Chronic cases. It relieves all itching and
burning skin diseases in a day. 35 cents.—
37.

Mattie: “What has

slang society that
1

Burden—If the stomach is not
right. Is there Nausea? Is there Constipation? Is the Tongue Coated? Are you Light
Headed? Do you have Sick Headaches?
Any and all of these denote Stomach and
Liver Disorder. Dr. Agnewr’s Liver Pills act
quickly and will cure most stubborn and
chronic cases. .40 iu a vial for 10 cents.—08.
a

defying

regard

much

Mer“Oh, it’s

penalty

Sanitary Lotion.

This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists,
Bel'.ast, Me.

applies

Day.

aels and does not include

mysterious.

It

removes

r

and the disease
immediately disappears.
The tirst dose greatly benefits: 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast.
4mo45

Juvenile Depravity: "But, Tommy, unless you forgive everybody, you can’t be
good, aud you can't go to heaven.” “Is it
because Adam sinned that all of us are born
so. bad?” “Yes, dear.” “Well, tbeu, I’m
going to stay bad a while. I can’t forgive
Adam.” [Chicago Record.
*100.
Dr. E. Detchon's Anti Diuretic

May be

worth

to you more than $100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures
old and young*Jike.
It arrests the trouble
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28

BEbT OF ALL
cleanse the system in a gentle and truly
beneficial manner, when the Spriugtime
comes, use the true and perfect remedy,
Syrup of Figs. Buy the genuine. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, and for sale by all druggists, at 50 cents
per bottle.
To

“A dose in time saves lives.” Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup; nature’s remedy for
coughs, colds, pulmonary diseases of every
sort.

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.

A

afford to indulge yourself or your
You
tamily in the luxury of a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
can

The

Skaguay

JOB PRINTERS.

x'x
Vx*

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

journal—^ver published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
YALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 956 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
Atones, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $9 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

*

Dr Oliver Wendell Holmes in one of his
books sa\ s, “Coughs are ungrateful things.
You timl one out in the cold ; you t ike it up,
nurse it, make everything of it, dress it up
warm, go e it all sorts of balsams, and other
food it iikes, and carry it around in your
bosom as if it were a miniature lap-dog.
And by-aud by its little bark grows sharp
and savage, and—confound the thing—you
find it is a wolf’s whelp that you have got
there, and he is gnawing in the breast where
he has been nestling so long.” Angiers Petroleum Emulsion will kill that wolf. It is
without au equal for the cure of throat and

>» a
Leujstl Printing
7r.f
neatly and promptly don

cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 m New York

exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to
TOWN TOPICS,
UON Fifth Avenue, New York,

fj

z-zscr.

SAIL MAKERS.
E And Successors

Wo. 31 Front St

^<i. *- t!>

Blacksmith

CONTRACTORS,

Liver Ills
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
by Hood’s Pills. They do their work

and to holders of any position of trust,
obtained upon application to

J. H. & W. H.
3m52

At

can

QUIMBY,

Hood’s

^«.■„SVSTHM

«>l l’no\o«iR,u*ifV -tin* best
system i*vvr deised
Fine rooms, modern improvements,
i>e>t te tellers. SKND FOR ( A T VLOiii K.

^

■

H. H.

LOEISi

TELEPHONE 4-2.

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.

P. O. ADDRESS,

ltf

25 cents.

All

Prepared by
The

only

druggists.

C. I. Hood & Co..
Pill to hike with Hood’s

Lowell, Mass.
Sarsaparilla.

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.
TRY GRAIN-0 !

Providence Fur Company
Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Seneca, &c. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
courteous
election,
treatment, immediate remit
tanee.
Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free
Write for latest, price circulars.
6m38

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me

Belfast Savings Bank.

Wants all kinds of Raw

Ri'uV Aysit.h

COLLEGE

cured

49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.

only.

BUSINESS!

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

be

i

>;hois hours

quality of

Anthracite and

ASSIGNEES,

>1 ASS.

BANGOR

Importot*;* <>l Walt.

ADM IN IS i’R ATO RS,

lung troubles.

of Kmrtiehl Street

!Idii;n, 1L* to 2
by ;t|'|>oin:u,piit
t
October, 18P*;

SEEDS and

Dealers in the finest

rVi*wlmry xiivct,

C orner

1SOSTON,

GROCERIES

EXECUTORS,

Ballast, Wo

The Nose and Throat.

FEED,

GUARDIANS,

,

CEO. F. EAMES, M.D.,D.D.S.,

SMB S SIBLEY SO

—

as

thick, Cordage, Taints, ,tV.

Neat

OF PORTLAND MAINE,

Co.,

AND DEALERS IN

THK...

Tli Uriioa Safa Depasit& Trust Co.

J. W. Frederick &

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,

—

ijy

to

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

•—THE SAT.E OF A SOUI.. By C. M. S. M LelUn.
|t THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. I.VanWestnita.
Cllngham.
9—SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice
V—THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE. By Captain Allred
I
Thompson.
jo—ANTHONY KENT
By Charles Stokes Wayne.
ai-AN ECLIPSE oE VIRTUE. By Champion Btsaell.
f
u—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
jj—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By H3r >ld R VynnA
A DEAL IN DENVER, l’.y Gilmer M Kendree.
s4
iv WHY? SAYS GLADYS.
By David Christie Murray.
tt>— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL.
By I-. H. Bickford
»?—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold K. Vynne.,
*8— ot; r OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
THE
*9—
WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
jo—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita VlvanU
C hait res.
n— HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT.
By Harold R. Vynn*
n— ON THE ALTAR <>E PAvHoN.
By J< hn Gilliat.
93—A MARTYR To LOVE. Bv lonnnn E. Wood.

; Bonds of Surityship I GRAIN,
»<>

x'x
"x’x"*

Ami nil kinds of

JUISUKUS OK

issi i:i>

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BIEL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW' and a ksnus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50

and

Kill the Wolf!

Burgess Press,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

shipped

Dyea.

markable and
at once the cause

system is

_^BELFAST, MAINE.

j

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 U 3 days. Its
upon the

guilty
selling
pledge

goods

Running No Risks: “I see that New York
society women claim to be descended from
kings.” Yes ; but they have taker, good care
to select kings that are very,
very dead.”
[Chicago Daily News.

action

liquors

by simply
earnestly

rigidly

Itch on human, mange on horses,
dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolfor 1’s

a

order;

ing liquors

[Chicago News.

hheumatlMn lured In

Address,

law-abiding

est in a few months ago?” Helen:
the consomme. The president got
itty
and imagined she was the only dent in the
pan, so we gave her the willies and the
dinkydink association shot the chutes.”

what became of the
spirits cast into them in

Life’s

so

[ualue.

>s.

Piscataquis

become of your anti-

you took

A ldo

through Judge Savage

m

Bobby: “Aunt Nellie,

swine that had evil
the Bible?”
Aunt Nellie: “They plunged
head foremost into the sea, Bobby.”
Bobby
(triumphantly) “Not a bit of it, Auntie.
They were made into deviled ham.” [Harlem Life.

1

An

Bazar.

Next Minute

State ol
w

Taken this 28th bay of January. A. D. 1898, on
execution dated January 3d, A. 1). 185*8, issued
on a judgment rendered
by the Supreme .Judicial
Court, for the County of Knox.at the term thereof
Want the Law Enforced.
begun and held on the 2d Tuesday ol December,
A. D 185)7, to wit, on tlie 28th
of December,
The members of the various churches of A. I). 1897. in favor of Hadan K.day
Sr. Clair, John (J.
Foxcroft and Dover, to the number of Trim and Johnson Knight, all of Camden, in the
< unity of Knox and State of Maine, late
co-part
41b, have petitioned the supreme court tiers,
under the firm name and style of H. K.Sr.
as follows:
CLAIR & CO
vs. ETHA J. SAWYER of New
We, the citizens of Dover and Fox- York, for (.8159.55) one hundred and fifty-nine
dollars and fifty-five cents, debt or damage, and
cioft in
county, desire to call (.828.381 twenty-eight
dollars and thirty eight
your attention to the lawlessness that cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public aucexists in these towns.
Large quantities tion, on the premises in said Lincolnville, to the
of liquor are sold here in open defiance of highest bidder, on the 7th day of March, A. D
1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, the followlaw and
citizens, and the ing described real estate and all the right, title
venders declare their purpose to continue and interest which the said Etha J. Sawyer has in
the business
the courts punisli and to the same, or had on the 30th day of August,
A. D. 1894, at 5.50 o’clock in the
the
them.
We protest against this open dis- time when the same was attached afternoon,
on the writ in
of law and
the
same suit, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of
we
protest
with the buildings thereon, situated in Linagainst the condition of things which land
colnville, County of Waldo and State of
in bounded and described as follows, to wit: Maine,
permits the sale of intoxicating
Keginour midst
paying lines. There- ning on the shore at Penobscot Kay in line of
land formerly of I. W. Decrow; thence N. 28 1-2
fore we
petition that the fu 11 deg. W.,
as the stone wall runs, 43 rods to a stake
of the law be dealt out to all and
stones; thence N. 01 1-2 deg. E., 0 rods and
of
intoxicat- 1" links, to a stake and stones; thence S. 28 1-2
parties found
and
ourselves to do all •leg. E., 39 1-2 rods to saiil shore of Penobscot
Huy; thence S. 34 deg. W., 7 rods, more or less,
in our power to have the lawr
ento first mention* d bound, containing two acres,
forced.”
im ire or less; including a right of way, two rods
wide, on the easterly side of tike above described
lot, running N. 28 1-2 deg. W., from said shore of
The Canadian government has decided Penobscot Kav to the county road, leading from
Camden to Del fast, and reserving a right of way
to be
to permit Canadian
two rods wide on the easterly side of the above
from Vancouver and Victoria in Ameri- described lot, beginning
at said shore of Penobscot Kay and extending N. 28 1 2 deg. W.. about
can vessels free of duty by St. Michaels to
An 35* 1-2 rods to stake and stones before mentioned;
the Yukon for the coming season.
I a right of ten feet wide on shore side of above
order to this effect has been sent to the ; described land is reserved.
The order ! January 2d, 1898.
customs officers on the coast.
3t7
WM. A. KRAGG. Deputy Sheriff.
to the Yukon route by St. Mich- |

For Over Fifty I ears.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Southing Syrup has been used for
over iiftv years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
•success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in
every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

“I have called, Mr. Jingle," said the taxcollector, “to ask you to pay this bill for
taxes on your house for 1890."
“Take it around to the back dour and ask
“If you’d lived
the cook," said Mr. Jingle.
here twenty-four hours you'd know, sir, that
she owns the house.
I’ve abdicated." [Har-

resentment

the part of the people of tlie United
Mates until it w as proven that the disaster
resulted from some other cause than
accident.

\
j

1

in

a*

rem-

lieving pain in bladder, kidneys md back,
no longer any excuse, as a 10
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
cent trial size of Ely's Cream Balm can be
water
almost immediately.
If you want
had of your druggist or we mad it for 10
relief and cure this is the remedy.
quick
Full size 50 cents.
cents
•Soid by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City. |
Belfast, Me.
1\28
A friend advised me to try Ely' Cream
Balm and after using it six weeks I believe
“Bridget, does your mistress assist you in
myself cured of catarrh. It is a most vain- cooking .'
How does
“\is,v,-iy much.”
able remedy.—Joseph Stewart, ti'.M Grand I she do it V” “By kaping out of the kitchen.”
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
[What, to Eat.

was

bard to establish a rule by which
show, but. here is one that may
i upon:
Always avoid a show
plays a picture of its manager.

three months.

_

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a
package
GRAIN (>, the new food drink that, takes the
place of coltee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it,
like it. GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of

jot
J
The taxpayers of the ity of Belfast are herehj
itied that all taxes for 1897 are now due am
immediate payment is requested. I shall he ii
my office in Menu rial building from 8.30 to 11.3t
a. m. daily, until further otiee.
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
not

Belfast, Feb. 17,1898—1130

Mocha

or

.Java, but it is made from pure grains,

the most delicate stomach
j and
distress. 1 4

package.

receives it without
the price of coffee ami LY> cents per
Sold by all grocers.

SEARSPORT

Centre

LOCALS.

Royal makes the food pure,

—

Several of

ships

our

are

Ella Hopkins gave
to friends Tuesday.
Our fanners are laying
high grade phosphate.

wholesome and delicious.

due in New York.

Miss

an

iu

a

posted for

March 7.
the usual routine-L. F. Nash
aud L. N. French of Belfast were in town
last week_I. G. Ricker of East Dixmont
was looking after
business interests here
recently.... Mrs. William H. Churchill has
been quite ill during the past week.
ou

large stock

of

1 .da Curtis and friend, Mr?*. Castle, are
making a short visit in town.
Hairy Perry left by train Monday for
Houitou to visit his brother Joseph.

Phineas Pendleton Engine Co. held their
regular March meeting Tuesday eveuiug.
Bark Lucy A. Nickels, Capt. Amos Dow,
arrived at New York Feb. 22d front Hong

Ship Gt

v.

Ih

hie, Capt.

Amos

Nichols, arllung

Kong.
I-

11

Mead, prim ipal of the High school,
t
1-cxboro, Mass !■ spend his va-

cation.

>

oi.tnbuticn at the Congd church
\i Sunday morning.
Common an service
iu the afternoon.
»

mhl\

Fred Gd.key, who has been visiting
tm tl.tr, returned to her home

Nil".
I

lather and

1

onday.

Lamden M

m

Frteman.M luivty
;n\

an

l

ust

A
t'Le

<

ti i.

bate extended
nation t. m. nTiers of Geo, S. Cobb
linden to visit them.
Pest

was lost Sunday from
collars. It left with CliiW inttuiii he \\ .11 be obligeti.

jewel

masonic

>

f the ofiieer's

Lanahee and daughter Cora «>f
in town Sunday to atteud
tl.t Irmra! of Capt A. A. Larrabee.
Nathaniel

Li iKiaml

were

Capt. C N

Mi

.inti wife 1 elt

vers

Nii miay tor B'

tr

by

steam-

join his vessel, the
Mabel 1. Meyers, 'loading at that port

baik

Prospect Ferry.

."tun

to

for Iiosario.

Arthur

Grindle spent

Sunday with his parents, returning to Ban- ness.
gor Monday morning-Capt. W. H. HarProspect Village. The S. B. I Society
riman and Capt. Rufus Harriman returned
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE*
will hold their fourth annual fair March 8th.
to Boston last Tuesday.... Miss Martha E.
will furnish a short program of music,
South Montville.
Mr. R. E. Howes of Harriman came down from Baugor last Sat- They
lunch will be
Montville visited his l»r. t hei .Herbert Howes, urday aud spent Sunday with her mother... recitations, etc., after which
served in the dining room, followed by a soE.
in
Belfast
Rev.
Shattuck
of
Batchelder
visited
friends
t'.
recently....
Razor-; George
cial dance. Tickets for admission 5 cents;
ville was quite severely kicked in the last week-Willard Batchelder is improvwhich will also pay fora guess ou a large
stomach by his horse while attending the ing.
He is attended by Dr. Towle of Buckscake furnished by the society, the perQuarterly meeting here. He was able to port. ...All the schools in the town closed guess
son
guessing nearest the weight to receive
return home Sunday, but was very lame... j Feb. 25th, except the one iu district No. 0,
the cake.
Mr, and Mrs. Win. Ivillmau will
A. I.
Pease on returning from Belfast re- ! which keeps a week longer on account of
entertain the S. B. I. S. March 17th, instead
eeutly with a heav\ load <*f goods in passing ! the teacher having been sick a week during
of the 10th as stated last week-Mr. RichWiisou Proctor in front of Forest Howes’ the term. The following scholars are on the
ard Killman of Bangor is visiting his mothran into the sleigh, throwing Mr. Proctor
roll of honor for attendance, not haviug been
R, Ivdlmau.... All the schools
er, Mrs.
out.
Mr. P. was uninjured but the sleigh
absent one half day: Eddie Killmau, Albert
iu town closed Feb. LMth.. .Mr. Ashley LitS. Adams has
was badly damaged.... C.
j Avery, Evelyn Avery, Otis Ginn, Percy tleticld of Boston is spending his vacation
been engaged by Carle A .Jones of Belfast
Harding, Harvard Harding, Hattie Harri- with Ids
father, Mr. Nathaniel Littlefield, at
to canvass Searsmoiit, Montville and Libman, Rosie West, Harry West, Guy West,
his home ou Beach Grove Farm.
erty taking orders for room paper.
Vesta Reed,Mamie Frye-Capt. E 1). HarSwanvu.lk. The dance at Cunningham' s
Waldo.
Edward. Evans is on the sick riman and wife and Mrs. Orilla McManu
|
list.... Nathaniel Littlefield was taken with ; visited Mr. aud Mrs. George Crocker in Hail last Thursday evening was quite well
attended, some coming from Belfast and
bleeding at the nose and a physician had to ^ Stockton last Friday.
The L. C. S. met with Miss
be called before it could be stopped. He j
Unity. Mr. aud Mrs. Charles Wellington Prospect....
Julia anti Mr Herman Bachelder last Thursbled more than a quart before it was stopped. |
of Albion visited their daughter, Mrs. Geo.
day. About 40 were present... Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Simmons were in I
Mosher, last week.... Mr. Lot Joues of Mrs. W. W.
Gray visited Mr. Will Pierce,
Pittsfield over Sunday.... Miss Nellie M. ! Brooks was in town
Friday-Perley Clark
ROVAL BAKING POWDER

has gem

the Bangor Hospital for treatment,
doing nicely... .The masked ball at the
Odd Fellows’ hall Monday evening was a
grand success. A large number were present_Town meeting Monday, March 7th.

Pure

the care of the office....Mrs. Albert
Colcord and daughter
Evelyn visited
friends iu Hampden the past week-Mrs.
Charles Park is visiting her son, Dr. Isaac
Park, and family in Revere, Mass-Mr.
William Staples, who has been spending a
vacation with his parents, returned to his
business in Massachusetts last weekCapt. Charles Ames is iu New York ou busi-

in

is

Ntw York Feb. -id from

at

office Mar 1st. The retiring post-master
and mistress, Mr. and Mrs. R. L- Mudgett,
have given complete satisfaction in every
way and were always kind and obliging.
Miss Alice Hichborn will assist her brother

who is at

POWDER
Absolutely

King.
nud

tending the Freedom Academy.
Stockton Springs. Our new post-master, Mr. Harry Hichbum, took charge of the

Monroe. The barn of Eliam Dickey was
burned Monday afternoon. The stock was
saved, but he lost two hogs, all bis farming
tools aud several tons of bay. It is a severe
loss to Mr. Dickey. The cause of the lire is
unknown_The roads are in very bad condition in this vicinity-Mr. Fred Putnam,

Ethel Nichols entertained the Junior
Club at her home Monday evening.

Miss
N\ hist

He will hold some meetings here
this week_Haunah aud Charles Vose,
Ethel Howard and Everett Choate are at-

CO., NEW YORK.

1

Miss Maud B. Colcord met her friend,Miss
Nichols, fiom Buckport on steamer Penol
set t
Monday lor a trip to Boston, where
Luce of South Gardiner
they w i!i visit friends.
..

meeting of the w hist club at G. A. R.
Hail last Friday evening had the largest at1 he

tendance of

of

any

pleasant evening

the

was

series.

A

very

spent.

supper and entertainment of
tin M. E. Church will be given at Union
Hal; tLis, Thursday, evening. Candy, ice
Admission 25 cents.
cream, etc., on sale
Slipper at u, standard time. Eutertainmeut
The annual

at h.
i

One
warrant

the most important articles in the
for the March town meeting is to see

induce a wood
locate here. It
will be rbe part of wisdom for our citizens
to deal very Iibeially with this manufactory.
what the

town

will do to

working establishment

to

The rtmains of Capt. Augustus A. Larrabee of schooner Marcello..-* arrived by train
fn in Gloucester. Mass., Saturday evening
and the funeral services took

place

from the

M. E. church Sunday afternoon under the
auspices of Charles A. March Encampment,
Sears Lodge I. O. O. F and Mariners Lodge
F. A A M.f Capt. Larrabee having been a

oc,

formed.
n;• ten

1

'•

I’.---

K1'

ti-.t

s

An

»

X'-et

d.ing’y pretty
s

k

m

F

After

service, conducted by Rev. O.H.
the Masuiiic burial service was perT>"r interment was at Elmwood
in the east
.age.

inin h

I-'-n.

<

each of these societies.

<>f

neiiib-r
the

F'

•'

at

tIn- in

iiie

>

afternoon

t the bride

on

R..h-

'l

contracting parties were
-'
>
ii;.i
1 a Kard and Mr. George
A
1
a
Rev. Sob t, Laucr, Unitarian
)
sti
in in San Dmg.
performed the
* Hi. n\
I he bride w -re a gown of white
<
>1 men ii immeu \\ ith moire ribbon, chiffon
ai it
pt-ari iMsst-a,, liter;.-. The house was
tas'»-in
dtcorated in siniiax and violets.
<0
relatives <f the
contracting parties
\\:11.t-ssrd ti e ceremony.
Miss Rackanl has
l'*11 f.* p. j.uiar assistant-libra*ian at the
k.u
1
library, and was the first o hold that
« Hi. <
having served for sev.-n years. Mr.
'■

f'l.niels :s
f the milling firm ... Mann A
I'ai
s of tins
city. After the-cjrt*uiony a
dainty wedding luncheon was seived Mr.
am! Mrs. Daniels leave to-Morrow for a
\w« k s stay at Catalina.
No announcement
can.shave been issued and they will be at
1 < mr after March 15.
The weddii g guests
v
ie
Mesdaiin-s Packard, Daniels
Farris,
L; n son, Root, Sanbori.,
Lauer; Messrs.
1 < t, Farris, E. Lu Farris, Danie s, Lauer:
<

«

Misses Lauison, Cox, Root, Miss Cornelia
If < t.
I Pasadena,Calif., Star, Feb. 10

The following particulars are ta-en from
rei-mt Tacoma dailies: Capt. Thomas Molleatad, master of schooner Newsboy, arrived
in the city to-day on * sad errant:, that of

burying
on

his entire

tlie Asiatic

fam.iy,

const.

whom died
His wife, Fona Carver
all of

is in town for a two
weeks stay... There are quite a number of
cases of measles in town, but all seem to be
getting along well. The roads are bad ami
no business is being done.
Some have not
got their year's supply of wood ami ice_
Town meeting March 14th.
There is not
much excitement over town officers.

Liberty.

The recent storm was not as
Jan. Mist and Feb.
1st, but the wind blew a perfect gale and
blocked the roads so the mails could not
On the route from here to
get through.
Freedom the driver, Mr Joe Pierce, made
two attempts and at last got through to
Freedom ami back as far as Smithton. He
stopped there over night and walked home
from there, a distance of seven miles. The
next day his son Will took the mail on a
hand sled and walked to Freedom and back,
giving the first mail after the storm....A.
A. Hall, who was burned out in the iire
here last fall, has purchased a place in
China and will move there in the spring.
Mr. ami Mrs Hall’s many friends will regret very much to have them leave town.
severe as

Henry

the blizzard of

Mo

nly

of

aud it is feared he never will be.
Cook in poor health... .Clare
Whitten returned from Kent’s Hill Friday

is

sufferer.

.There is considerable sickness iu
adjoining towns. Dr. G. E. Cook,
who has been here only a little over a year,
has had such good success that his services
are in constant demand-Mrs. H. B. Rice
is still on the sick list-Mr. Samuel Kelley
went to Waterville, Feb. 25th, on business.
; ....Dr. Thomas is getting quite smart_
I Mr. Charles Vickery of Pittsfield was iu
town last week-Isaiah Blethen is quite
sick-Mrs. A. R. My rick is improving, but
cannot use her arm yet and it is very painful at times... Dr. Cook has had to visit
this aud

1

some

!

Massachusetts, who has
Moody,

searsmont.
Mr. ami Mrs Frank
Brewster of Centro Belmont were at E. P.
Mahoney’s Feb. 20th.... Mrs. Marcellus
G 'Marti of Camden is in town, the gimst of

lelt

t

wn

Fob

was

lbrh_

of snow_Mrs

Mary

The

broken

aim

everything
drawers

the robber
their

own

or

way.

completely

was

had been
pennies
taken.
The other drawer

were

which

to Tell how much
as

around

there
uu

were

the

s<>

taken
many small

various

was

counters.

entering G. W. Achorn’s store. Some
of the stolen goods were found in his
possession.Frank Young of this place, F. ManFernald of l.iin-olnville, in
ning
company with ten other men, left on steamer
Penobscot Monday for Boston, en route for
Virginia where they will cut timber for the
frame of the new vessel to be built in If. M.
and

A.

Bean’s

few

slays last week with Mr. and
Everett Donnell.... Lewis Poor of
Belfast, spent Sunday with his cousin, Mr.
Frank Donnell.Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen
Cables of Kuckport spent Feb. 24th and 25th
with Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Donnell_Mr.
Frank E Gelo of Newport
Centre, Vermont,
is visiting at E. I*. Mahoney s...
.Leroy
Marriner has bought a new cylinder saw...
Mrs.Mary Batchelder of Rockland is in town.
a

shoes.

aub

Abbott of Camden is in town, the guest of
sister, Mrs. Eliza Donnell-Mrs. Henry
Marriner and Miss Eva Donnell of Belfast
Mrs.

snow

Benj Kahin was arrested Monday noon by
Constables Duffy and Mi-Gee for breaking

her

spent

it

impossible

articles

<

supply

in

from the store

Mr. and Mrs. Eula Worthing of Palermo recently spout a fow days a th Mrs. Henry
Mahiuiev... E K. Packard and Mrs. Mabel
Crie and two sons wore at Wm. S. Hunt's
Fob 20th-Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Wooriu k of Soarsmont
spent Fob. 2<Vh with Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Packard.. .The lumber
business is at a standstill jus’ now owing to
over

on

contained nothing. Burned matches were
found strewed ail around the floor which
showed they had used them for lights.
It.

sister, Mrs. Arad Mahoney.... Mrs. AlBo!in.-nt visited at A. T. Donuoii s Fob ISr.li.... Mr. Charles
Mahoney of

hum Poaso of

toe

were

One of the. money
turn out and a few

her

in

they

robbers then had

East

was

patients
bad.

is very

Camden. G. W. Achorn’s dry goods store
was entered Friday night by some unknown
person. A small hole was made in the glass
in one of the back windows so the person
could reach through and unlock it. Several
shelves were placed in fron- of the window,
but

P.

North)"*rt

of his

traveling

has returned home.

East

Mrs. T. B.

night... .Miss Louise Thompson is gaining a
little, but very slowly ...Mrs. James Cook
is very low with paralysis. She is a great

been visiting his brother, W. H.

Esi]

better

uo

...

G

Mr.

yard.

Belmont

Hattie Jackson, who is
at work in Belfast, was in town
Sunday
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Jackson.... Fred Woods of Belfast was in
Miss

in

the hospital

at

Hakodate, Japan,

11), some days after the birth of her
second child, winch lived but live hours.
The captain
was obliged
to sail for San
Francisco, but when he left Japan his wife
was thought to be we.l on the road to
recovDei

Morrill.

turned

who is very sick in Bangor, last weekMiss Nina Skate of Belfast was the guest of
her cousiu, Miss Gertrude Strout, recently.

to

j

|

...

|

ARRIVED.

Feb. 28. Scbs. W. C. Norcross, Brown,
Boston; Mary A. Hawes, Boston.
SAILED.

Feb. 28. Scbs. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland ; Mary A. Hawes, Rockland; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven; Garland, Allen,
Deer Isle.
March 2.
Schs. W. 0. Norcross, Brown,
Rockland; Maria Webster, Turner, do.
AMERICAN

PORTS.

INSURANCE COnPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
1 ot Philadelphia, Penn. Incorporated in 1794.
Commenced business in 1792. Charles Platt. President; Greville E. Fryer, Secretary. C apital paid
up in cash, §3.000,000.

York, Feb. 22. Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
Jacksonville; 23, ar, scbs. Isaiah K. Stetson,
Trask, Wilmington; Charlotte T. Sibley,
Coombs, Darieu; Sea Bird, Rolerson, Perth
Amboy; Celia F., West, Satilla, Ga.; Huinarock, Veazie, Charleston; sld, sch. S. G.
Haskell, Fernandina; 25, ar, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Demerara and St. Thomas; 26, ar,
schs. Willie L. Newton, aud F. C. Pendleton, Brunswick.
Boston, Feb. 23. Cld, sell. Wm. B. Palmer, Louisburg, C. B.; 25, ar, schs. S. M. Bird,
New

ASSETS DECEMBER

business in 1853.

uing, Secretary.

000.00.

kell, Fernandina; sld, sch. Leander V. Beehe, Norfolk; 28, ar, sch. R. WT. Hopkins,

779,947

15

;

ot all the admitted assets
of the company at tlieir actual value,§ 10,057,220 93
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.

Net

unpaid losses and
claims..§
Amount required to safely re-insure
amount

....

Total

amount

of

3.954,796

70

76,892 09

...

A.

liabilities, except

\\

1ST. Belfast, Agents.

9

RANCi COnPANY >1 Hartford,
(‘••nne, : icut. lie u porated in Jurn, ls67. Comj menced ln.>ine» in January. Is72. Charles B.
Whiting. 111•-<111 ei;i Jann s I Taintor, Secretary.
Capital pan: up in cash, s'■00,010.

ORIENT

;

INSl

\SSETS DECEMBER 1, 1897.
Real estate owned by the cotnpam .unincumbered....
Loans on lx uni and mortgage ..1st liens?
Stork and bonds ..-wued by the company, market valueLoans seen ed by collaterals..
Cash n the company's principal office
and in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
Preummm> in due course of collection
..

j

actual value_v

Net amount
claims

of

31,

IS

unpaid losses and

...

required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. ...!.
All other demands
against the con
etc.
pany, viz:

Amount
;

commissions,

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up m cash.
Surplus beyond capital

Total, amount

-.

F1111.1 >

at

%

assets

L1 ABILITIES DECEMBER

422,935 00

capital ftoek and net surplus.§ 4.454,623 79
Capital actually paid up in cash
3,000.000 06
2,602,597 14
Surplus beyond capital.
[
Aggregate amount <d liabilities, in[ cluding net surplus .§10,057,220 93

j

of the company,

<u

all outstanding risks..
All other demands against the company, commissions, etc

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value..
Loans secured by collaterals
Cash in the company's principal office and in bank....
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection.

Aggregate of ail the admitted

Aggregate

Cieufuegos.
Philadelphia, Feb. 23. Ar. sch. Janies A.
Gartield, Wood, New York; 26, cld, sch.
Laura, Lamson, Port Royal, S. C.

v

31, 1897.

liens)..

158,870 81

898,384

n \

Moore, Preside
Capital paid up in c.,
C.

Keal estate owned by the company,unincumbered ..._si
Loans on bond and mortgage, (first

by the company,
unincumbered-'.‘ > 541,084 00
Loans on bond and mortgage^lst liens) 2,386,743 49
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value5,257.190 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
35,000 00
Cash in the company’s principal office
and in bank
Interest due and accrued and all other
property.
Premiums in due course of collection,

F.

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real estate owned

Philadelphia; Mary E. Palmer, Newport
News; 26, ar sch. Susan N. Pickering, Has-

Baltimore, Feb. 23. Sld. sell. Jose Olaverri, Arey, Port Royal, S. C.; 25, cld, sch.
Yale, Boston.
Portland, Feb. 27. Ar, brig H. B. Hussey,
Warr, Jacksonville.
Apalachicola, Feb. 22 Ar, sch. Helen G.
Moseley, Holt, Galveston; 21, sld, sell. Flora
Rogers, Francis, Boston
Sld, sell. Carrie T.
Savannah, Feb. 22
Bolano, Hagerty, Boston.
Carteret, Feb. 23. Ar, sell. Tofa, Feniandin a.
New Haven, Feb. 24. Ar, sell. Silver
Heels, Quinlan, Barbadoes.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 25. Sld, sell. Florence
Leland, SpolTord, Norwich, Ct. ; 2'h
sld, seh. Anna Pendleton, Thomas. New
York; 28. ar, sell. Wm. H. Sumnev, Pendleton, New York; sell. Penobscot. New York.
New London, Feb. 23
Ar, sell. Mary L.
Crosby, Trim, Norwich for Brunswick.
Jacksonville Feb. 27. Sld, sell. Scotia,
Davis, New York.
Pascagoula, Feb. 26. Cld, bark Harriet.S.
Jackson, New York.
Key West, Feb. 27. Ar, sell. Isaiah Hart,
Williams, New York.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 28 Ar, sell. Sarah
D. J. Rawson, French, New York.
New London, Feb. 28.
Ar, scb. Willie L.
Newton, Brunswick, Ga.
Mobile, Feb. 28. Ar, sch. Abbie C. Stubbs,
Cardenas.

INSURANCE COMP a
<
Incorporated in 185l\

I.
[ pONTINENTA
\J York.

31, 1897.

.....

..

....

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in>
cluding net surplus.
I Mil* A \\
vr. }tel fast. Yg«
mon a nation a i
v'Corn^M
O Luiuburgh. m "t ini 111ci*t i■'
louiiiieiicfd business in 1
»
Henneti, Manager,
apitai
>

1

..

** n

).(

M

s.

in

in
r.i'
lss*

paid

up

lll.l HI.

assets December :•

1,

!

Keal estate owned by the company,
>
unincumbered.
Loans on burnt and mortgage .first

I

....

58,9f

9 43

267,350 66
1,705,088 63
1,750 00

120,433 93
18,229

177,559

38
94

liens).

..

...

1.4'-

Stocks and b-mds owned by the coin
1.7;
pany, market \abie
Loans secured by collateral
Cash in the company's principal dlice and in baiiK.
4:
Interest due and accrued.
4
Premiums in due course of collection.
l’7

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of

tlie company

theiractual value,§2,349.371
31. 1897.
unpaid losses and

at

97

ot all the admitted as
«d
the company at their
actual value.. 54.‘b

Aggregate
sets

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net amount of
-Mr. Russell Strout, Mr. George aud
elainis.$ 191,506 36
Miss Grace Pendleton of Belfast, were the
Amount required to safely re-insure
FOREIGN PORTS.
all outstanding risks
959,900 72
guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. 11. Strout at Hon.
Rio Jaueiro, Feb. 7.
Ar, bark Priscilla, All other
demands against the comA. E. Nickerson's last Sunday.
Miss G erBaltimore; 12. sld, bark Glad Tidings, Bal- ; pany, vi/.: commissions, etc
2,687 4s
!
trude Strout is now visiting friends in Bel- ! tirnore; 20, sld, bark Priscilla, Baltimore;
26, sld, sch. R. F. Pettigrew, Baltimore; 27, Total amount of liabilties,except capfast-Clifton Cunningham and Lee Me- i sld, bark Grace
ital stock and net surplus1,114 093 56
Lynwood, Gilley, PhiladelCapital actually paid up in cash. 500,000 00
Keen have gone to Detroit on business....
phia.
Surplus
beyond
735,278 41
apital.
Feb. 20.
Ar, seh.
Point-a-Pitre, Gaud
Hon. A. E. Nickerson attended the G. A. R.
Carrie A. Bucknam, McKenzie, New York.
amount of liabilities, iniu
Lewiston
Aggregate
last
Department meeting
week,
Cardenas, Feb. 16.
Cld, sch. Abbie C. '■ cluding net surplus.§2,349,371 97
aud is quite elated ovei the election of Rev. Stubbs, Whitney, Mobile.
Waldo Countv Agents UIKL1» & AVKsT,
Feb.
19.
bark Matatizas, !
Havana,
Sld,
C. A. Southard as Commander... .Rev. W. M.
Belfast. Ale.
New York.
Brewster of Rockland will hold a religious
Honolulu, Feb 13. Sld, shipTillie E. Star- ,
service at our church Friday evening, March
Wedding Bells.
buck, New York ; 11, sld, bark Edward May,
Johnson, Sau Francisco.
4th-The "head of the pond” sociable will
Hobbs-Johnson
A very pleasant home
Feb.
27.
sell.
Mabel
JorAr,
Cape Town,
meet with Mrs. Otis B. Patterson Mar. 4th,
dan, Balano, Rio Jaueiro.
wedding occurred m Monroe Feb. 22d, when
afternoon and evening-The S. C. L. S.
Liverpool, E., Feb. 28. Shi, ship A. G. Miss Rosa Johnson of Monroe and Charles
will meet with Mrs. H P. Marr Wednesday,
Ropes, New York.
A. liohbs of Brooks were united in marriage.
.MAKl.NK SIM bl.LAM
Mar. Pth-Those of our grange who attendThe ceremony took place at the home of the
ed the Pomona Grange at Belfast, Tuesday
The schooner
San Francisco, Feb. 24
bride's father. John Johnson, Rev
David
speak in highest terms of the entertainment Hattie I. Phillips, from Gloucester, Mass
bound for the Klondike, arrived at this port Brackett officiating. The ceremony was perreceived.
formed in the presence of immediate friends
yesterday.
New York,
Feb. 24.
Steamer Capac, and
Winterport. There is a man in this
relatives, after which a bounteous dinwhich arrived to-day from Peruvian ports,
village who deserves a medal from the hu- spoke on Jau. lb at 7 P. M 40 miles east of ner was served. Many wishes were extendj
mane society
A poor homeless dug took
Cape Pillar, iu Magellan Straits, schooner j ed for the future happiness of Mr. and Mrs.
possession of Mrs. L M. Littlefield premises Thomas S. Negus, from Havana for Klon- ! Hobbs.
dike.
Same time a small Ainern an schoonduring her absence this winter, crawling er bound to Alaska, both
all
...

..

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31
lNd.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
2s
Amount required to sately re-insure all outstanding 1 isks’
1,8..
Ail other
demands., against the
company, viz: commissions, etc.. Nil

..

into tlie stable at

night and hanging about
yard during the day. Mr. S. L. Stubbs,
touched by bis forlorn condition, carried up
some clothing and made up a warm bed for
him and brought him food twice a day. The
dog did not offer to follow Mr. S. home
the

but remained like

the

piazza

sentinel at his post

a

Recently,
lady of the

steps.

or

since the return of the

i

on

never,

house,

taken up his abode at the home of Ins
benefactor and his pleasure and gratitude
are evident to all beholders ...The
primary
has

tought by

school

Miss L- ua Sproul gave a
entertainment on Washington's
birthday which was listened to with much
pleasure by a large company of parents and
friends.... Miss Katherine Thompson left
for her home in Nebraska last week....Miss
Ada M. Dyer has been visiting friends in
Belfast and taking music lessons.... The
interest in the meetings under the direction
of Miss Nellie Thompson still continues and
there has been quite a number of convernice,

very

sions.

ing

There will be

this

a

meeting

every

even-

week

except Saturday_The
town Sunday-There was a caucus at
Mys- officers of the W. C. T. U. will go to Eilingtic Grange Hall last Thursday
evening for wood’s Corner Wednesday afternoon to
the purpose of discussing the new law in re- organize a Union there-Miss Lizzie Rich
j
gard to road commissioner_Our annual has gone to Boston for a visit_Mrs.
town meeting will be held at
Mystic Grange Heagan, who is staying with her daughter,
Hall, Monday, Mar. 7th. It is the duty of Mrs Annie Tainter, fell and broke her
every voter in town to be there_Caleb wrist last Thursday.
Lamb has sold his big oxen. They girted
Sandypoint. Mrs. Amber Gallagher of
7 feet 9 inches. If the farmers would raise
Brewer has lately visited her mother here.
such stock as this they would be better off.
-Mr. L. K. Perkins, who had been at
We read with interest the very able
work at Birchville, arrived home last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Muro.k reMassachusetts last Monday_
Mrs. Gussie Knowlton lately returned to
Lawrence, Mass-Mr. Frank Hatch has
leased Ins farm buildings to Mrs. Dumphies
and has gone to Massachusetts, where he
finds employment. His wife joins him in writing of your Prospect correspondent iu
ery. Upon his arrival at San Francisco he
about
two weeks-Miss Winnie Woods The Journal of Feb. 24th in regard to good
learned of her death and that her b jd.y had
roads, but cannot agree with all that he has
been sent to Tacoma for buriai. At the time was at home last Sunday from Belfast_
written. He stated that the commissioner
be sailed be took wi h him two little caskets Rev. A. D. Thibodeau is spending his two |
weeks vacation from the Seminary at Bucks- i will have to work for the same wages as the
containing the rema ns of his two ( hildren,
port at this place and Montville_Rev. W. selectmen. Now if he will read sec. 4 of
the older one, Rescue Carver,
having died W.
329 relating to repairs on highways
Ogier gave us a practical, helpful dis- j chapter
Nov. 20, at Tientsin, China.
Mrs. Mollehe
will
find that said commissioner’s
fltad's mother, Mrs. Carver, and brother course last Sunday at the M. E
Quarterly
shall not be less than two dollars
salary
Morrill
lias
been
per
meeting.
uncommonly
Roseoe, who is employed by the Tacoma
day of actual service, which (however small
favored with ministerial effort the
Mill Co., reside in the city.
past four
The funeral
the town is) will take about one-half of his
monies.
<jn tins occasion there were three
took place Feb. Pi, from Hoska’s
undertaking
time, as he will have to go here there and
parlors, the services being chose of the Evan- ministers present beside Bro. Ogier_Rev.
John Howard of Washington closed a series ! everywhere else to see about hiring men,
gelical Lutheran church, Rev. A. C. Anda
teams, etc. But, as your correspondent
of meetings iast Sunday
evening which held
officiating. Flags on all the schooners in the
the said commissioner must have subover two weeks.
Several have been con- says,
harbor were lowered to half-mast as an
ordinates under him in case of such storms
verted or reclaimed during the
meetings_ as we have had the
expression of sympathy for Capt. Mollestad
past month, for it would
Mr. Ed. Hoffses had a slight shock while on
in his affliction.
his way to church last Sunday evening. One be impossible for him to get over town and
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
men and teams to work on the
highways
side was partially paralyzed by a former at- get
to get them in a passable condition. Another
H. B. Fernald is at home for a shor; visit. tack so that he
had to move with crutches.
if the legislature would pass a law
Mr. I. D. White is yet confined to the thing,
Miss Alfreda Black is at home from Kent’s
that all team wagons should have tires not
Hill for a short vacation.
house....Orris Vickery and Miss Nodie
less than five inches wide, and all riding
E. W. Seavey is still confined to the .muse Weymouth are at home from Kent’s Hill.
vehicles not less than two inches w ide, and
by trouble with his eyes.
Troy. With the exception of
Friday, Feb. sleds and sleighs the same, the roads would
Too many applications for road commis- 25th,it has snowed every day since Feb.
20th, be in better shape than they have been in
sioner. You cannot all have the office.
with an occasional dash of rain and hail years
past or are at the present day.
sandwiched in. The road makers say that I also think that if all the
Our mail carrier is making good
tramps
time,
there has been nothing like it for
although the traveling is very bad.
years. ! that are running around over the State
had
the
were
They
roads
to
work
on
barely
got
after
the
put
Fiank Dow recently caught a land-locked
passable
highways that i
\
the other blizzard when this storm came
salmon that tipped lie scales at 4 lbs.
on, ! the cost of road-making would be much
and for days they have been
less.
There
are stone walls enough beside
shoveling and ;
Don’t forget the Poverty Ball at the
trying to get through the big drifts.
In the roads that, if crushed up, would go over
Grange Hall March 4tli. If stormy, March some localities
they have been obliged to all the roads in the State of Maine. Towns
l()th.
leave the road and break the snow through might buy rock crushers, or if a town was
\
the fields, and it is still snowing at the pres- | not able to buy alone it might unite with
Burnham. The snow storm of last week
ent
writing, Saturday afternoon.
Snow ! some other town or towns. But to return
cnfted the roads badly, recpiiring two days shoes have been
to the road commissioner. He should be a
in demand; in fact, they
breaking to make them passable... .Mr. have been the only means of locomotion, man who knows how to build a road and
Augustus Penny, veteran of the late war, Our doctor had to avail himseli of their aid should be smart enough to keep the men at
has been dangerously sick for the past few
work.
Under the old law most of the men
and visit a patientten and a half miles
away
weeks-Mrs. Darlie Chandis, who has
from his office, who was very sick with who worked on the highways would lean on
been at the Huh visiting friends and rela- pneumonia.
By his perseverance he has un- their hoe handles or find Some shady place
tives for the past two weeks returned, home
doubtedly saved his patient’s life. Our mail and sit down and tell stories, and that is
Saturday... .Mr. Joseph Reynolds and son has been quite irregular for the past week. one cause why the roads are in no better
George of Cambridge, who have been in We did not get The Journal until Friday. condition. If the commissioner does his
town for the past three weeks returned home
Mr. Bennett, our stage driver from Unity to duty I think we shall have better roads in
Friday. Kervin Reynolds of this place, Dixmont, got as far as East Troy Wednes- future than we have had in the past and
accompaiued them-Mrs. Drusilla Dodge day and was obliged to put up all night. He that will mean better prices for farms, bethas been quite sick for the past week with
could neither proceed nor retrace his steps. ter farmers, and more money in the futhe grip_Mrs. Estella Shay of Albion has He returned to Unity Thursday, and Friday ture-The roads were never as bad in
and
in
this
been visiting relatives
adjoining made his usual trip-It is quite sickly in town as they are at present. Some of our
towns for the past two weeks-The time town with colds,
grippe and lung trouble. roads are discontinued, and roads that are
for town meeting is fast approaching. There
The schools are a good deal broken up. shoveled out were dug through drifts from
is much discussion in regard to the qualifica- Some of them have closed the winter 4 to 6 feet deep. Some of our old townsmen
tion of several of our townsmen for the very term, others are waiting for it to clear off say that this is the worst winter they ever
saw.
important office of road commissioner. before the final exercises.
died

FIELD & WEST,

PORT OF BELFAST.

Sunday.

ment but

afternoon tea ^

SHIi* NEWS.

warrant is
The
Halldalk. Rev. J. Washburn left for
meeting, which will occur bis home in Parkman last Friday-Rev. S.
Nothing appears in this docu- C. Whitcomb preached at the church last

Montville.
town

-Capt. and Mrs. Samuel French were in
week, visiting Mr. J. T. Rowe
and family-Mr. George Crocker lost his
horse last Monday. He dropped dead as lie
was going to work-Pierce Patterson, who
is at work in Norcross, has been at home
sick of La Grippe but returned to his work
Monday.. .The young people are preparing
for a drama-Miss Ines Maxfield has been
in Castiue for a week to take the examinaFrankfort last

w as

wuus

oougeu

apparently

well.
Southwest

Harbor,

worst

of

Me., Fel>. 27. The
Hi kce.-s. In Sear.-nionr. Feb. 2d. u> Mr .uni
the season prevails here.
Mrs. W i11 lam Burgos, a onmghter.
Five vessels are ashore at the bead of the.
Cim-MAN. In lie 11 a.st, Feb. 21,1.1 .Mr. and Mrs.
harbor. One of these, the scboone.- Forest
I"hn F. liapman, a mui.
Belle, Captain Wood, of St. .loin., N. B.,
Caiinek. In Vii.ailum u, d< Mr. ami Mrs. Fred
from Boston for Weymouth, N. S., with a I.. arver, a
(laughter.
In Fllsw••rtli, Jan. 18
M
general cargo is in a had position and \\ i 11 ! I»ei.an
probably go to pieces on tin- next tide The Mrs. Fred Delano. a- u. V-":ier K.
Dow.
In
Hancock, Feb. f>. ;.p Mr. a
Mrrew is s ife.
t llarles II. Dow. a mui.
Vim \, rd-Haveii, l'eh. j:;.
Brig J-nn:e 1 Feli.eri'un.
in Koekland, to Capt. ami Mrs
Huibert, from Savannah for Portland, arriv- I
-hi. let ton, a da
hte
e l
here to-day and reports, Feb. lb, off
Gr.w.
In Blueliili, Feb. is, to Mr. and Mrs,
Hatteras, experienced viob-n S, K and N. lb His A Gray a daughter.
W gales lasting two *la\ s, during winch the
LfI-'KIN
In StoniiigDm, Feb. 17. to Mr. am!
Mrs. Seth W. taal kin, a daughter
vessel s rained and leaked badly in topside,
i.E \. m.
In Pcnobsi ot, Feb. lb, t.. Mr. and Mm.
i »>b. Id. 2d mate Jas. H. Junk died of
Obed Leach, a sou.
hemorr iage of the stomach and was buried
Liuba
lu Vinalhaven. Fob. 21, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Two men are sick with rheumatism
at sea.
Charles Libby, a son.
and wi-i go to the hospital.
Flaisiki*. In soarsmoni. Fell. 20. to Mr. ami
New Haven. Feb. 24
Sell. Silver Heels Mis. Herbert Flaisteo, a sou.
Ryder. In Franklin. Feh. 12, to
r. ami Mrs.
(of 1;.m klaud.i Quinlan, arrived here from
Ryder, a daughter.
1’onee, PU., wits 11 days north of Hatteras, Alden
Tokui.a
In Swan’s Island, Feb 10, to Mr. and
W.
and
with strong N
gales
generally Mrs. Arthur \. Torrey.a son.
stormy weather, during which lost and split
sails.
MARRIED.
Chakteks. Sch.
11. F. Pettigrew, Rio
Janeiro to New York, coffee, lJs. Sch. Jas.
Bkva.m
Weniwokih.
Ill Searsmont. Fell. 2b.
A Garfield, New York to Havana, Case Oil
10 cents. Bk. Matan/as, Havana to New by Rev. W. c. Baker. George W. Bryant and Nel
lit* B. Wentworth, both of Searsmom.
York, general cargo, p. t. S< h. Jessie Lena,
(ioT’r-<.inn. Ill orland, Feh. 1 -1. Lewis L.<, :t.
Tuspan Coast to New York, Cedar and and Miss Lena D. Ginn, both of Orland.
Gran r-< eh ts. In Monroe. Feb 24, Alfred W.
Mahogany 85 50. Sch Jose Olaverri, Baltimore to Port Royal, Guano p. t., and hack
Grant ami Miss Alice M. ( urtis.both id Monroe.
Hobbs Johnson
In Monroe, Feb. 22, (diaries
Savanuah to Baltimore, lumber, at or
about 84.25. Sch Robt. A. Snow, Wilming- A. Hobbs of Brooks and Miss Rosa J. Johnson of
Monroe.
ton, N. C., to New York, shingles §1.50.
Jonks-Si riiKi.LAND. In North Tarrytown, N.
Coal out from Philadelphia, bo cents and \
Eeb. 20, Garrett \V. Jones ami Marguerite
discharged. Sch. Penobscot, Jacksonville Sutherland, formerly of Rockland, both ot North
to a Sound port, lumber 85 25.
Tarrytown.
Leiohton-Klwki.l In Camden, Feh. 10. Wendell S. Leighton and Miss Lassie M. Llwell. both
of Camden.
A New Creamery in Aroostook.
Markinek Richards. In Centre Lincolnville,
Feh. 17, l*y J. Matthews. J- Ini ('. Marriner and
Miss
Catherine Richards, both of Lineolm ille.
of
Fort
Arthur
Fairfield
Mr.
was
Libby
Monahan-Leadbeiteic In Vinalhaven, Feh.
among those who attended the dairy meetlo. .lohn C. Monahan and Georgia Leadbetter,
both of Vinalhaven
ing Thursday afternoon of last week. Mr.
Stevens-Smai.i
In Plymouth, Feh. 20, Mel
Libby has purchased the disused plant iu ville K. Stevens of Troy and Miss Annie F. Small
Fort Fairfield, ami prop i.ses to engage in the ot Plymouth.
storm

1

j

business, if he receives sufti ient
encouragement from the farmers. Mr. Libby
is an excellent busin ess man, lias a general
experience m hand ling neat stock which
will be of advantage, and may be expected
to make the bnsim-ss successful if it. is
possible to make it. so by shrewd and careful
management. [Presque Isle Star Herald.
creamery

to lose last term.... it

home from Bucksport for a vacation-Several robins have
been seen here lately-The weather the
most of the past month has been mild, but
with only a few days of sunshine.
The
traveling is poor and many have suspended
hauling until the snow settles in the
woods-We have been shown a pumpkin
raised by E. G. Clifford. When cut last
week the seeds had sprouted several inches
long and had two leaves on them.. The Club
met at Edward Libbey’s Feb. 20th, and will
meet with Miss Alice Richards March 5th.
Mrs. Cora Blanchard is still very low....
Sch. Wm. H. Bailey of New Jersey, from
Newport News for New Bedford with coal,
of which Mr. N. C. Partridge is one of the
was

Barnegat
and

struck
and

anchors.

by

a

squall

Feb.

ldtli off

lost

foremast, sails, rigging
The vessel was in a helpless

blowing to sea when she was
picked up by a tug the day following, towed
to New York, where the cargo was sold and
the vessel is being repaired-We extend
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Perkins, who were lately married. They
have gone to house-keeping in the upper
tenement of F. R. Daggett’s house at the
condition and

Corner.

A

Golden Wedding.

and Mrs. Lemuel Nichols, who for
have been among the well known
Bangor, have issued the followinvitation
to large numbers of their
ing
friends in that city and the State :
March 19.
rrA
March 19,
Mr.

many years
residents of

1848.

The full delights of tea
drinking have been unknown to those who have
not tried

Chase & Sanborn’s

Package Teas.
No matter whether you
buy the Orloff, which is a
Formosa Oolong, with its
delicate lilac flavor;
The Koh-i-noor, a disBreakwith its stimuenergy and sparkle;

tinctively English
fast

Tea,

lating

Or an Orange Pekoe,
with its rich, wine-like
body and its reputation for

on

j'ou will find that
will
receive only the
you
best that money can buy.

Saturday Evening, March nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight,
at their home,
113 Centre Street, Bangor, Maine.
Hours of Reception,
6 to 10.

mu.
vN>
a.

54,1 K'0,0("'
assets DK* EilliEU I

Heal estate owned by the coinpa
unincumbereu.
Loans on bond and mortgage ,ri
liens.
Stocks and bonds owned
> t
company, market value..
Loans secured h> collateral'
Cash in the <-ompany's prim ip.
office and in hank..
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of colic
tion..
...

<>i all the admitted as
ol
t he company at t!i• ir
value.

Aggregate
'Cts

actual

"12,31. IN.'7.
Net amomii ol unpaid losses and
3*
laim*.A mould required to salel\ re-insure all outstanding risks
3.11
Ah "ther demands agamsi the
P
unpnny, viz: commission', eti
LlAnil.lTH.s I>E« EMBED

tl liabilities, except
cai
stock amt net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in ca>!
I

■.

sui

pi

Ag_

us

1>«

..

:..ti'

including
ill

omi capital

3,c.
4
4.

..

1

anifiint
i.du1 d
net surplus.. .>12,"'-

ll> \

\\ li>

I.

\

gentLett..

Honorable Justices

cl

1 .n

ine

Judicial (

to '<

eu

at

lielfast,

lo

1

lie

1

DIED.

mu

within

County of Waldo, on
day ol January, A. I>

Estelle

next

t

and

the

<

lirst

INDJS

k haley

whose maiden name was Estelle k l*
speet fully libel.- and lepreseuts that siulull} married t <' H A lil.LS 1- ll.vl.lb
moiii, in said County, at sun lielfast. u
day of March, A. L*.| l»S*l,h\ Ke\. Uoiln
a minister of the gospel
duly autlmrio
eiuni/e marriages, that she aim liei 'aid
resided together alter said marriage
;h.r
Searsm.'ut as husband and wile
said marriage she has conducted hersed
him as a laithlul, chaste and a IT»•••';
yet the said Charles F. Haley, wholly ui
ol his marriage vows and ovenaitt, »n ih»
day id May v 1). LSUH, utterly desert*
bellant. and has continued said desert
said date up to the present t nm-. t» ma n
three conseeuuve years ie xl prioi t• tin
this libel; that about three years ag* -i•«
that he was in lJes Mcine- m :!*e:stai*
but she avers that, she does mu Un v. hi
residence, and that it eanuot be a>eei".
reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she prays that a <iix tee D
bonds of matrimony may be decreed bet we*
and the sanl Charles F. Haley that the
of their minor children, Earle Hanks lla
six years, and Joseph Keene llaiex
years, may be given her, ami that her nan
be changed to the name .-lie bore etm
•.

■

1

marriage.

Dated at sanl He 1 fast, this seventh die
Barbour. In Stonington, Feb. 17, Benjamin
Cfoinber, A. D 1 S'J?.
Barb. »ir, aged 71 years and 10 months.
ESTELLE K IEBaker.
In Bucksport, Feb. l(>, Edwin i>.
Baker, aged 55 years. 5 months and 7 days.
Clem*.nt. In Ellsworth, Feb. 12. to Mr. and
STATE OF MAINE.
Mrs. Mayo Clements, a son.
\. !>. Ds:*7.
Waldo ss. December
Curtis. In Bucksport, Feb. 18, Mrs. Ella N
Then personally appeared the above nan
Curtis, aged 40 years, 4 months and 20 davs.
telle K. Haley, ami made oath to the inn
Colson
Ip Sudivan, Jan. 30, Guy E. Colson,
averment in the foregoing libel as t--1 he *■
aged 22 years and 0 months.
me.
Condon. In Rockland, Feb. 23, Mary L. (Lane), of the libellee. Hotore
JOSEPH \\ 11.1.1 A MS(
wile of Boyd S. Condon, a native of Bristol, aged
Justice «d the »
42 years, 8 months and 2 days.
Joseph Williamson, Attorney for libel
Creamer. In Camden, Feb.5,Ellsworth Cream I
er, aged 19 years, < months and 4 days.
STATE OF MAINE.
Caldekwood. In Vinalhaven, Feb 1(5, Deborah,
WALDO SS.
SlFKEMK Jl I'lc'I.YI. t
wife ol Jonathan Calderwood, aged 75 years.
Haskell.
January letui, 1 bus
In Tenant’s Harbor, St. George,
l
the
i»on
Feb. 21. Cora A
foregoing libel, "tuered. Tt
daughter of Frank V. and Mary
lihetlant give notice to the lihellec
t tin
E Haskell, aged 1 year. 5 months and 14
days.
Hurlbert
In Newton Highlands, Mass., Feb. i ency thereol hy causing an attested cop;.
of and of this order thereon to he pot
22. Vesta Yeazie Hwrlbert, aged 48 years. She
was the
daughter of the late \V. *;. and Charlotte three weeks successively in flic Ih ub!i.
nal, a newspaper, printed at Hella.-t, in
N. Yeazie ot Bid fast.
ty of Waldo, the last puhlieaiion then d
Jordan. In Ellsworth, Feb. 15, Mrs. Caroline
thirty days, at least, before the term ot mi.i
A. Jordan, aged 73 years and 5 months.
Mi Km
in] Belmont. Feb. 2d, James Mureli, i (next to he holden at Hcltast, within and
ounty of Waldo on the third Tuesday >>;
aged 7«> years, 7 mouths and 22 d iys.
Ordway.
In Sullivan, Feb. 17, l)r. B 11. Ord- i next, that the libellee n ay then and there
and show cause, if any lie has, why the pi.,
way. aged *51 years.
the libellant should not lie granted.
Pun.brook. In Conway.\. II Feb. 21, Edith
Til
Attest
sion w a 1*1.I N
O. daughter of Charles ami Olive l’hilhrook, a
A true copy of the l.ibel and Ordei ot
native ot South J'homaston, aged 2*5 years and 11
thereon.
3wu
days, rin* remains were taken to South ThomasAttest
I'll Es Ti »N WAIU.1N. t
ton for burial.
Robbins. Hi Belfast, Feb 2*5. Ln:enia, caughter (d Fred E. and Addie Robbins, aged s month
Tibbkits. In Centre Moutville, Feb. 11. *. Mr.
Notice ot Foreclosure.
and Mrs. John Tibbetts. a son.
Wentworth. In Rockland, Feb. 21. Mary A.,
II' HEKEAs, MAKV
I'AUsU.NS >nd ,lnof
Thomas
A.
and
It.
daughter
Mary
Wentworth,
1 Stockton, in the < oi
I’Alv
'NS
aged 31 years, 5 months and 3 days.
Waliln ami Stale of Maine, by their no
deed dated the 22d day ot February. A 1>
Belfast Price Current.
and recorded in Waldo ('ounty Recast iv >1 11
Hook 213. l“agc 221. conveyed to ,J A MI
KATUN of said Stockton, a certain piece ot
corrected weekly for the journal.
with the buildings thereon, and bounded
Product- Market.
Price Pa id Producer
lows, to wit beginning at tin* cornel of t!
Apples, |> bu. 80® 1 00 Hay, fc> ton, 1000,a 12 00 road at the southwest angle on tin* west -•
dried, p lb,
(>
4®5 Hides, p lb,
Jellison; thence northerly, by tin* »*;»Cape
1 25® 1
Beans, pea,
7d9
of said road twenty rods; thence easterly pa
35|Lamh, p lb,
medium, l 30® l 40 Lambskins,
50a 75
to westerly line of said road eight rod-,
1 75 Mutton, p lb,
4«5
yel’w'eyes,
southerly, parallel to said first northerly
1 (5® 18 Oats, p bu, 32 lb,
Butter, p lb,
2o®Tu> twenty rods, to northerly line a said load ;
Beef, p lb,
6®8 Potatoes,
70® 80 westerly by line of said road eight rods t«>
Barley, p bn,
40®45 Round Hog,
4®4 1-2 of commencement, containing one acre.
I 1 Straw, p ton, 6 00®7 *>0
Cheese, p lb,
And whereas the said .lames S. Eaton did
10a 12 Turkey, p lb.
lfta 18 the sixteenth day ot February, A. I>. 1 sum,
Chicken, p lb,
1 1-2® 3
CalfSkins,
50®75 Tallow,
ami transfer said mortgage to me, the under-*
Duck, p lb,
14® 1(5 Veal, p lb,
(5® 7 ed; and whereas the condition of said inert
14 Wool, unwashed,
20 has been broken, now therefore, by reason ot
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
8® 10 Wood, hard, 3 50®5 00 breach of the condition thereof, claim a
Geese, p lb,
13®15 Wood, soft, 3 00®3 60 closure of said mortgage.
March 1, 18U8.
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
3w«
JOSIAH PARSON"
Beef, corned, p lb, 7®8 Lime, p bbl,
90®1 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
4
45 Onions, p lt>,
4
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45 Oil,kerosene,gal, 10®11
45 Pollock,p lb,
Corn Nleal, p bu,
4
14 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p It.,
7®8
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
1.12
3
Codfish, dry, §> lb
5®9 Rye Meal, p lb
At once, more girls at
Cranberries, p qt,
Shorts,
cwt,
p
90®95
8®9
5 l-2®(5
Clover Seed, p lb, 11®T2 Sugar, p lb,
3 5
Flour, p bbl, 5 75@6 25 Salt, T. I., p
THOMPSON & FOSTER’S,
H G.Seed, bu, l 75®2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
64 Church St., Belfast, Me.
ard, p lb
8®9 Wheat Meal,
3®3 1*2
..

0U

1898.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Nichols
request the pleasure of your company
at the
Fiftieth Anniversary
of their marriage

ot the annua
wt
Conn., on tile
ia> ol 1 >«•
to the State ol Maine,
lncorj
me need business l«llh w m
NN
H. King Secretarv
Capil
.-ETNA INSlkANCi:
Abstract
31st

*■

at

....

crew,

--'1

Aggregate amount ot liabilities.including net surplus.
..$4."."
1 ll l.l) »V \> I:>T. Agents. Bella*

■

expected Mr. Fisher will be here next
Sunday.James Stowers, Lucia Shute
are

amount of liabilities, except
2,1..
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up m cash— Nil
Surplus beyond capital. I ,'.-

>

is

and Jennie Black

HORN

Total

purity,

•.

1

l*

1

